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In the past two decades collaboration has been proposed as

a

means for reducing alienation in the workplace, for increasing productivity, and for increasing the capacity of organizations to adapt to

fast-changing environments.

However, to date very few thorough studies

have investigated precisely what collaboration is and how it functions
in the workplace.

The purpose of this study was to describe collabora-

tion in enough detail so that practitioners will be able to vary specific aspects within the organization, thereby increasing the likelihood
of collaboration occurring.
A three-sided analytical model was developed in this study that

looked at work groups according to the type of unit involved (individual, small group, organization, society), the perspective taken (pur-

pose, structure, process), and the degree of collaboration (more col-

Using this model it was proposed that

laborative, less collaborative).

collaboration has six general characteristics:
poses requiring creativity and innovation.

2)

1)

It meets group pur-

It meets individual

purposes for self-actualization and social interchange.
place in small group settings.

3)

It takes

4) The small groups exist within a

V

larger context which fosters both autonomy and interdependence.

Processes foster formation of goals and productivity.

5)

6) Processes are

synergetic
It was further demonstrated that these six characteristics are

based on some basic assumptions and beliefs which, taken together, form
a

coherent value structure.

The elements are

a

belief in human poten-

tial, a belief in living in harmony with nature, a present and future

time perspective, a "being-in-becoming" action modality, and a value on

both individual and cooperative relationships.

General terms describing

this value structure are synergy and holism.

The six characteristics and underlying values were then used as
a

framework to explore the literature on small group and organizational

structures and processes.

It was demonstrated that small group vari-

ables which support collaboration are:

the conceptualization of power

as empowerment; a small sized group with stable boundaries and a hetero-

geneous membership; roles differentiated by function; norms supportive
of collaboration; leadership seen as empowering and differentiated;

decision making, efficient, creative and shared; conflict resolution,
confrontive and constructive; and communication widely shared.

Further-

more, group processes that facilitate change (socialization, termination, learning, and group development) are exercised in ways congruent

with collaborative principles.
Systems variables that support collaboration include the existence of many small groups within the system, norms of forming and dis-

banding groups regularly, and an organizational structure based on the
definition of power as

a

nonscarce resource.
VI

Models of organizational

structures, which act to increase power in the system, were
explored,

including the matrix and network organization.

Furthermore, the systems

concept was used to differentiate among freestanding collaboratives
intraagency, and interagency collaboratives.
This more detailed analysis of collaboration was then used as an

analytical model in three practical applications.

First, four familiar

case studies were analyzed, using the model to deepen understanding of

successes and failures.

N^xt, the model was used to diagnose and make

suggestions to an on-going work group.
basis for

a

Third, the model was used as

a

training design which had, as one of its purposes, the in-

crease of collaborative functioning.

These three applications proved promising enough to suggest that

more long-term comprehensive research be designed to test various com-

ponents of the model.

Specific designs were proposed that would address

the three expressed needs for collaboration:

the need to reduce aliena-

tion, to increase productivity and to increase the ability of organiza-

tions to adapt to a changing environment.
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PROLOGUE

Centuries ago the Puritans brought to the New World the values
and attitudes about work that contained within them both
the creativity

and energy that was to fuel a tremendously productive economic
system
and the source of present-day alienation of workers from that economic
system.

The mandate was to labor hard, to wrest

a

living from an alien

environment, and to be better than one's neighbor so as to demonstrate
that one was one of God's elected people.

deserving.

God was a task master.

Rewards came only to the most

One worked hard because one had to,

but no pleasure was expected from that labor.
What the Puritans lived, the Industrial Revolution institutionalized.
tools.

Human energy was multiplied through fossil fuels and mechanical
The religious mandate became ensconced in corporate head-

quarters.

One demonstrated to new gods that one was one of the elect by

competing against one's neighbor.

Again the system was tremendously

productive, innovative beyond imagination, but one did not expect to
find fulfillment or joy within it.

The basic dichotomy continues in most work situations in the

Western world today.

There is

a

conceptualization of work that is on

the one hand extremely powerful, and on the other hand separated from
the human and natural dimensions of life.

ferent worlds.
words.

Work and play are two dif-

Ask any group of people to free associate using the two

Work is hard, necessary, unpleasant, coercive, sweaty, boring,

isolated.

Play is fun, relaxing, free, frivolous, joyful, integrating.

xiii

Work takes place in offices, factories,
corporations, bureaucracies,
organizations.

Play takes place at the seashore, in the
mountains, in

families, with friends, in the community.
The belief remains that the level of productivity,
the material

wealth, the rewards of American ingenuity can only be
had at the price
of hard work, competition, and regimentation.

If one were to blur the

lines between work and the rest of life, then the cost would
be sloppy
work, creeping impoverishment, and

a

breakdown of "the system."

Before considering whether there is any truth in this set of
beliefs, it might be worthwhile to dream

a

bit.

What might it look like

for an individual worker if play and work merged more, if there were

more joy and pleasure and relaxation at work along with the same level
of productivity and creativity; if the work institutions and the play

institutions more closely resembled one another; if the full spectrum of
human aspirations could be met in either sphere?
Clearly, in answer to the question, the way one works and the

structures within which one works would be different.

Play takes place

in small groups where pleasurable social interaction is expected and

intimacy and trust are fostered.

While high structure and high levels

of energy are congruent with many forms of play, coercion and monotonous

repetition are not.
rhymthmic.

Play is flexible and varied, interactive, and

It is interesting and fun and often productive as well.

image that comes to mind is of the young child engrossed in creating

The
a

structure of blocks, learning basic principles of balance, relationship,
gravity, creating beauty in line and color, feeling glee or rage as the

structure collapses, working and playing merged.
XIV

Again though, there are deeply embedded beliefs best
captured by
the Biblical;

"When

I

became

a

man,

1

put away childish things."

The

ingrained message is that integration of these two categories
of human

experience is impossible beyond the age of six when the serious
business
of life begins. What is new in the last generation is
widespread ques-

tioning of both the truth of those beliefs and the basic morality of
them as well.

The questioning is coming from widely different groups of

people ostensibly with very different purposes in mind.
Social scientists, for instance, are beginning to question

whether the social structures dominant in the last three-quarters' century:

the large corporation, intense specialization, close supervision

existing in

a

field characterized by steep hierarchies and competition,

have, in reality, been responsible for the huge gains in productivity,
or whether, in fact, those social structures have been rather

a

negative

factor, whose lack of utility has been masked by the availability of

cheap energy and seemingly unlimited natural resources. They question

whether the inflation and the slowdown in productivity gains of recent
years are not in part due to dysfunctional work structures as well as to

shrinking resources.

Another group of social scientists does not question the past
so much;

the assembly line, the clear lines of authority, and the com-

petition between firms effectively served the needs of the Model T
generation.

However, they believe the system is now inadequate given

the demands of the post-industrial era.

The computers, spaceships and

telecommunications of this new industrialization, existing as it does
in a highly complex global economy,

XV

requires new social forms.

The

centralization, rigid lines of power, and atomization
of task no longer
serve, nor are necessary given the revolution
in communications.

Still another group, personified by the youth
of the 1960 's

generation and the young adults of the 1970’
devoting any part of

a

questions the morality of

s,

lifetime to alienating work.

Their existential

position demands constant integration of means and ends.
work in order to make money in order to live
life.

a

One should not

satisfying and enjoyable

Rather enjoyment, satisfaction, survival and work should occur

simultaneouly in all situations.

Being centered, integrated, and in

harmony are the new values replacing service to the company and belief
in the material rewards of progress.

What unites these three very different groups of people is that
they have all identified collaboration as

a

means to the ends they seek.

The first group sees in collaborative work groups the revolution needed
to spur American productivity.

Collaboration, this group believes,

reduces alienation and harnesses human energy thus enabling workers to
be much more productive. The second group envisions

a

decentralized

economy, consisting of many interconnected collaborative groups, pro-

viding the greater level of skill and innovation demanded by the enormous technological advances of the past few years.

The third group sees

in the collaborative work group an opportunity to work and play simul-

taneously, to earn

a

living, be creative, and live in an interesting

and humane environment all at the same time.

The significance of collaboration as
all three of these perspectives.

a

form of work derives from

Just as work does not have to be

separate from play, so it is not necessary to choose among individual.
XVI

national or societal rationales.

The energy for working in and studying

collaboratives can be personal and political,
rooted both in individual
values and global realities.

This present study seeks to address all

these ends.

XVI

INTRODUCTION

The joy, excitement, creativity, and energy
that results fom

a

successful collaborative relationship is part of many
workers' experience.

A team of teachers discovers relationships among
their respec-

tive disciplines that they had not seen before.

Secretaries discover

that they can accomplish their work more efficiently and
arrange their

schedules to meet individual needs.

A team of scientists makes a break-

through that no one of them could have done alone.

A community group

gains support from previously opposing factions for beginning

project.

a

new

A group of social service agencies discovers innovative ways

to expedite service to clients.

Managers discover renewed excitement in

their own lives and impressive productivity increases as well.
The frustration, disappointment, and costly inefficiency that

results when attempted collaboration fails is also

Members of

a

a

common experience.

food cooperative find that despite their rhetoric, real

power still rests with

a

few members.

Deadlines are missed as indi-

vidual members interpret collaboration as license to do as they please.

Workers discover that despite the internal success of their collaborative effort, the experiment is subverted by the home office.

Agencies

attempting to work together discover that many members are unwilling to
give up any autonomy for the sake of the shared endeavor.

Volunteer

groups burn out as the time spent in meetings becomes intolerable.
This study is an inquiry into the basic principles underlying

collaborative ventures in the workplace.

It assumes that at least one

2

reason for the uneven record reported by
participants involved in these

experiments is that collaboration itself is
poorly understood.

typically

a

collaborative group addresses only

a

Most

few of the many inter-

locking variables involved, failing to understand
how other factors
impact on the group.
There are many elements involved in that understanding.

most basic level there is the need to develop
the term.

Beyond the definition, there is

a

a

At the

precise definition of

need to analyze in detail

the many elements in what is clearly a highly complex form of
organizing
and accomplishing work.

Underlying both

a

definition and

a

description

are many assumptions and values which need to be stated clearly.
ly

>

3II these components need to be woven together into

a

Last-

framework that

has power to explain why some collaboratives succeed where others fail.

The intent is to provide the understandings so essential to

changed practice.
groups have

a

Once collaboration is more fully understood, new

basis for making the initial decisions crucial to later

successful functioning.

Organizational development consultants have

model for developing key interventions into work systems.

Trainers can

intentionally design activities which reinforce collaboration.
groups have

tioning

a

a

Ongoing

framework for reflecting and improving on their own func-

.

The Need for the Study

The researcher beginning to investigate collaboration discovers
on the one hand that there is
the topic.

a

massive amount of information related to

On the other hand, only

a

very few studies specifically

3

center on collaboration.

In general, the reader must infer
character-

istics of collaboration from related concepts;
explicit investigation of
the concept is rare.

The literature of potential relevance to an
investigation of

collaboration is truly valuable, rich in both theory
and application; it
will be

a

major source of data used here.

However,

a

number of char-

acteristics of this literature limit its direct usefulness
to both

researcher and practitioner:
1.

Many of the more direct studies are, in essence, defenses
of the need for collaboration and of the values underlying
the concept, rather than investigations of collaboration
itself.
They are valuable in explaining the why but not
the what or the how.

2.

Those studies that do treat collaboration specifically
are limited by an unclear or partial definition of
collaboration.

3.

Much of the relevant literature assumes a social,
political, economic context (e.g. the capitalist
corporation, the socialist system, or an anti-capitalist,
anti-bureaucratic belief structure); the analyses developed
tend to be specific to that context without making the
context itself a variable to be examined.

4.

A related point is that many studies are specific to one
field (education, human services, government, business
and industry, alternative institutions).
They are influential within that field but are less available to
practitioners in other fields.

5.

The vast majority of related studies treat one or at most
two variables involved in collaboration.
They are
extremely helpful in understanding that one item, but are
limited in their usefulness in understanding the entire
phenomenon.

A more detailed investigation of these five points together with

a

scription of several recent studies should serve to demonstrate the

particular contribution that this study can make.

de-

4

The need to

bey ond

a

defense of collaboration

.

Since the mid-1960’s,

many studies have been published which have
as their purpose

a

detailed

explanation of why organizations should increase
their use of collaborative forms.

Three book-length studies in particular concentrate
di-

rectly on issues of interest here:

Frederick

— erarchy!—An

Organizing the Politics of Survival

Ph.

G.

End to Competition:

Herbst's Alternatives to Hierarchies

Collaboration in Organizations:

;

C.

Thayer's An End to
;

and William Kraus'

Alternatives to Hierarchies

.

These

studies are an essential beginning point for the reader who is not

already persuaded that the more usual structures in which work is performed in this society need substantive improvement.
In addition, studies in many fields explore the growing need for

collaboration.

Slater's Pursuit of Loneliness (1976), Oliver's Educa -

tion and Community (1976), Schumacher's Small is Beautiful (1973),

Kanter's Men and Women of the Corporation (1977) are illustrative of the
many studies that highlight the growing alienation in the workplace.

Work in America (1973), Davis and Chern's Quality of Work Life (1975),
extend the argument emphasizing the tremendous economic costs of alienation as well.

Toiler's Future Shock (1970), Keohane and Nye's Power and

Interdependence (1977), Schon's Beyond the Stable State (1971), Emery
and Trist's Towards a Social Ecology (1973) all emphasize the inade-

quacies of the present steeply hierarchical corporation in coping ade-

quately with rapid rates of change and increaasing global interdependencies

.

The point here is not that this literature is inadequate; rather
the reverse.

The value of increased collaboration has been demonstrated

5

as conclusively as is possible, given the fact
that what is being advo-

cated is

a

value position rather than

a set of

demonstrable facts.

The

Prologue reviewed briefly some of the points made by these
authors, and
Chapter III will set forth the value structure involved, but the
thrust
current study is that it is time to move on.

The presumption

here is that the reader is already convinced of the value of increased

collaboration.

This study progresses to the next step, which is to

explore in detail what collaboration is and how one can engage in it
successfully.

The need for

a

precise definition

.

When one begins to investigate the

literature that is potentially relevant to

a

more pragmatic approach to

collaboration, one finds some significant limitations.

The most basic

of these is the lack of a clear definition of the word itself.

source of the vagueness is easily understandable from
the dictionary.

Just

a

common usage is "to work with another or others"
,

1978).

quick perusal of

generation ago the most common definition of

collaboration was "to cooperate with an enemy alien."

Dictionary

a

The

(

Today the more

The Random House

However, the second part of that definition indi-

cates how far behind the conceptualization still is; the definition goes
on:

in literary pursuits."

"esp.

became popular in the late 50'

s,

The definition reflects

a

usage which

particularly in the fields of aeronau-

tics and basic sciences, of collaborative research and writing.

usage is

a

That

very common one today, but in no way does it encompass the

examples that have been used even in the first few pages of this study.

6

For this reason an entire chapter
of this study will he devoted
to an overview of the concept
with the purpose of presenting

precise description.

a

nore

The assumption here is that the
term is highly

complex and that by understanding
different usages (e.g. collaborative
research, interagency collaboration,
collaborative work groups), one can

begin to understand factors which support
collaboration and those that
inhibit it,

Tjie

need for clear expl anations of political
assumptions

.

Many factors

can lead to a psychological limitation of the
availability of existing

information.

Potentially useful information can be screened out by
the

investigator because it is couched in an alien set of
beliefs about the

political order, or because it is so specific to

a

field that outsiders

are not aware that it exists, or because it is so fragmented
that the

investigator does not know which elements are relevant and which are
not

For example, much of the most rigorous research on collaboration
has been conducted in three related fields;

tional Development, and Quality of Work Life.

Human Relations, Organiza*
These fields for the most

part assume that the basic tenets of free enterprise capitalism are

accepted by the reader.

The corporation is the basis economic unit and

that corporation is privately owned, hierarchically managed, and has as
its purpose, making a profit.

these assumptions.

Many other schools of thought reject

For instance, workplace democratization and self-

management theories advocate worker ownership and control.

Many alter-

native institutions in this country support not only worker ownership

7

and management, but reject hierarchy as well.

Because these groups

reject the beliefs of the first group, they also
tend to reject some

very important findings which might shed light on
problems these groups
are facing.

The reverse is also true, that much of the experience
of

these latter groups is rejected by the "free enterprise"
group because
they reject the political underpinnings assumed.

Again the point here is not that the context is unimportant;
rather it is so important that it must be an explicit, not assumed

variable in any study.

With such variables explicit, then believers of

one group have some basis for knowing whether or not any practices from

another group might be usefully adapted.

In fact there is a great deal

of overlap among these various schools of thought on specific issues,
and it is a great waste of energy not to see the potential value of each
to the others.

The need for cross fertilization among fields

.

The same point is true

of the lack of cross fertilization among various fields of work.
of the valuable research in one field is unknown elsewhere.

Much

The proto-

type of the collaborative work team, for instance, was developed in the

aerospace industry, but that experience is seldom given more than

mention in studies for other kinds of industries and

is

a

virtually un-

known to struggling food cooperatives or alternative schools.

Simi-

larly, the investigation of various experiments in education and human

services (e.g. team teaching, clinical supervision, interagency collaboration, core teams) go unnoticed by business people establishing

collaborative experiments such as autonomous work teams.

The lack of

8

dissemination of international examples
(e.g. quality control circles in
Japan, the Israeli Khibbutzim, nonformal
education projects in the Third

World) IS equally widespread.

The problem is compounded by the fact

that collaboration is not a descriptor
in the common library indexes, so

that even the few researchers intentionally
searching for information
fail to discover useful interconnections.

The result is that much

potentially imporant research is lost to the many
practitioners who
might profitably make use of it.

T he need for an integrated framework

.

Still other research is ironic-

ally unavailable because there is so much of it; the reader
has no

framework to offer guidelines as to which studies might be useful
and

which not.

The number of studies in fields related to collaboration

passes the imagination.
(Hare,

One compilation of the small group research

1976) reviewed over 6,000 studies.

Similar numbers comprise the

leadership, decision making, power, conflict resolution, communication,

organizational structure's literature.

One needs some way to select

a

manageable number of these studies that offer direct relevance to the
understanding of collaboration, and one needs some set of guidelines to
be able to integrate research on a very specific topic into an overall

understanding of the concept.

Recent studies on collaboration

.

These five problems are found not only

in studies which mention collaboration tangentially, but in three recent

direct studies of the phenomenon as well.

The earliest of the three was

was a 1977 issue of the Journal of Applied Behavioral Science entitled

"Collaboration in Work Settings."

The more recent are William Kraus'

^

l

Ubofation

the Jan.

in Or^^ anijeations

;

Alternatives to Hierarchies UOfiO) and

1981 issue of the Journal of Voluntary
Action Research

works share

a

conwon history in that their editors ove

debt to the Human Relations School of business
theory.
share both the advantages of

a

These

.

considerable
As such they

long history of research and the limita-

a

tions of implicit acceptance of context that were
suggested above.

Jo^tna l of Applied Behavioral Science issue accurately
reflected the state of the art at that time.

The bulk of the articles

describe case histories of collaborative work settings.
today,

cesses.

In 1977, as

innumerable groups were experimenting with collaborative proThe Journal provided

a

valuable service by collecting

of these cases as data for the development of theory.

a

number

However, only one

of the articles attempts a specific theoretical treatment of collabora-

tion and Appley and Winder very properly term that ”An Evolving Definition.”

Their definition of collaboration is

a

useful beginning:

We define collaboration as a relational system in which 1)
individuals in a group share mutual aspirations and consnon
conceptual frameworks; 2) the interactions among individuals are
characterized by ” justice as fairness”; and 3) these aspirations and
conceptualization are characterized by each individual’s conscious ness of his/her motives toward the other, by caring or concern for
the other, and by commitment to work with the other over time provided that this commitment is a matter of choice
(p. 281)
,

However, none of these variables is explored in any depth, nor is it

clear how such
collaboration.

a

definition might apply to international or interagency
The remaining theoretical articles in the issue either

treat portions of the process (Finch on leadership and Kiseman on conflict resolution) or are applications of previously developed theory to

collaboration (Trist and Thorsrud on sociotechnical systems).
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of Voluntary Ac tion Research 's
issue on collabora-

tion is similar.

It contains some very useful case
histories,

several

in particular exploring the problems
involved in interagency collabora-

tion between minority and majority social
service agencies.

included is
ordination.

Also

useful review of literature on interorganizational
co-

a

However, again, the meaning of the concept of
collaboration

needs to be inferred from the data presented;
it is not made explicit.
Kraus' work, the first book-length treatment of
collaboration,

makes some substantial contributions to the understanding
of the concept.

In particular some of the variables he explores:

the nature of

collaborative values deriving from pluralism, and the elements
in

a

collaborative structure, are important additions to an understanding
of
collaboration.

These ideas will be explored in detail below and are

important elements in this present study.

On the other hand, fully half

the book is devoted to an analysis of the failings of current systems
(the inadequacies of hierarchy and competition) rather than an explora-

tion of collaboration itself.

In addition,

the section on collaborative

processes is weak, and like Appley and Winder's initial work, the analysis fails to make clear the distinctions between such usages as

collaborative task force

(a

a

small group) and interagency collaboration

(collaboration among groups).
In summary,

important beginnings have been made in the under-

standing of collaboration.

Those beginnings involve both specific

contributions to an understanding of the elements of collaboration, case
studies, and many social criticisms and related studies which demonstrate
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the validity of the interest and
potential importance of the research.

Those beginnings deserve elaboration.

The Purpose of the Study

The limitations of current studies of
collaboration suggest the

specific contribution this study can make.

The most pressing need is

for a clear conceptualization of collaboration.

That conceptualization

then can become the framework for understanding
much of the relevant
research, case studies and on-going experiments.

generated that, at

a

Guidelines can be

very simple level, indicate whether

a

particular

example is more collaborative or less so, and, at more
complex levels,
suggest reasons for the success or lack of success of

a

given case.

This study will describe the broad characteristics of collabora-

tion and will investigate the values and assumptions underlying
the
concept.

That conceptualization will then be used to provide

a

much

clearer understanding of the relevant literature and of current practice.

The purpose is to enable the reader to understand what collabora-

tion is, to diagnose the specific practices in the workplace that either

support or inhibit collaboration, and to be aware of the wide range of
theories and practices which might be used to increase collaborative

functioning

The Research Methodology

There are two complementary methods which can be used in order
to provide a description of a complex concept like collaboration.

will be used in this study.

Both

The first is the "rational-experimental"
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model (Schon, 1973).

This model is experimental in the
scientific

sense, and rational as bureaucracies
are "rational," that is,

a

large

task or problem is divided into its
component parts and each is then

attacked in logical, sequential fashion.

This model is extremely effec-

tive as long as the problem one is working
on is clearly defined and is

capable of being rationally divided into
understandable parts.

It is

the basis of the scientific method which has
been so successful in

encouraging the high levels of economic innovation
in the Western world.
A second methodology is the more familiar approach
in Eastern

societies.

One can look at the whole phenomenon at once, attempting
to

grasp it in its entirety, existing as it does in the fluid
space of

human experience.

This approach is particularly useful in studying new

fields of knowledge (Ackhoff and Emery, 1972; Ingalls, 1980).

In new

fields it is difficult to be precise about what is the whole and what
are the exact parts.

Broader, more intuitive, less analytical methods

are particularly useful in providing

a

glimpse of the entire phenomenon.

In recent years behavioral scientists have increasingly recog-

nized that their field of study demands

a

rich variety of methods, some

of which fit the scientific mold in that they generate hard or quantifi-

able data, and others that are equally valid and useful, but yield data
that cannot be communicated using mathematical symbols (Reed, 1978).

The important point in choosing
is

a

particular method or group of methods

less the symbol system by which it is transmitted (even numbers can

err)

,

but rather the choice of methods appropriate for the particular

phase of the research being undertaken (Stogdill, 1952).

commentators have noted the importance of using

a

A number of

variety of methods
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(Trow.

1970; Stogdill,

1952), and in particnlar, uaing
qualitative and

literary sources of data when one's
purpose is to construct

a

model, to

see a phenomenon in its entirety,
and to generate accurate hypotheses

about its nature (Glaser and Strauss,
1967).
Increasingly, too, purposes that are overtly
holistic have

acquired legitimate standing in the world
of scientific research.

Ackhoff and Emery (1972) note, in the
introduction to their work on
systems theory, the limitations of the
fragmented "piecemeal” research

methods deriving from the traditional disciplines:
The disciplines are the ways we study phenomena;
they emerge
from points of view, not from what is viewed.
Hence the disciplinary nature of science is a filing system of knowledge.
Its organization is not to be confused with the organization of
nature itself
(1972, p. 4)

This study will use both the rational-experimental method
and
the broader, more holistic method in a series of sequential
approaches.

The intent will be to use each method to inform the other.

Broad char-

acteristics will be developed and then will be integrated into
detailed logical analysis.

a

The analysis in turn can provide deeper

understanding of actual collaborative experiments in the workplace.
The dual approach is intended to provide the variety necessary in the

initial stages of study of

a

complex concept.

For similar reasons more than one type of data will be used.
One major type is literary sources, descriptive and experimental studies

selected from the studies on organizations in many different fields.

As

Glaser and Strauss (1967) have noted, no other type of data provide such
a

wealth of comparative data so quickly for such

a

small amount of

effort and cost. The effort here will be to select for analysis

a
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manageable number of important studies on
key aspects of organizational
functioning (e.g. on leadership, decision
making, organizational structure, small group development, and so
forth) and at the same time to

select those studies from many different
fields of work (business and
industry, government, education, human services,
etc.).
The second type of data to be used here is
the author has been a participant observer.

a

case study in which

The intent will be to use

the principles developed and synthesized through
the analyses of liter-

ary sources to reflect upon

a

specific educational setting in which the

author has been deeply involved.
The participant observer technique has its proponents and
critics.

It is a common technique in anthropology and has been termed
a

method capable of providing "the most complete form of sociological
datum

(Becker and Geer, 1970, p.

researcher such

a

133).

No other technique permits the

wide latitude to check intuitive, subliminal percep-

tions (Goode and Hatt,

1952).

The bias that accompanies involvement,

however, is acknowledged by both critics and proponents alike.

Clearly,

qualitative data such as participant observation is not always an appropriate method.

However, it is particularly valuable during the initial

stages of conceptualization.

During that phase the perceptions and

experiences of the researcher are particularly relevant; it is essential
that any nascent concept pass first through the on-going experience of
the researcher before it is presented as

a

coherent and potentially

useful entity to the public.
The study, then, will rely on two methodological approaches and

will use two sources of data.

The sequencing of chapters has been
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developed in order to use each of the methods and
type of data to reflect on the other, to provide

a

balance of broad conceptualization and

detailed analysis, of theoretical approaches and
practical examples.
Chapter

I,

for instance, provides

a

general overview of the

major characteristics of collaboration, drawing largely on
literary
sources and common experience; Chapter II is equally broad in
its intent
of taking the characteristics developed in Chapter

ining the values and assumptions behind them.

other hand, are minutely analytical.

I

and clearly exam-

Chapters III-VI, on the

Collaboration is divided into its

component parts and each is examined in detail.

Chapters III-V investi-

gate small group aspects of collaboration and Chapter VI, organizational

elements
Chapters VII-IX return to the more holistic approach, using the
case study as a vehicle for seeing how all the separate elements identified in the analysis interact in different kinds of work groups.

Chap-

ter VII presents cases selected from the literature while the following
two chapters investigate a case developed through participant observation.

The intent again is to use

multifaceted picture of

The analytical model

.

a

a

variety of perspectives to develop

a

complex phenomena.

An important tool that will be used as

reference for the analytical sections of this study, is

a

a

frame of

model which

presents three separate ways of looking at social groups and shows their
interrelationships.
this study.

The model can be seen as both

It is a means,

a

means and an end in

in the sense of embodying an analytical

framework, and an end, in the sense that it provides part of the

'
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conceptualization— part of the understanding of how
collaboration occurs
social groups.
The model can be primarily pictured as

simpler terms it is

a

box measuring 4x3x2.

a

solid rectangle; in

Two of the sides of the

box describe elements generally descriptive of human social
systems.
The third side describes whether or not those elements can be
considered

more collaborative or less collaborative.
The first dimension of the box (side

unit one is discussing.

1)

describes the type of

In ascending order, the most common units of

analysis are the individual, the small group, the organization, and
society.

Though there are obviously other intermediate dimensions,

these four will be used here as being broadly descriptive of the

different units one might investigate:

Fig.

1.

Types of units:

Side

1.

in
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The second side of the box contains
three generalized methods
of describing human experience.

In philosophical terms these are

axiology (why), ontology (what), and epistomology
(how).

These three

terms are three different lenses through which
the same human experience
can be viewed.

purpose.

Using more familiar terms,

Why is the group doing what it is doing?

and objectives?

What are its goals

What involves questions of structure.

and what is the whole?

parts to the whole?

What are the parts

What are the enduring qualities that relate the

^

involves process concerns.

operate on a day-to-day basis?
resolved?

connotes issues of

How does the group

How are decisions made?

Information transferred?

Conflicts

Combining the two perspectives

then, the model looks like this:

'

SOCIETY

F

ORGANIZATION

SMALL GROUPS

INDIVIDUAL

Fig.

2.

D
CD

E
LiJ

G
A

Perspectives on human exp rience:

Side 2.
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These three terms are admittedly complex
and will be more fully

defined in Chapter III.

However,

a

few examples of the kinds of ele-

ments one might investigate using these two
sets of descriptors will

begin to make distinctions clear.

For instance in the cell labeled

’’individual/ structure” (A), one would be
describing the human body.

the other hand, ’’organization/structure” (B)
as the size of the organization,

,

On

would include items such

the arrangements of subunits, and some

generalized norms or expected behaviors such as the type
of dress per-

mitted or the amount of work expected.

"Small group/process" (C) would

include day-to-day interactions such as the way decisions are
made or

information shared, while ’’societal/process" (D)
factors such as the volume of money flowing in

a

,

would involve complex
given period of time,

the voting behavior of different groups, the quality of the information

exchange within and between different ethnic groups.

Purposes of an

individual or small group (E) might include both short-term objectives
or long-term goals, while purposes at the societal level (F) are usually

described as underlying values and assumptions about the human experience

.

The third dimension of the model defines whether the human

behavior at the individual level or the human interactions at other
levels can be described as more or less collaborative.
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Perspectives On Human
Experience

Fig. 3.

A model of collaborative functioning.

Broad characteristics describing collaborative interactions will be

proposed and then will be applied to the elements described by the other
two dimensions of the box.

To build on a few examples listed above, at

the ''individual/structure" level, one might ask:

Is

inherited human

nature conducive to developing collaborative forms of interaction?
the "organization/structure'' level, one might ask:

On

Does the hierarchi-

cal pattern of the typical American corporation support or inhibit

collaborative interaction?
might want to know:

On the "small group/process" level, one

How can leadership be exercised so as to support

collaborative interactions among members?
One more level needs to be added, however, to complete the

scenario.

All aspects of this model are grounded in certain assumptions
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about reality and values about what that
reality ought to be.

Those

values impinge upon every unit in society;
they influence specific
choices of purposes, structures, and processes,
and they help determine

whether more collaborative or less collaborative
approaches are tried.
The visualization of this concept is as follows:

Fig. 4.

Values and assumptions underlying collaboration.

In summary,

for this study.

the model will provide

a

number of useful elements

First, it will be used as

a

road map.

shaded, it will be

chapter.

a

Appropriately

logo that indicates the major focus of

a

particular

More fundamentally, the elements of the model represent the

underlying structure of analysis for those chapters that require
The model describes the whole and defines the parts.

it.

It will contribute
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equally with the more impressionistic, holistic,
descriptive modes that
comprise the other methodological approach.

The Limitations of the Study

A first use of the model as logo will be to indicate
the limit-

ations of this study.

First, as was mentioned above, the intent of this

study is to describe collaborative interactions.

laborative behaviors will only be used as
collaboration.

a

Therefore, noncol-

vehicle for clarifying

Secondly, for reasons that will be set forth in detail

in the next chapter, collaboration occurs in its pure state at the small

group level, and continues to occur as those small groups are integrated
into organizations.

Consequently, those two types of units will be the

focus here, with the individual and societal dimensions being discussed

primarily as they affect the two intermediate level units.
The limitations can thus be pictured using the model, with

shaded areas representing the primary focus of the study and arrows

representing dimensions that will be discussed only as they serve to
illuminate the shaded areas:
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Fig. 5.

Focus of this study.

The last two limitations are implicit in the title and the

prologue.

This study investigates collaboration in work settings in the

United States.

Again information about other cultures and from nonwork

settings will be drawn upon for the perspective they bring, but they are
not the object to be studied.

Non-Western experiments, particularly in

Japan are useful, and nonwork settings such as families, friendships,
group therapy, support groups, sports teams, and social clubs all pro-

vide interesting data.

These groups are collaboratives in the full

sense of the description that will be developed here.

However, the

particular focus here is on groups where the task is mandated from
outside, where there is an economic return expected, or
social goal expected.

In other words,

laborative work settings in .America.

a

specific

the emphasis here is on col-
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Sununary

In summary, the intent of the study
is to describe in signifi-

cant detail using

a

variety of methodologies,

that has variously been seen as

a

a

means of performing work

way of increasing productivity, as

means for adapting to global economic
realities, and as
izing the workplace.

a

a

form of human-

It is based on the assumption that
collaboration

has the potential of addressing all three of
these goals simultaneously

and that it is

a

highly significant way of reconceptualizing the
role of

work in this society.

PART

THE ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK

1.

CHAPTER

I

AN OVERVIEW

The problems of agreeing on

a

meaning of the term collaboration

can be inferred from the following examples
of common usage:

The school, hospital, and probation department
collaborated
in developing a drug abuse program.

Mary and Ethan collaborated in developing
curriculum unit.

a

new interdisciplinary

Collaborative work groups in the automotive industry have
charge
of personnel practices, work schedules, and quality
control.
The Five College Collaborative operates joint transportation,
joint purchasing, and joint library programs.
The technology that led to the first landing on the moon was
primarily developed through the interdependent effort of
many collaborative project teams.

Increased levels of collaboration are essential if the world
is to address global problems of pollution.
While there is

a

common element in all these usages, there are

also important differences.

denotes

a

The common element is that the word always

human interaction, and that the nature of that interaction can

be inferred from the roots of the word, co (with) and labor (to work).

However, beyond this one important similarity, the commonalities
diminish.

A practitioner wanting to know what is the best sized unit

for collaboration finds the smallest unit to be two people, and the

largest to be the world.
and between organizations.

In between are examples within organizations

Similarly one finds the word used to denote
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a

type of organization (The Five College
Collaborative), to describe the

characteristics of an interaction among people (Mary
and Ethan collaborated), and to outline
tion)

a

major societal goal or value (world collabora-

.

The multiple uses of the word, of course, are not

themselves.

However, they can become

a

a

problem in

problem when the confusion they

represent is translated into ineffective practice.

Experiments with

collaboration have been by no means uniformly successful.

At least one

potential hypothesis for the failures is that the word itself needs

a

more detailed explanation.
The need for a clearer explanation is also implied in the signi-

ficance of the contexts within which the word is used.
a

Collaboration is

means of fostering tremendous technological progress; it is used to

describe innovative ways of delivering educational and human services;
it is conducive to developing new knowledge; and is looked to as a means

for confronting major social problems.

A concept that is seen as cap-

able of such major social and technological change efforts obviously

contains complexities that require more than

a

short dictionary defini-

tion.

The model introduced in the Introduction is useful as

a

frame-

work for developing more inclusive understanding of the concept.
focus in this chapter will be on describing how more collaborative

interactions differ from less collaborative interactions.

The
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side

Fig. 6.

2

Collaborative interactions.

The purpose of the chapter will be to present an overview of the
concept, identifying major characteristics that are broadly descriptive
of collaborative approaches.
As the model indicates, a discussion of one side of the model

automatically involves discussion of the other sides as well.
cussion of the general characteristics of collaboration (Side

A dis3)

in-

volves investigating the size unit most appropriate (Side 1), and necessitates exploring how collaborative purposes, structures, and processes

differ from their less collaborative counterparts (Side 2).
Any one of the examples listed at the beginning of this chapter
can serve as an illustration of how these three sides of the model must

I

/
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become intertwined in an expanded
understanding of the concept. Take
for instance, "The school, the
hospital, and the probation
department
collaborated in developing a drug abuse
program." First of all, there
are several different sized units
involved and their relationship is
only vaguely indicated.

There is the drug abuse program
(presumably

smaller group), and there are three
larger agencies.

a

It takes no com-

plicated logic to infer further that
individuals are directly involved
at both those levels and that the
organizations themselves exist in a

larger societal context.

Questions that occur as one ponders the effect

of these various levels are:

Do collaborative interactions occur more

naturally in one sized unit rather than another?

If so, are there

characteristics of the other units that might serve to
reinforce or
inhibit those collaborative interactions?

Other questions occur as one examines the same example
from the
other dimensions of the model.

The word collaborated in the above

example has the potential of being usefully examined from the
perspectives of purpose, structure and process.

For instance, if one views the

example in terms of purpose, one might ask:

Why did the three agencies

decide to collaborate rather than each developing

a

separate program, or

perhaps coordinating services already available, or one agency offering
a

program and the others contributing resources?

What values are im-

plied that members of three agencies decided to work together rather
than separately?

attracted to

a

Why might individual staff members or clients be

collaborative program?

If one examines the example from the perspective of structure,

however, another set of questions occur.

Behavioral scientists usually
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define

a

social structure using two sets of
characteristics.

First of

all, a structure is a whole consisting
of interdependent parts (Homans,

1975).

The human body is the classic example,
the whole being the

person and the arms, legs, brain, heart,
personality, etc. being the
parts.

In the example above, one can clearly
identify some of the parts

(the program, the three agencies, individual
staff members), but it is

little more difficult to define the whole.

a

An important structural

question then relates back to issues of appropriate
size.

At what level

does one draw a circle around the different parts
and define that as the

collaborative whole?

Other related questions involve the best composi-

tion of the collaborative groups, and the degree to which
group membership should remain stable over time.
A second set of characteristics that describe social structures

concern the nature of the interdependencies among the parts.

Here the

definition of structure often blends with process; however there is
useful distinction.

a

Structural dimensions include the "stable, con-

sistent, reliable, predictable patterns of behavior" in an organization
(Finch, Jones, and bitterer, 1976, p.

15).

They are the "relatively

enduring or persistent" patterns of behavior (Homans, 1975,

p.

53).

Thus, structural questions that might occur concerning the drug abuse

program would be:

What pattern of roles (persistent expectations of

individuals) or norms (consistent patterns of group behavior) foster

collaboration?

Structural questions that concern the relationship of

the program to the three participating agencies might be:

normal patterns of power and authority?

What are the

What are the rules, regula-

tions, and policies that embody those patterns?
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When one looks at the same example
from the perspective of
process, still another set of questions
emerge.

Processes involve the

interpersonal dimension of social interaction
(Tosi and Hammer, 1977).
While structures emphasize the more enduring
elements of social interaction, processes are the more immediate,
day-to-day interactions.

Another way to describe the difference is that
process involves

a

longi-

tudinal approach; it is the act-by-act sequence of
events unfolding over
time, while structure is

a

cross-sectional approach.

relationships of parts within the whole at
1976).

a

It involves the

specific moment (Hare,

Thus when one explores process issues, one investigates the

daily interactions in the drug abuse program:
handled?

Who structures work?

equalities of power handled?
How is information channeled?

How is leadership

How are decisions made?

How are in-

How do group members deal with conflicts?
How do the ways these interactions occur

foster or inhibit collaboration?

At the intergroup level, one might

want to know how such processes as supervision, evaluation, and staffing
are carried out.

Do they foster collaboration or not?

The point of describing all these varied perspectives and the

questions they raise is not to develop

a

rigid classification system.

Size is obviously not four separate categories but a continuum; similarly, perspectives of purpose,

structure and process blend together pre-

cisely because they have in common the same phenomenon.

Rather the

purpose of these varied perspectives is to provide richness and depth to
an understanding of the concept, to tease out new questions and other

points of view that might provide additional insight into what is

clearly

a

highly complex concept.
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The Characteristics of Collaboration

The following six characteristics are
proposed here as being

broadly descriptive of collaboration.

For clarity's sake they are

grouped under the three headings of Side

2 of the model:

purpose,

structure, and process, though they obviously
cross lines and address

other issues as well.

They will first be listed here, then interwoven

into a vignette of a collaborative experiment,
and then described indi-

vidually.
a

The intent is to develop some general statements that
provide

clearer understanding of what it means when one says one is
collab-

orating.

In general terms, what does the word collaboration imply
about

the goals and objectives of the group?

What does the group organization

look like if members are collaborating, and how does one go about col-

laborating?

Characteristics of Purpose

:

1.

Groups collaborate because they wish to use the combined effort
of many different people in order to accomplish group goals.
Collaborative means are particularly appropriate for purposes
requiring high levels of innovation and creativity.

2.

Individuals join collaborative groups in order to meet deep
seated needs for social interaction and self actualization.

Characteristics of Structure

:

3.

Collaboration takes place in a small group setting. The size
of the group is small enough to permit high levels of interaction among members. Additionally, group membership is relatively stable during the period of collaboration.

4.

The collaborative small group exists in a larger organizational
and societal context and is highly influenced by the context.
The context that is most supportive of collaboration fosters
equally small group autonomy and organizational interdependence
.
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Characteristics of Proces s
Collaborative processes are goal
directed and foster hi^h
levels of productivity.
Processes such as clearstLctu^in.
of
work, emphasis on supervision
and evaluation, and attention^to
enhance the likelihood that tasks
are accomplished
quality of products and services
is high, and that’
staff members perform competently.

Collaborative processes are synergistic
in that they meet both
individual and group needs simultaneously.
Key group processes
such as leadership and decision
making are exercised in ways
that provide equally for group
accomplishment and individual
satisfaction
The process of working synergistically
will lead
conflict as members negotiate needs
and to
aL
tr^
highh levels of cooperation.

A Vignette

The addition of some detail to the example
that has been used

above should illustrate how all six of these
characteristics work to-

gether in

a

successful collaborative project.

Let us suppose that the

idea for the Drug Abuse Program was originally
conceived by six staff

members, two from each agency, who met at
abuse.

a

regional conference on drug

They agreed that all of their agencies needed such

that none had the entire perspective needed to make such
succeed.

a

program but

a

program

In talking together, however, they became excited about the

possibilities of developing an innovative approach that blended the
resources and expertise of the medical, educational and social service
fields.

They felt challenged by the opportunity to develop

a

new pro-

gram, and knew they would enjoy working together.
In the months that followed, the six worked together to develop
a

very effective interagency agreement.

Each agency agreed to contrib-

ute the salaries of three staff members and to pay one-third of the
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regaining operating coats of the
program.

The nine staff .embers in
the

program, however, would have
autonomy in moat personnel and
program
matters such as hiring, firing,
supervision and program development.
Budget and program evaluation would
be accomplished by a joint
group of
three program staff members and a
representative from each of three
agencies.
The program would also send a
representative to the regular
meetings of each participating agency
to insure open communication
and

coordination of effort.
The program was formally opened six
months ago.

During this

initial period, the staff has worked to
develop effective staff

operating procedures.

They set long range goals and

tainable objectives for their first year.

a

series of at-

They have set aside

meeting for evaluating progress towards goals.

a

monthly

The group has defined

a

number of different roles with members with relevant
skills and interests volunteering to take on specific tasks.

So far members have

defined roles including budget management, outreach,
curriculum development, and public relations.

There were some conflicts as these roles

were negotiated, but the conflicts have been openly confronted
and are
in the process of being resolved.

The group has decided that in the

interest of sharing power and leadership, the roles of director and

assistant director will be rotated every year with the assistant taking
over the job after

a

year's apprenticeship.

will also be rotated in

a

The leadership function

three year sequence among representatives of

the three participating agencies.

The six characteristics are clearly present in this example.
The original purpose of the collaboration was to develop an innovative

1)
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approach to

a

serious social problem.

2)

Members were challenged by

the opportunity and wanted to work
together.
(nine members).

4)

3)

The group was small

The group negotiated an agreement with
partici-

pating agencies that gave them autonomy
over internal issues and
fostered interdependence through regular
communication.

5)

The ini-

tial emphasis on goal setting and regular
evaluation established pro-

cedures that were productive.

6)

Rotated leadership and individual

definition of roles provided vehicles for meeting
individual needs

within the context of the group's work.
Obviously the detail could be expanded considerably, but
the
above example should suffice to make the point that the
six characteristics each have multiple implications and quickly become
complexly inter-

related.

While the following portions of this chapter will attempt to

document the importance of each of the six characteristics individually
to collaborative functioning, the reader should keep in mind that each

functions as part of a complex social phenomenon which has the capacity
of being described from many different perspectives.

Characteristics of Purpose

Why do people choose to collaborate?

numberable specific answers to this question.

Obviously there are inHowever, there are sev-

eral general characteristics which tend to be present in successful

collaboratives and which also provide an indication as to when collaboration is likely to be appropriate for

a

specific purpose.

A collaborative effort at least initially is

suming process than individual work.

a

more time con-

If efficiency in the short run
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were the major criteria for selection
of

boration would often be eliminated.

a

style of work, then colla-

However, collaborative processes

are capable of accomplishing some
very important individual and group

purposes.

In these situations, therefore,
collaboration has the poten-

tial of being just as efficient and
productive as other processes.
the long run the greater commitment of
members resulting from

In

percep-

a

tion that important purposes are being
accomplished in the group, and
the greater effectiveness for certain
important group purposes make the

greater time and energy investment worthwhile.

The Need for

G roup purposes

:

a

Group Effort

It may seem a truism to state that collabora-

tion is only an appropriate means for goals which require

a

group ef-

fort, but accounts of many collaborative experiments indicate
that the

point needs to be made.

Some of the cooperatives, collectives, and

communes of the last two decades (Case and Taylor, 1979, Brandow, 1981)
in particular, have slipped into the habit of attempting to collab-

oratively order the pencils.

Collaboration is inappropriate when

a

Particular purpose can be accomplished more effectively by an individual.

Innumerable tasks fall into this category for

reasons:

multitude of

a

they are routine and relatively unimportant, require

highly

a

specialized form of expertise, demand immediate attention, etc.
For similar reasons many other kinds of tasks that need

a

com-

bined and coordinated effort of many separate individuals are still

appropriately handled by other types of groups (e.g. groups run by
supervisors or foremen).

The collaborative group is

a

specific type of
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group which is more effective in
dealing with some purposes more
than
others

^up

purposes:

The desir e for innovation and creativ-itv

a

general characteristic of group purposes
which do benefit from collab-

oration IS that they involve creative,
innovative problem solving.

All

groups occasionally need to engage in these
kinds of activities; in fact
a

growing number of people believe that most
groups are capable and

willing to take on

a

much greater responsibility for innovation
than

they are usually permitted to have (Friedmann,
1973, O'Toole, 1974).
The entire planning function is

a

creative effort; the inevitable inter-

personal misunderstandings and conflicts demand problem
solving capabilities; effective reaction of organizations to change
demands innovation;

regular personnel functions like hiring, firing and supervision
all

benefit from innovative problem solving approaches
Traditionally management has been assigned these more creative
functions and workers assigned routine tasks.

However, an increasing

body of evidence from many different fields suggests that workers are
quite capable of carrying out these functions as well.

Furthermore,

they profit from the increased satisfaction of working closely on such
tasks.

Experiments with autonomous work groups (Davis and Cherns, 1975)

as well as with entire industries and societies

(Bernstein, 1976,

Zwerdling, 1980, Hunnius, Garson and Case, 1973) in which workers serve
in planning and policy-making positions, indicate that satisfaction

increases, and productivity usually equals and occasionally surpasses,

more traditional forms of organizations.

On the other hand, the effects

of excluding entire groups of people from the more ihnovative aspects of
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organizational life is equally clear.

It is difficult to quantify the

total effect of excluding entire racial
and ethnic groups, women, blue
and pink collar workers, from the major
policy-making function in this

society.

Suffice it to say that the cost is enormous.
There are

a

number of reasons why collaboration is effective

with creative and innovative problem solving
issues.

Implied in problem

solving is the willingness and capacity to change;
collaboration promotes both of these characteristics.

As Kurt Lewin noted (1951), change

involves unlearning, learning, and freezing or internalizing
the new
learning.

Implied in unlearning is

a

willingness to see opposing points

of view, a tolerance for ambiguity (Kraus, 1980), and
risk.

a

willingness to

Learning itself involves an ability to generate alternatives or

to recognize them if others present them, as well as extensive practice.

Internalizing the new learning involves changing one's behavior as well
as one's knowledge and attitudes.

A substantial body of literature indicates that the collabora-

tive small group is effective in facilitating this type of learning and
change.

Chin and Benne (1969) present

work for this concept.

a

convincing theoretical frame-

They discuss three basic types of change.

The

"empirical-rational" approach, typified by the Cooperative Extension
Service's use of agricultural experts or the university professor's use
of logic and evidence, is most effective when the change envisioned can

be empirically demonstrated to be effective.

many people will take the shots.

If a polio vaccine works,

For people who won't, the second

approach, "power-coercive" strategy, can be effective if society at
large is convinced of the worth of the change.

Of course power-coercive
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approaches often are effective in the
short-run whether society supports
them or not.
Their success in the long-run is
more questionable.
As Benne and Chin point out,
however, many if not most changes,

particularly in the behavioral sciences,
cannot be convincingly defended
to all people either logically or
empirically.

For these kinds of

issues the third approach, the
"normative-reeducative" strategy, or

collaborative small group approach, is effective.

Forecasting the

future, interpersonal and organizational
problem solving, and similar

activities all involve such high degrees of uncertainty
or uniqueness
that neither the empirical-rational nor the
power-coercive approach is
useful.

Groups need to become invested in the change, reeducate
them-

selves, and normalize the change within the organization.

Research indicates that the small group with

a

membership re-

flective of the issue being discussed, provides that unique balance

between security and disequilibrium necessary to change (Blumberg and
Golembiewski

,

1976).

Face-to-face contact with the dimensions of the

problem provides the incentive for change, while the group provides the
setting for venturing riskier decisions (Dion, Baron, Miller, 1978).
It is not just individuals in groups that must adapt and change,

however; whole organizations must learn as well.

Recently Argyris and

Schon (1978), have developed theories which indicate that collaboration
is an important element in organizational learning as well.

They define

organizational learning as the capability of the entire organization to
restructure norms and devise ways of implementing change.

In the terms

being used here, it is the way effective organizations develop innovative responses to a fast-changing environment.

Most organizations use
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what Argyris and Schon term single loop
learning, that is individuals or
groups detect errors in organizational
functioning and move to correct
them.

However, the correction merely keeps the
organization on the

established track; the organization itself has not
learned.

In double

loop learning, the organization becomes "a
medium for translating incom-

patible requirements into interpersonal and intergroup
conflicts"
23).

(p.

The methods advocated for constructively resolving
these conflicts

and which result in organizational learning, are ones
which use what

described here as collaborative processes.

They are synergistic

rather than either/or techniques, involve restructuring the entire
issue
rather than fighting it out.
The fact that collaboration has been found to be effective in
tasks that require innovation, creativity, and change should also ex-

plain further the increased interest in the concept.
Future Shock (1970) captured what is widely accepted

Alvin Toffler in
a a

major char-

acteristic of this society, an accelerating pace of change.
numbers of organizations exist in

ment (Emery and Trist, 1973).

a

Increasing

"turbulent," fast-changing environ-

Effectiveness in these organizations is

correlated with their ability to adapt (Lawrence and Lorsch, 1969,
Argyris and Schon, 1978).
It should be equally clear, however, that collaboration is an

unnecessarily time-consuming process for many routine tasks where major
guidelines have already been adopted.

Effective collaborative organi-

zations are organizations which support the work of many collaborative
groups; they are not organizations which use collaborative processes for
all tasks.

What needs to be reemphasized, though, is that any type of
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work, however menial and routine it may seem
to outsiders, has facets

which require creativity and problem solving.

On the other hand all

organizations, however innovative, have many routine
functions that are
best accomplished in the most efficient way possible.

Collaboration

needs to be used primarily for purposes that require
nonroutine, creative group effort.

Individual purposes;

Social interaction

.

The literature sup-

porting the proposition that humans are basically social creatures
long and varied.

is

Scholars may disagree on the nature of that sociabi-

lity, some seeing interactions as often aggressive and competitive

(Lorenz,
1976).

1966) and others seeing them as more cooperative (Montague,

However, the fact that humans live and work in groups and seek

interpersonal interaction is commonly accepted.
Barasch,

1977; and Mead,

(See Wilson,

1975;

1961.)

The point would hardly need to be made were it not for the fact
that modern organizations tend to see sociability among their employees
as a negative rather than positive force.

The schooling process initi-

ates the mind set that is characteristic of most business and industrial

organizations as well.

Children are taught to sit apart from one

another, to work individually (helping
"stop talking."

a

friend is cheating), and to

Similarly, in most work settings social interchanges

are reserved for coffee breaks; interaction with one's colleagues on the

job in an informal, unscheduled basis is "wasting time."
A number of authors liave traced much of what they term modern

alienation to precisely this factor of isolation.

Slater's title.

Pursuit of Loneliness (1976), captures the essence of the critique; he

characterizes the excessive individualism
fostered by the major structures in our society as a "disease"
(p. 9).
is an

"absurdity" (p.

11 ).

The degree of separateness

Donald Oliver (1976) and Donald Schon
(1971)

make essentially the same point.
A major purpose that brings

individuals into collaborative

settings is this need to interact meaningfully and
freijuently with other
people.

Scholars admit that they never would have pursued

completion without the impetus of

a

a

project to

collaborative relationship.

sive individual work breeds inertia.

Exces-

Kanter (1977) has documented the

fact that most communication in herarchical organizations
is lateral

rather than vertical, confirming that social needs of individuals
to
talk to their peers surface despite theory and despite policy.

Accounts

of what is termed the "informal organization" (Nadler, Hackman, Lawler,
1979, Hare,

1976) make the same point.

The organization chart may show

individuals in separate boxes talking only to one person above them and
one person below, but the real organization is

a

network of richly

varied communication patterns (Tichy, 1979).
People join collaborative groups in order to meet overtly what
they have had to do covertly or not at all in other structures.
no wonder that much of the useful

It

is

literature on collaboration is found

not under that term but under the subject lieading, community.

In a

community one is free to talk, interact, exchange, relax with friends.

Collaborative processes build in the same kinds of interactions
more purposeful setting.

Init

in a

Consensus decision making, total group com-

munication patterns, networking, group participatioji are all processes
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which accentuate both the social and the
individualistic nature of human
beings.

Individu al purposes:

Self-actualization

A great deal of re-

.

search has been done on human motivation in work settings.
search will be analyzed in some depth in Chapter IV.
key points need to be summarized here.

That re-

However, several

The greatest point of agreement

in all this research is that humans have a wide variety of needs,
all of

which need to be met in order for humans to feel satisfied.
Maslow’s hierarchy of needs (1968) is one of the most commonly
cited theories in the field.

He proposed an order of needs each of

which must be satisfied before proceeding to the next.

Physiological

needs precede safety, followed by belonginess and love needs, esteem
needs and self-actualization (or the "need to become everything one is

capable of becoming," p. 24.).

Herzberg (1959) in extensive research interpreted and tested
simplified version of this theory in work settings.

a

He declared that

while "hygiene" factors were necessary (e.g. reasonable job security,
status, salary, etc.), that they were not motivators.

Motivators con-

sist of such things as the need for achievement, recognition, challenging work, advancement, and responsibility.

In Maslow's terms, these are

esteem and self-actualization needs.
These theories indicate that humans have
engage in meaningful work.

a

very strong need to

That is corroborated by the extensive HEW

investigation published as Work in America (1973) which demonstrates the
massive alienation that occurs when work is repetitive and boring.

Many

jobs are clearly not meaningful, the assembly line being cited as the
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classic example.

Factors which are cited as contributing
to the lack of

meaning are excessive specialization and
repetitiveness,
control over important work conditions,

pletely replaceable cog in

a

a

a

lack of

feeling that one is

a

com-

machine (Davis and Cherns, 1975; O'Toole,

1974)

Collaboration functions to enhance the meaning of work.

The

characteristics listed above, collaboration as goal oriented,
productive
and synergetic, and as providing extensive small group
autonomy increase
the likelihood that participants will perceive their work
as meaningful.

The fact that one shares the work with others, shares the sense of

mission and all of the problems and conflicts involved in reaching that
mission, is ultimately responsible for achieving that mission.
that one

s

The fact

individual needs are met at the same time as one contributes

to a group effort,

and the fact that one becomes energetic and involved

in the project all enhance the perception that one can grow or "become"

in this setting.
In summary,

then, collaboration is particularly effective as

means of maximizing the innovative capacity of human groups.

Increasing

numbers of groups and organizations find collaboration effective as

means for creatively confronting the need for new responses in

changing environment.

a

a

a

fast-

At the same time individuals are attracted to

collaborative settings because they provide an opportunity to engage in

meaningful work in an interesting social climate.
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Characteristics of Structure

What does
big is it?

a

collaborative group or organization look like?

How

What are the characteristics of the entire organization,
and

what are the characteristics of subparts?

What are the expected pat-

terns of behavior and the enduring policies that govern the
organization?

All groups have a structure comprised of elements such as the
ones suggested above.

Collaboration, however, is more likely to occur

in some types of structures rather than in others.
is more conducive to collaboration,

There is

a

size that

and there are ways the subparts re-

late to the organization that foster collaboration.

This section de-

scribes major characteristics of structure which promote collaboration.

The small group

.

The fact that collaboration is most effective

when it takes place in

a

small group setting is perhaps the hardest

characteristic to defend from common usage or experience.

Current usage

implies that collaboration occurs at all levels of society in large as

well as small groups:

"The United States and the Soviet Union should

collaborate in limiting nuclear testing"; "We need greater interagency

collaboration to avoid duplication of services"; "World collaboration is
important if we are to meet growing energy shortages."
These recent usages are very tempting; they imply that

a

process

has been discovered that may be useful in solving some of the world's

most vital problems.

Collaboration, certainly does have that potential

but at the same time the current vagueness in word usage is repsonsible

tor at least some of

tl.e

problems in actually Implementing
collaborative

programs
The first clue of the importance
of the small group structure
comes from the meaning of the word
itself:

Collaboration:

To labor with another; to share work.

Laboring with someone, sharing
notes

a

a

vital

life function such as work, con-

personal rather than impersonal interaction.

It

is

qualita-

tively different from the processes implied by
the roots of some of the

other words beginning with the Latin prefix,
co:
Cooperate:

to operate with.

Coordinate:

to order with.

Admittedly, however, the dictionary is not sufficiently
convincing on this point.

Another small supporting piece of evidence

comparison of early with later usages.
in highly personal

is

the

Traitors generally were involved

interactions with the enemy, and the writing teams

and scientific project groups of the 1950

'

s

and 1960 's were small,

close-working groups.
The latter example of the scientific collaborative efforts, most

notably the effort that led to the landing of men on the moon, provides
an indication of how collaboration performed in small groups can accom-

plish highly complex tasks.

Obviously the task was beyond the capabil-

ity of one person or even one small group.

However, just as clearly the

restrictions of the more usual steeply hierarchical organization would
have stifled the degree of experimentation and innovation needed for the

project.
that

The groups

instead needed to be linked horizontally in

fostered autonomy yet maximized communication among groups.

a

way
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The same process needs to be more
clearly articulated in inter-

agency and international settings.
above, if

a

school,

a

hospital, and

Continuing with the example explored
a

probation department wish to work

together to heighten awareness about the
dangers of drug abuse, the

administrators of each insititution can appoint
several members from
each staff to form
grams.

a

collaborative group to develop appropriate pro-

Similarly if the nations of the world wish to
develop policies

governing the use of the oceans, they appoint
representatives to form
collaborative task forces to propose policies.

In both cases,

it is not

the agencies or nations which actually engage
in the collaboration; it
is

the members of the smaller group.

The word collaboration used in

these examples suggests that the larger organization or
government is

supporting the effort of the small collaborative groups.
The distinction is

a

very important one to understand because

most of the collaborative processes which will be identified here are

only appropriate for small groups.

Consensus rather than authoritarian

decision making, for instance, or facilitative rather than directive
leadership styles have far more chance of succeeding within
rather than

a

large group setting.

a

small

This setting needs to be small

enough to allow extensive interaction among members, and membership must
be stable enough for mutual trust to develop.

However, it is equally important to understand how the collabor-

ative small group relates to other elements of the social structure.

While important work can be performed in just one small group

(a

collab-

oratively written book, for instance), the complexities of the modern
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world more usually demand the
combined effort of many groups

The next

section treats issues of these
interrelationships.
I nterrelationships:

Open systems in an expanding environment.

Two

closely linked theories, open systems
and the contextual or expanding

environments theories, provide

a

useful perspective for describing

different types of collaborative structures.

A system is "a set of

interrelated elements each of which is related
directly to every other
element, and no subset of which is unrelated
to any other subset"
(Ackhoff and Emery, 1972, p. 18).

highly permeable, that is it has

An open system is
a

a

system which is

high degree of relationship with its

environment (Davis and Trist, 1974).

That relationship is characterized

by an importation of energy (material or human resources),

a

transforma-

tion of that energy, an export of the transformed product
into the

environment, which in turn becomes
Kahn, 1966).

a

source of renewed energy (Katz and

The clearest example of an open system is the human body

which consists of interrelated parts, imports energy (e.g. food), transforms that energy into

becomes

a

a

product (e.g. work), exports that product which

means for acquiring new energy.

Open systems theory is useful for describing the relationship of
the collaborative small group to other social structures.

terms there are two basic types of relationships:

oration and interagency collaboration.
volves the collaborative group being
For example,

a

a

In simple

intraagency collab-

Intraagency collaboration in-

subsystem of

a

larger system.

team of teachers collaboratively offering an inter-

disciplinary course is

a

collaborative subsystem within the system of
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the school.

Not only are team members interrelated with
each other but

they are also related to all other parts of the
school system.
On the other hand, in the more complex examples of
interagency
or international collaboration, the collaborative group
itself is the

system which exists in

a

dynamic relationship with the various com-

ponents of its environment.

In the example of the school, hospital, and

probation department, the collaborative group formed of members from
each agency is the system in which members are related to all other
members.

The participating teachers, however, are not related to many

elements of the hospital or probation department, and therefore this

collaborative group is not

a

subsystem.

Rather it acts as an open

system importing resources (personnel, money, materials), transforming
these resources (into drug abuse programs), exporting these programs
into the environment, which if they are successful, provide renewed

energy for further collaboration.
The environment of

a

social system is different from environ-

ments of biological systems and needs some further description.
case it is the concept of

a

In this

contextual or expanding environments model

(Heller, 1976; Reed, 1978) which is useful.

That concept describes

social interactions such as the teaching-learning process or decision

making as existing in an expanding environment of such contexts as the
organization, the field, and the social, political and economic context.
That larger context, of course, contains many layers; the community,
state,

region, and nation are common contexts each of which impinge on

the collaborative group.
as follows:

A simplified representation of the concept is
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Fig.

7.

Intragency collaboration.

Each of these layers exists in dynamic relation
with one another, with
closer levels exerting

a

more direct influence than more distant levels.

In the first example given above, the team of
teachers repre-

sents the social interaction which is most directly
affected by its

organizational or systems context (the school) and is influenced
to

a

lesser extent by its relationship to other layers of its
environment,
the characteristics of education in the United States.

The example of interagency collaboration is much more complex,

but an adaptation of this contextual approach still provides illumination.

To continue the same example, the collaborative group developing

the drug abuse program relates to three separate organizational contexts

and three separate fields but shares the same social, economic and

political context:
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Fig, 8.

Interagency Collaboration

An example of international collaboration would add

layer of complexity.

a

further

In the example of the collaborative effort being

sponsored by the U.N. to develop an international law of the sea, the
I

[

collaborative effort takes place in
social context.

a

very complex organizational and

On the other hand, all representatives work in the

field of government:

1
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FIELD OF

government

Fig. 9.

International collaboration.

It is here that one can see the importance of an expanding

environments theory for identifying potential points of conflict and
cooperation.

In the preceeding example, one might see that leaders

might attempt to develop processes which maximize similarities (all

participants work in governments) and minimize differences (separate
governmental and social, political, and economic contexts).
One hesitates to extend the pictorial representations into

further elaboration; however, there is yet one other property of open
systems which can be clarified by connecting it to the contextual approach.

One characteristic of open social systems which differentiates

them from open biological systems is what Katz and Kahn (1966) refer to
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as negative entropy.

Biological systems eventually die;
functioning

social systems tend to import more
energy than they need in order to

arrest the entropic process.

One result of acquiring more resources

than are needed for the current transformation
process, is
grow.

a

tendency to

That growth, however, usually maintains,
rather than changes

basic characteristics of the system.

Katz and Kahn term this character-

istic "dynamic homeostasis" (p. 96).

One of the characteristic ways in

which growth is so accomodated in organizations is
the principle of
differentiation in which new groups are formed and become
increasingly
specialized (Lawrence and Lorsch, 1969).

Specialization provides

a

rationale for the addition of new groups but does not change
the overall

structure or purpose of the organization.
One would expect, then, that

a

collaborative system such as

i^beragency or international collaboration would show the same tendency
to grow and become increasingly differentiated.

For example, one might

assume that the initial drug abuse program was piloted in several
locations and was favorably received.
a

The group then decided to develop

much more comprehensive program with curriculum materials, newspaper

articles, television programs, guest speakers, etc.

This more complex

task caused the original collaborative to differentiate into curriculum

development, media production, and community outreach groups.
What is important to remember is that the actual collaboration
now takes place in these smaller groups.

The example reverts to the

concept of intraagency collaboration or subsystems within the larger

interagency system:
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Fig.

10.

The growth from inter- to intraagency collaboration.

Open system theory, together with the expanding environments
theory, is a useful perspective in assisting to sort out
the relationship of collaborative groups to other structures, in seeing
the dif-

ferences between intra- and interagency collaboration, in identifying

potential points of cooperation and conflict within the systems environment, and for understanding the evolving dynamics of collaborative
groups.

This perspective also provides

a

framework for distinguishing

collaboration from many of the other concepts with which it
quently confused.

Table

1

provides

a

is

fre-

list of some of these concepts

together with definitions which distinguish each from collaboration:
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Fig.

10.

The growth from inter- to intra-agency collaboration.

Open system theory, together with the expanding environments
theory, is

a

useful perspective in assisting to sort out the relation-

ship of collaborative groups to other structures, in seeing the dif-

ferences between intra- and interagency collaboration, in identifying

potential points of cooperation and conflict within the systems environ
ment, and for understanding the evolving dynamics of collaborative
groups.

This perspective also provides

a

framework for distinguishing

collaboration from many of the other concepts with which it is frequently confused.

Table

1

provides

a

list of some of these concepts

together with definitions which distinguish each from collaboration:
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TABLE

1

CONCEPTS RELATED TO COLLABORATION

Concept

1

.

2.

3.

Networking

Organizational
Development

Quality of Work Life

Definition

The exchange of information and/or resources among members of different
agencies.
Networking frequently
leads to interagency collaboration
when the people involved join together to work on a common project.

The use of consultants to improve the
functioning of social systems within
organizations. O.D. consultants
frequenty assist collaborative groups
with internal processes or relationships with other parts of their
system or environment. They receive
assistance with structuring themselves
and negotiating with the larger
organizational structure.
A movement whose purpose is explicit
in its name.
Among the means frequently advocated by this group is
increased use of collaborative

processes
4.

Workplace Democratization

A movement to increase worker involvement in the enterprise by vesting
control of major decisions and/or
ownership of the firm with workers.
This often involves collaborative
relationships in its implementation.

One of the common denominators of these and similar concepts

(democratic management, worker participation, sociotechnical systems
theory, self-management, worker participation, worker control, coopera
tive and collective management, etc.) is that they are all broader
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concepts than collaboration in that they not only frequently involve

formation of collaborative groups, but more often address the relationship of the collaborative group to the rest of its system and to its

environment.

In addition, many of these concepts are more concerned

with organizational or social contextual issues than they are with
collaborative structures and processes.
To say these concepts are distinct is not to deny their rela-

tionship; the foregoing systems analysis provides the link.

teaching team exists in

a

school with

a

If a

strong commitment to organiza-

tional development, that team will, in all probability, have an easier
time acquiring resources, will have assistance in the collaborative

transformation process, and will more likely find the output more widely
accepted by the rest of the system.

project existing in
larly assisted.

a

An interagency collaborative

field in which networking is common will be simi-

A collaborative project in industry is more likely to

succeed if power is diffused, providing each collaborative group with
the degree of autonomy necessary for the functioning of collaborative

processes

Collaboration then is

a

small group process which is highly

influenced by its context within other systems and environments.

Numer-

ous characteristics of that environment can inhibit or enhance collab-

orative processes.

It is those characteristics,

such items as control

patterns, ownership practices, supervisory norms, hierarchical and or

horizontal patterns, which need to be exercised in ways that support the

collaborative small group.
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^pnomy

and interdependence

.

The major characteristics of these

structural relationships is that they
foster both autonomy and interdependence.

Autonomy is an essential prerequisite for
most of the

collaborative processes to function effectively.

Just as individuals

need to feel in charge of their lives, so
groups need to feel that they
have sufficient control over major aspects of
their joint functioning
(e.g.

acquisition of resources, personnel decisions, scheduling,
etc.).

It is this feeling of being in charge that
engender? the commitment and

energy necessary to make collaboration function.

Interdependece

,

on the

other hand, is almost always necessary if complex purposes are
to be
addressed.

It is rare, given modern conditions, that a meaningful

contribution can be made by one person or one small group alone.

Rather

it is the integration of their effort into a larger vision that is

meaningful
There is

a

great deal of research that supports the importance

of both of these characteristics.

The participation research in in-

dustry (see Dachler and Wilpert, 1978; Pateman, 1970; and Blumberg,
1969,

for substantive reviews) has demonstrated convincingly that in-

creased worker participation in, and control over, the major decisions

concerning their jobs is positively correlated with increased worker
satisfaction.

A sense of independence, autonomy and control in major

life situations such as one's role at work is
(Oliver,

a

basic human need

1976).

On the other hand, the research does not indicate

a

consistent

relationship between participation and increased pro-

support for

a

ductivity.

Productivity rarely decreases but it does often stay the
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same as for other kinds of work groups (Blumberg, 1969; Katsell and

Yankelovich, 1975).
More recently, research not just at the individual level but on
the group and industry levels, seem to be supporting the same results.

Quality of work life experiments (Davis and Cherns, 1975; O'Toole, 1974;
Katsell, Bienstock, Faerstein, 1977) on autonomous work groups and
N

workplace democratization efforts (Bernstein, 1976; Zwerdling, 1980)
generally indicate greater worker satisfaction and either similar or
increased productivity.

Worker satisfaction is clearly

the collaborative process.

a

key element of

The synergistic collaborative process, to be

described below, demands individual as well as group satisfaction, and
sense of autonomy is

a

a

key cause of that satisfaction.

At the same time the literature supporting the need for height-

ened interdependence at an organizational field and global level is

equally strong.

Lawrence and Lorsch (1969) demonstrated that different

degrees of interdependence are needed by different kinds of organizations.

Organizations producing standardized, seldom changing products

(e.g. peanut butter) need less, while organizations operating in a

fast-changing environment (e.g. computers) need more.

Emery and Trist

(1973) make the point that the entire economic field is becoming more

and more "turbulent," in other words, subject to increasingly higher

degrees of change and uncertainty.

Keohane and Nye (1977) apply this

same concept globally describing how political, economic and social

systems all exhibit increased rates of change and degrees of uncertainty.

The literature describing global interdependence in many
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different fields:

environmental connections, energy use, mutual
eco-

nomic dependence, political interconnections
is vast.
The question that immediately occurs is,
of course, are autonomy
and interdependence mutually exclusive?

The traditional corporation and

public bureaucracy in effect support the fact that
they are.
tions have developed

a

Corpora-

number of mechanisms to increase interdependence

at the expense of individual subgroup autonomy.

International politics

on the other hand demonstrates the opposite phenomenon.

National auton-

omy has traditionally been strengthened at the expense of
interdepen-

dence

.

A major thesis of this study is that these two elements do not

have to be mutually exclusive.

Further support of this thesis will be

the substance of Chapter VI offering concrete models of structures which

are arranged to foster both elements.

Patterns of arranging subgroups

in horizontal rather than vertical order will be explored as well as

more detailed patterns of supervision, evaluation and control.
moment, however,

a

passage from

a

For the

Club of Rome publication (Botkin,

Elnandjra and Malitza, 1979) illustrates the potential interface:
It is false to assume that autonomy increases at the
expense of integration, or vice versa. The inability to think of
the two simultaneously produces harmful effects.
In world affairs,
it is easy to find supporters of one opposed to the other.
For
example, the advocates of universal and global interdependence make
just such a mistake when they seek to achieve this integrative goal
at the expense of autonomy; so do the proponents of autonomy when
they ignore global imperatives.
There are many examples of this
tendency to polarize the two goals. For instance, many countries
which have recently acquired their independence are often suspicious
of the concept of interdependence, which they feel may conceal new
But interdependency and integration may be
forms of dependency.
conceived of as an assertion of autonomy and not as its impairment.
In a conThe situation is not unlike that of a trade contract.
a form
establishing
obligations,
assume
mutual
tract, the partners
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of integration.
The very solidarity of the contract,
however, is
ased upon the capacity of the parties
autonomously to carry out
their assumed obligations.
1979
(

,

p.

36 )

In summary, the major structural elements
that foster collabor-

ation are the use of groups small enough to
permit high levels of inter-

action which in turn exist within

a

system which provides

of autonomy and of interdependence.

a

great deal

The small size is essential for the

development of the cohesiveness that derives from
individual needs being
expressed and addressed in the group.

Autonomy leads to the development

of commitment to and responsibility for the task.

Interdependence

enables complex tasks to be accomplished without sacrificing the

advantages of the small unit.

Together they provide the setting which

supports the development of collaboration.

Characteristics of Processes

The basic definition of collaboration as laboring with another
or working together has a number of implications for distinguishing

potentially more collaborative from less collaborative processes.

First

of all it is patently impossible for two or more people to work together

without

a

shared sense of direction, task, goal, mission.

of the pair of yoked oxen each pulling in
the visual image.
is

a

The dilemma

separate direction provides

Secondly, work obviously should be productive; there

little point to the effort if it is not.

Thirdly the word together

implies that all the people engaged in the effort have some potential
for contributing to and deriving reward from the shared endeavor.

Collaborative processes must provide opportunities for group members to
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work productively towards the
group goal In ways which make
it likely
that both individual and group
needs
will be met.

Each of these characteristics
needs to be carried out through
the day-to-day processes used
in the group.
Developing a shared sense
of mission needs to be developed
through planning processes and team

building activities.

Productivity is fostered through clear
structuring

of work and effective supervision
and evaluation processes.

Meeting

individual and group needs simultaneously
involves nsing processes such
as shared leadership and decision
making.

These more specific processes

will be discussed in detail in Chapter V.

This section focuses on the

more general characteristics of these
processes.

^llaboration
t ional goals

.

as pro ductive effort towards shared group
or organiza -

The two concepts of developing both productive
processes

and processes which lead to commitment to shared
goals are related.

former is unlikely without the latter; clear goals are

ductive work procedures.

a

The

facet of pro-

Similarly, the attainment of goals depends on

developing reasonable levels of productivity.

The two concepts inform

each other.

Working together obviously demands

a

shared sense of mission.

Behind that rather simplistic statement are numerous implications for

would-be collaborative groups.

New groups must devise

a

process for

identifying and reaching agreement on goals; on-going groups must integrate new members into the shared purposes of the group.
groups will discover

a

Longlasting

need to share values as well as goals, as fre-

quent conflicts about purposes usually are based in conflicting values
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or conflicting understandings
about values.

Goals often need to be

revised because of changes in the group.
A further implication is that the
group needs to identify spe-

cific processes that will make it likely
that all group members will

develop commitment towards the same goal.

It is perhaps easier to

identify these specific processes by seeing
the effect of
example.

a

negative

If one person in a group makes most of
the decisions and

derives most of thee benefit of the group effort,
it is likely that

other members will demonstrate resentment by
forming other goals, or

minimizing their effort.
vidual

s

Supervisory practices which devalue an indi-

effort have the same effect as do communication patterns
which

leave some group members not knowing what is going on.

commitment to

a

The need or

common purpose has multiple implications for the choice

of specific processes.

The same implications are equally true for

interagency as well as intraagency collaboration.
In current slang expression, the problems in developing and

maintaining shared goals are termed problems of "turf."

Typically, one

reason collaborative projects are thought to fail is because one of the

participants uses the project as

a

resources and functions of another.

means for taking over some of the
To put the problem another way,

participants fail to develop shared goals and therefore each jealously
guards his/her own resources, refusing to contribute anything of substance to the common project.
The problem is clearly real, and must be overcome if collaboration is to occur.

All new collaborative projects will involve problems

of turf or protection of the vital interests of each participant.

To be
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effective, collaborative proces ses
must overcome this very natural
initial separateness.
However, developing

cohesiveness is only
cesses.

a

a

sense of shared mission or a
sense of

part of the definition of collaborative
pro-

The small group literature Is filled
with examples of groups

that develop high levels of cohesiveness
around the shared goal of

working as little as possible (Hare,
1976; Kanter and Stein, 1979).
collaborative group is much more than
group that has adopted

a

a

cohesive group; it is

a

A

cohesive

norm of high productivity.

The substantive research that supports the
proposition that

collaborative groups (groups displaying the six
characteristics listed
here) do, in fact, develop norms of high productivity
is only beginning
to accumulate.

1975; O'Toole,

Initial evidence has been published (Davis and Cherns,
1974; Katzell et al.

,

1975 and 1977) and is encouraging,

but far more effort is needed, particularly since experiments
using only
one or two collaborative characteristics have produced very
mixed re-

sults

.

However, five decades of substantive research into productivity
levels of small groups certainly gives strong suggestions as to why col-

laboration encourages productivity, and what specific group processes

might be selected to enhance the probability of the group developing
high levels of productivity.

One of the earliest and most famous set of

experiments at the Hawthorne Plant of the Western Electric Company

(Roethisberger and Dickson, 1939) provides
Mayo and

a

a

substantial clue.

team of researchers in the late 1920'

s

Eldon

discovered that when

group of workers were singled out and made to feel as if their work was

a
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in some way creative, worthy of
significant attention, their inter-

actions in effect intensified.

They became more cohesive as

that cohesiveness had potential for increasing
productivity.

a

group and

What the

researchers did, unintentionally, was to heighten
the meaning of the

work accomplished by labeling it special.

Individuals do, as noted

above, have needs for accomplishing meaningful work;
they are more

likely to develop commitment to shared goals if they
perceive the goal
as important.

A number of the characteristics of collaboration listed above

heighten the likelihood that work will be seen as meaningful.

The

demand for innovation and creativity is one factor as is the meaning

derived from social interaction.

The fact that the group is provided

substantial autonomy over major issues also heightens interest and

investment in the task at hand.

The use of synergistic processes, to be

described below is yet another contributing factor.

Another substantial research effort on T- (training) groups
provides some additional understanding of why the small group structure
has potential for fostering productivity.

The T-group effect was first

discovered accidentally in 1946 at the State Workshop on Inter-Group
Relations at the State Teachers College in New Britain, Connecticut.
The workshop was led by the main theorists of the group dynamics movement:

Kurt Lwein, Kenneth Benne, Leland Bradford and Ronald Lippit.

What they discovered was that staff and participants learned much more

when they received feedback on individual and group behavior than they
did from formal programs on group relations.

1
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The more intense interactions among
members of

group are energizing.

There is

a

a

small, cohesive

level of excitement about working

closely with people and of getting frequent
feedback on performance.
Unfortunately, the potential learning from this
T-group research
for increasing productivity in the workplace was
somewhat dissipated

because leaders in the field chose to concentrate on
one set of variables:

authoritarian versus democratic leadership styles.

The con-

centration was understandable given the recent effects of
fascism
worldwide; however, three decades of research on this variable
failed to
indicate

a

corollary between democratic leadership and increased pro-

ductivity (Katzell

^

aj^.

,

1977).

What researchers did not investigate in such

a

sustained way

were other variables present in the T-group setting that are only

sporadically present in most work settings.

One of those has already

been mentioned, the sense of meaning and importance attached to the
task.

Others were the small group structure (8-15 members), the em-

phasis on heterogeneous but stable membership, the clear delineation of
group boundaries, the sense of group responsibility for its own work,
and frequent feedback on individual and group performance.

The collab-

orative group uses democratic or facilitative leadership processes, but
it also has all these other characteristics as well.

Research is begin-

ning to corroborate that when this complex of elements is present,

productivity increases as well (Katzell et

Collaboration as synergy

.

inition of the word implies

^.

,

1977; Bernstein,

1976).

Collaboration as stated in the primary defa

specific form of human interaction.

There
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are at least two ways of conceptualizing this
type of relationship.

first is to visualize

The

continuum that goes from the individual who acts

a

only on his/her own initiative with no reference to the
group, to the

individual so identified with the group that he/she no longer
functions
as a separate entity.

In this conceptualization collaborative arrange-

ments fall roughly in the middle:

INDIVIDUAL

CROUP

COLLABORATIVE
GROUP

Fig.

11.

The interactional continuum.

A major idea implicit in this diagram is that the individual can
be very fully an individual in a group seting.

Collaboration maximizes

both individual personalities and group needs.

The idea is a common one

to many authors, Mary Parker Follett (1934) writing in the field of

political science and business administration, Ruth Benedict (Maslow,
1964) in anthropology, Erik Erikson (1964) in psychology, to name a few.

Most of these authors also used the concept of synergy to explain the
idea that polarities need not be resolved in an either/or manner but

that solutions and relationships can encompass both.
of this concept might be as follows:

A visualization
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Fig.

12.

Collaboration as synergy.

Interpersonal relationships can be conceptualized in

way as well.

a

second

Individuals don't just act in one manner in groups; their

actions are better characterized in

a

three-part continuum of individual

actions, competitive actions, and cooperative actions.

Individual

actions address individual goals; competitive actions occur when indi-

viduals within

a

group or interacting groups pursue mutually exclusive

goals, and cooperation involves pursuit of shared goals.

used

a

Margaret Mead

triangle to picture the relationship of various societies along

the three dimensions (1961, pp. 462ff):
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Fig.

13.

Competition, cooperation, collaboration, individualism.

Collaborative relationships again fall between the individual and cooperative dimensions.
For clarity's sake, however, it might be useful to add some

other common type of relationships.

Many commentators have character-

ized American society as individualistic, but there is more than one

form of individualism.

Urban Americans tend towards an individualism of

the competitive variety while rural Americans favor

individualism.

a

more cooperative

The modern corporation often demands purely competitive

behavior from its managers.

Nazi Germany fostered

a

type of competi-

tiveness in which the individual almost totally merged in the group
(mobs are similar in formation); some utopian communities and religious

groups similarly foster group identity to

individual identity:

a

much greater degree than
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Fig.

Types of social interaction.

14.

One of the more important ideas emerging from this type of

visualization is the concept of societies, and their various subsets
such as groups, as mixtures of different types of relating.

Florence

Kluckhohn's and Fred Stodbeck's (1961) interesting study elaborated this
concept by comparing five cultural groups living in close proximity in
the Southwest.

According to these two authors, there are no pure types

of societies; all societies contain all patterns of interactions.

Thus

one would expect to find a mixture of cooperative, competitive, and

individualistic behaviors in any group.

What differs is the emphasis

within any society or group.
Another useful aspect of this diagram is that it allows one to
see collaboration in connection with other forms of human relationships.

Thus it is obvious that collaboration is not at all close to pure altruism and does not involve

mob rule.

a

utopian mentality; it is even farther from

It is also, as many writers have pointed out, quite different

from the competitive ethic of the American corporation.
One last implication of this description of collaborative processes needs to be underlined.

An equal emphasis on meeting individual

\

1

L
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needs as well as group needs is going to involve conflict
as well as

cooperation.

Close interaction in small groups in general is correlated

with high levels of both cooperation and conflict (Hall,
1975; Warren,
Burgunder, Newton, and Rose, 1975).

The implication of this finding is

that collaborative groups must develop effective conflict resolution

strategies if they are to be successful.

These strategies need to be

based on the extensive literature describing basic issues in groups that
cause conflict, the times in the group's existence when conflict is to
be expected, and the many techniques effective in transforming conflict

into group growth (Deutsch, 1973; Lacoursiere, 1980).

The implications of the concept of synergy for selection of

specific group processes will be explored in detail below.

basic principles should be clear.

However the

Leadership and decision making need

to be exercised in ways that meet both leader and member needs.

needs to be reconceptualized as
and for each member.

need it.

a

Power

force working equally for the group

Information needs to be available to those who

The aim is to foster productive effort towards group goals at

the same time as meeting the aspirations and needs of individual group

members

Summary

Six general characteristics have been developed here in order to
These characteristics address the

describe collalDoration more fully.
fact that collaboration describes

a

major way of performing work and as

such shares the complexities of any social concept.

Different types of
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units are involved and the different perspectives
of purpose, structure
and process must be included.

The six characteristics presented are as follows:
1.

Collaboration is most appropriate for purposes that demand
a group effort and require creativity and
innovation.

2.

Collaboration fills individual purposes for social inter~
action and meaningful work.

3.

Collaboration occurs in small group settings with relatively stable membership.

4.

Collaboration is encouraged by organizations which permit
substantial small group autonomy and at the same time
provide for interdependence among groups.

5.

Collaborative groups use processes which encourage
formation of common goals and high levels of productivity
in accomplishing goals.

6.

Collaborative groups adopt processes which synergistically
incorporate individual needs in the process of accomplishing group purposes.

These characteristics provide the first level of understanding
of collaboration.

They are broadly descriptive and can be applied in

many different ways.

The next three chapters will develop this general

picture in more detail.

Chapter II will take

a

step back and articulate

the basic assumptions and values underlying the characteristics.

Chap-

ters III-VI will apply the characteristics much more precisely at the

small group and organizational levels.

The purpose will be to follow

the implication of each characteristic in sufficient detail so that each
is

fully understood and can be successfully applied.

CHAPTER

I

I

A COLLABORATIVE VALUE STRUCTURE

This chapter is the first of three chapters which will take the
six broad characteristics of collaboration proposed above and
explore

their implications for the workplace.

This chapter will focus on the

values and assumptions underlying collaboration, investigating in par-

ticular how they affect both the specific choice of goals and objectives
by work groups, and the decision to use collaborative structures and

processes in reaching those goals.
is

The scope and focus of the chapter

indicated using the model presented in the Introduction.

Fig.

15.

Basic values and assumptions.
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The chapter, in other words, will explore values
common to all levels
and dimensions in the model.

In contrast Chapters III-V will concen-

trate on the small group dimension of collaboration and
Chapter VI will
focus on the organizational dimension.

The Signficance of Values in the Workplace

It is difficult to underestimate the importance of both the

choice of values and the degree of agreement about values in all work
settings.

There is

a

myth in the organizational world that to discuss

values is to be "soft"; it is the "bottom-line," what and how much is
produced, that counts.

Of course, the "bottom-line" embodies

a

whole

complex of values about the meaning of human existence, the nature of

human beings, the relationship of humans to the resources and limitations in the environment, and so on.

All the choices made in the workplace derive from value positions.

Values determine the specific goods and services offered by the

workforce (nuclear versus solar power, treatment of illness rather than

prevention of illness, etc.).

Similarly values determine the choice or

organizational structures and processes.

Steeply hierarchical organiza-

tional structures, close supervision, and authoritarian leadership

patterns reflect very important beliefs and values about what is important in life and the nature of the people and resources that are in-

volved in the workplace.

There is no such thing as value-free work.

While the more usual type of organization in this society (e.g.
a

corporation) can and does avoid overt discussion of values, collab-

orative groups must confront the issue directly.

The values of the
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corporation are accepted or at least
understood by people in this culture; collaboration involves value
positions only some of which are the
norm.

It is essential,

therefore, for collaborative groups to
under-

stand their values in order to be able to
identify more precisely where
those values are supported and where they are
in conflict with societal

values and with values of other members of the
group.
Some examples of common situations facing
collaborative groups

should illustrate the point.

It is understandable,

for instance, that

new members joining a collaborative hold the more usual
societal values
and therefore both socialization and training processes
need to address

potential discrepancies.

Similarly it is likely that conflicts between

members may be traced to differences in values.

Also common is the fact

that the values of the collaborative group often differ from those of
the larger organization.

Those differences can be played out in any

number of negative decisions about personnel, budgets, and program
evaluation.

Knowledge, of course, does not necessarily provide

a

resolution.

Particularly when underlying assumptions and values are involved.
However, knowledge can indicate beginnings.
adopt

a

Collaborative groups can

whole series of processes that address potential differences

among members, and resolve conflicts arising from those differences.

They can anticipate where their group is going to conflict with their

organization and construct structural and procedural ways of resolving
the issues.

They can join with others in highlighting the value con-

flicts in this society and offer viable alternatives to the more usual

organizational approaches.
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Collaborative Values
There are two complementary ways to
investigate collaborative
values.

The first is to discuss each major
value issue and to determine

the position most congruent with
collaborative principles.

will be the focus of this section.

That task

The second section will look at all

the value positions identified in order
to determine whether they belong

together.

Do these values taken together provide an
understandable

approach to life that is both internally consistent
and externally
verified?

Is it an approach supported by philosophical
or religious

systems, and is it found in a selection of human
cultures?

The framework that will be used in discussing both
questions is

Florence Kluckhohn's and Fred Stodbeck's (1961) thesis that
values are

developed in the process of addresseing basic human problems.

The

problems are universal in all cultures, but the solutions to them vary

within certain limits.

.All

solutions to the problems exist in all

cultures but are differentially preferred.
ential preferences of

a

society,

a

Thus values are the differ-

group or an individual, which are

reinforced through the policies and norms adopted by each social unit.

Kluckhohn and Stodbeck (1961,

p.

12) present five basic human

problems
is the

character of innate hvuaan nature?

1.

Wliat

2.

What is the relation of man to nature?

3.

What is the temporal focus of human life?

4.

What is the modality of luunan activity?

5.

What is the modality of man's relationship to other men?
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The last of these is obviously
the focus of this study.

What is

proposed here and sustained by
Kluckhohn and Stodbeck's study is
that
there are certain answers to the
other four that are more in tune
with
the collaborative choice for
question #5.

To the extent that dominant

preferences in the culture or in the
particular group are congruent with
collaborative values, collaboration is
more likely to be the preferred
choice of the group and to be sustained
as an organizational preference
over time.
The purpose, then, in exploring each of
these five basic human

problems is to discover the value preference
that is most congruent with
collaboration.

For the most part that position can be determined
logic-

ally, using the characteristics of collaboration
discussed above.

Then

one can compare that position with similar positions
in this or other

cultures in order to further explore the implications of
that position.

Relief

in human potential

.

To begin, then, at the beginning:

the character of innate human nature?

Good?

Bad? or

a

What is

mixture?

The

answer that is least compatible with collaborative relating is the
answer

bad.

If one truly believes that one's fellow humans are bad,

then it makes the most sense either to stay away from them (develop

individualistic approaches) or try to dominate them (develop competitive
approaches)
It is no accident that the thinkers whose work has described

human nature as evil or amoral have been the most useful to individualistic or competitive social theories.

Thomas Hobbes is, for instance,

considered the father of "possessive individualism."

Hobbes assumed
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that every man seeks power over every
other, that war is inevitable, and
that therefore the state of nature ”is an
incessant struggle and violent

death" (MacPherson, 1962, pp. 18-19).

Hobbes'

individualism is not only

behind much of the liberal democratic theory developed
in 17th-century
England but is also at the root of that philosophy's
connection with the

protection of private property as well.
If Hobbes spawned the ideas that were expanded by
Thomas

Jefferson and Adam Smith, Charles Darwin's similarly pessimistic
views
became the Bible of the early 20th-century "Captains of Industry."

To

be sure the famous "nature, red in tooth and claw" is Tennyson's, not

Darwin's image, and it was the Social Darwinists' interpretation of

Darwin that fully exploited this idea.

The survival of the fittest,

however, became the rationale for the intense competition characteristic
of the American economic system.
In contrast, those writers that favor use of collaborative means

take

a

more optimistic view of human nature; they tend to accept all

kinds of people and to find great potential in the variety of human
types.

One finds Donald Oliver (1976), for instance, as concerned with

the "interpersonally sensitive" and the "intellectually dull" as with

the "conceptually talented and the politically aggressive" (p.

The schizophrenic is as much

a

144).

part of society as the church minister.

John Dewey (1916), whose philosophy is the basis of most collaborative
approaches to education, displays enormous faith in the potential of the
school child.

Pablo Freire (1970, 1973), who is the "Dewey" of the

Third World illiterate, has similar belief in the innate potential of
the untutored peasant.
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A related point is that the collaborative value
structure im-

plies cultural pluralism (Kraus, 1980).

If one believes in human poten-

tial, it follows that one must have faith in the great
range of cultural

expressions of that potential.

It makes no sense to express optimism

about humanity's future and then narrow that optimism down to the
future
of,

say, the white middle-class Westerner's future.

While the debate over whether human nature is innately good or
bad is as old as human history, it has recently taken new forms. For
over

a

century after Darwin's presentation of the paradigm of natural

selection, the debate revolved around whether humans were selected

largely because of their aggressive characteristics (Lorenz, 1966; Tiger
and Fox,
gue,

1978) or because of their cooperative characteristics (Monta-

1976; Fromm,

1973).

From the layperson's point of view, and from

the perspective of recent scholars (Wilson,

1975,

1978; Barasch,

1977),

that debate can be said to have ended in a draw.

What is qualitatively different about the current discussion is
the emphasis not on innate programming but on what humans can become.

Recent research has demonstrated the enormous untapped potential of the
human brain.

Marilyn Ferguson's The Acquarian Conspiracy (1980) sum-

marizes much of the scientific evidence supporting this position.

She

particularly emphasizes the unused capacity of the more intuitive, holistic right half of the brain which rarely, in this culture, has the degree of exercise and training of the more logical, rational left side
of the brain.

Ferguson captures the essence of this position in her statement:
"Human nature is neither good nor bad, but open to continuous trans-
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formation and transcendence"
for collaborative groups.

(p.

29).

The point is extremely important

Clearly, collaborative groups include
people

who make mistakes, get involved in
conflicts with other members, do not
live up the group's expectations, and so
forth.

However, the thrust of

the six collaborative characteristics is
to reinforce optimism about,

and trust in the group.

The collaborative group can construct innova-

tive approaches to complex problems; individuals
should work towards

self-actualization; groups are capable of controlling major
decisions
about their work; humans are productive; and group
task and human needs
do not need to conflict.

Perhaps most importantly, humans are capable of resolving conflict; "bad" is not an enduring characteristic that forever
must block

human growth and development.

People from all kinds of social classes:

labor and management; professionals and blue/pink collar workers have
the capacity to work on complex problems requiring innovative solutions,

and they are able to work productively given substantial autonomy and

power over their work.

Coexistence with nature

.

between nature and people.
nature?

Or exist as

a

The second value issue is the relationship

Must people submit to nature?

part of nature?

Dominate

Logically, the position favoring

collaboration is closely derived from one's belief about human nature.
If one accepts the value and potential of all people including oneself,

one will neither submit to nor seek to dominate others.

however, is only

a

small part of all nature.

Human nature,

If one believes that

values should be consistent, then it follows that one would treat one's
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total environment in

a

manner similar to the human part of

it.

Ralph Lutts explored this relationship
in depth in his dis-

sertation "The Value Orientation of Mutuality
and Its Role in Environmental Studies" (1977).

He sees

a

emphasizes domination of nature and

power over other humans.

relationship between an ethos that
a

world view in which humans seek

As an example,

for instance, he sees the

values that led to American involvement in Vietnam
leading naturally to
the defoliation of forests as

a

military technique.

He also sees

distinct limits to that ethos that has led to serious
environmental degradation.

Instead he advocates an ethos of mutuality which sees human-

ity existing as

a

part of nature and is correlated with cooperation and

reciprocity in the social sphere.

The ethic involves developing

a

style that does not use an undue share of the world's resources and

life
a

consciousness of the effect of one's actions on the environment.

Kluckhohn and Stodbeck's research is interesting in that they
confirm that cultures that hold strong values about the importance of
living

a

life synchronized with nature also tend to have developed

cooperative forms of social interchange.
is

a

Thus they sustained that what

logical corallary is found in practice.
A value position which sees humans coexisting with nature dif-

fers substantially from the materialistic value base of most of Western

society.

Materialism requires

hvuiians

to dominate and exploit nature in

order to get the excessive resources and absorb the extensive wastes of
a

high consiunption; it assumes that the primary motivation for human

action is economics (Ferguson, 1980).

That assumption is interwoven

into the entire fabric of this society in the belief that people work
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primarily for wages and thus must be closely
supervised; that bigger

is

better; that the only production costs
are those that can be measured

by money.
The number of groups and individuals
questioning this material-

istic value structure has grown geometrically
in the last twenty years.
The notion of developing
(e.g.

a

reward system based on nonscarce resources

trust, caring, intellectual stimulation, interesting
work) is

a

powerful catalyst for devising new social structures (Reed,
1980), and

collaboration is frequently seen as one such structure (Schumacher,
1973, Slater,

1976).

In fact the change in this particular value posi-

tion has been termed so fundamental that it is at the heart of what
some
see as a paradigm shift (Kuhn,

However

,

1970; Ferguson,

1980).

not all writers interested in collaboration perceive

a

conflict between materialism and collaboration.

Specifically, writers

in the human relations school (Davis and Cherns,

1975; Journal of Behav -

ioral Science

,

1977; Kraus,

1980) see no important contradiction between

quality of work life collaborative experiments and the mission of the

American corporation.

They assume that what needs to be reformed is the

way Americans work, not the products they make, or the level of consum-

ption fostered.
Currently not enough evidence exists as to whether the conflict
of values suggested here has seriously interfered with the success of

these experiments.

On the one hand, individual experiments have in-

volved impressive gains in worker satisfaction; on the other hand collaborative experiments within the business sector are still largely
small, isolated, and experimental despite

a

twentyyear effort.

A

k
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conflict in values always has some
negative effect; in this case it may
be a factor in the very slow diffusion
of collaborative work approaches

within the business world.

^future and present time orientation
tently been future oriented.

American society has consis-

.

The original emphasis on the future re-

wards in heaven gave way to securing the future
with material goods.

Time and history was conceived of as progress,

ment into the future.

a

forward, upward move-

More recently the speed of technological change

made the future even more pervasive.

Alvin Toiler's Future Shock (1970)

vividly articulates the current preoccupation.

He portrays the enor-

mous increase in the rate of change in recent decades with
its effect of

creating

a

transient society.

("The Throw-Away Society," "The New

Nomads," "The Modular Man," are chapter headings.)

He also sees real

limits to both the physical and psychological capacity of humans to

adapt to this accelerating pace.
This accelerating pace of change has made it essential for

social and economic structures to adjust.

As Lawrence and Lorsch (1969)

noted in their study, hierarchical modes of operation are most appro-

priate for organizations in slowly changing environments.
is a center to perifery model of change.

A hierarchy

Passing orders down the chain

of command makes sense when the dimensions of the problem are known and
the solutions are agreed upon.

Turbulent or fast-changing environments

demand more fluid organizational forms.

The environment often changes

so rapidly that the problem is only vaguely understood, and solutions

are neither agreed to nor understood.

Such an environment demands higher
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levels of involvement from all organizational
levels.

Collaboration

is

often mentioned as being appropriate for these
latter conditions (Likert
and Likert,

1976; Emery and Trist,

1973).

John Friedman's (1973) theory of transactive (what would
be
termed here collaborative) planning is
this approach.

a

well-articulated example of

He demonstrates the inappropriateness of an outside

group of experts planning for an organization given the "crisis of
knowing, the accelerated pace of change, and the growth of expertise

divorced from reality" (pp.

101-110).

Transactive planning returns the

planning function to an empowered group which will implement the changes.
A collaborative small group that is both more autonomous and more crea-

tively linked to the system is more capable of generating useful innovation, and is more committed to seeing those innovations carried out.

Thus one reason why groups choose to act collaboratively is

because they face an uncertain future.

They need to draw on the con-

tributions and support of many types of people in order to generate

creative approaches to tomorrow's problems.

Collaboration has the

potential for creatively addressing the future.
However, although collaboration is frequently cited as

a

crea-

tive way of coping with the accelerating rate of change, it is just as

frequently cited as

a

way to enhance the present.

There has been in-

creasing realization in this society of the ultimate futility of Living
only for the future.

place (Work in America

The numerous studies on alienation in the work,

1973; Thayer,

1973; Herbst,

1976) describe the

many ways (e.g. sabotage, absenteeism, turnover) that workers protest

working just for money in order to live

a

meaningful life outside their
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workplace.

Workers want meaning in their jobs as well;
in terms of

a

time perspective, they wish to live in the
present as well as for the
future.

Many of the job enrichment and quality of work
life experiments

address this need by using collaborative techniques
to increase workers'

autonomy and control over their work, and to provide
increased variety
and opportunities to learn.

Thus collaboration values the present and the future
in

that does not see those two time perspectives as conflicting.

a

way

Though it

is difficult for Westerners to understand this approach
because of their

progressive sense of time and history. Easterners have
tion that embodies both.
and circular.

a

conceptualiza-

Time patterns are at the same time progressive

The Eastern concept of change is illustrative.

The world

is constantly changing and at the same time immutable:

At the normally perceptible level of existence, there is
nothing which remains without movement, without change. Every
single thing is either coming into existence, developing, decaying
or going out of existence.
Simultaneously, but from another viewpoint neither superior nor inferior to the first, nothing comes into
existence, develops, decays or goes out of existence.
Change, which
is never ending, proceeds according to certain universal and observable rules.
1968, p. 39)
( I Ching
,

Thus movement in any direction can be contained within being.

The change towards the future is empowered in the profound sense of the

present being.

A being in becoming modality

mode of human activity.

.

The fourth value orientation concerns the

Is one interested in being?

In doing?

what Kluckhohn and Stodbeck refer to as being in becoming
Being, in their definition, is
ref lective active process.

a

passive activity; doing,

(p.
a

Or in

12)?

non-

Being in becoming combines purposeful action
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with

a

sense of being a fully centered, self-aware,
whole person.

One's

activities in this modality serve to enable one
to fully be.
The description of collaboration as synergistic
is most in tune

with this being in becoming activity mode.

Clearly many of the group's

purposes, of creativity, innovation, and productivity,
demand high
levels of activity.

That activity, however, must be encompassed within

the needs of individual members to feel centered, to
feel in tune with

all parts of their being, with their psychological and social
selves as

well as their cognitive-rational selves.
In contrast, American society is overwhelmingly a doing society^

productiyity is the goal of the economic system and rather frenetic
actiyity

a

symbol of leisure actiyities.

.Americans are goal oriented,

need to "keep busy" and are highly intolerant of subcultures within
their midst that put great emphasis on existing and enjoying themselves.

Again the attraction of Eastern philosophy for the proponents of

collaborative relationships is clear.

The Tao of Taoism literally means

"The Way" which suggests movement and becoming.

It coexists with "T'ai

Chi," "the Universal Principle, the Ultimate Cause, the .Absolute, the

Eternal, the Never-changing, the Everchanging, the One, the All"

Ching

,

1968, pp.

39-40).

Out of this philosophy comes

which emphasizes acting and not acting in balance
There are

a

(p.

a

(I

life style

43).

number of thinkers in the process of investigating

this "active being" perspective of humanness.

Marilyn Ferguson (1980)

siunmarizes the tremendous amount of experimentation with various ap-

proaches that balance inward and outward orientations.

Both theoreti-

cal research such as the research on the right half of the brain, and
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action-oriented approaches, such as sensitivity
training, biofeedback,
meditation, backpacking, holistic health, and
Gestalt Therapy, are being

explored as ways to increase human capacity to
contact the "being" aspect of their personality while not losing contact
with daily concerns.

Jack Gibb's (1978) theory of being personal and
Donald Oliver's (1976)

concentration on the authentic personality are similar
in emphasis.
Being personal to Gibb includes believing things like:
am; 2)
4)

I

(pp.

I

see myself as unique; 3)

I

1)

I

am who

I

am close to my own internal reality;

take full responsibility for my feelings, opinions, and
perceptions
34-35).

The authentic personality for Oliver consists of those

qualities of the person that are not just the result of socialization
but express all other parts of that unique person as well.

construct

Both authors

modality of action that retains its forward, alive momentum

a

while remaining in tune with the whole person at that particular moment.

An individual and cooperative mode of relating

.

The mode of relating

which is collaborative is one that blends the individual and cooperative
dimensions.

It is obviously the focus of this entire study; Chapter II

has already set forth the major characteristics.

point needs to be reiterated here as it represents
from Kluckhohn's and Stodbeck's framework.

potential modes of relationship:
petition.

Collaboration is

synthesis of two dimensions:

a

However, one major
a

major departure

These authors present three

individualism, cooperation and com-

fourth approach because it represents

cooperation and individualism.

a

There is

an equal value placed on the individual and the group, on the individual

and society.

The challenge is to create social structures that enable
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members to be individuals to the fullest extent and at
the same time
complete members of the group.
Some examples should reinforce the point.

Working with others

often involves experiencing feelings of conflict, anger,
aggressiveness,
and pain, as well as joy, anticipation, comradeship.
a

What distinguishes

collaborative form of relating from the other forms of relationship

is

not the existence of these emotions but the ways in which they are
handled.

Excessively cooperative relationships, for instance, tend to

suppress negative emotions, and individualistic relationships turn

emotions inward.

Competition sets individuals with the same or con-

flicting needs against one another until one "wins.”
attempts to build solutions through

a

Collaboration

way of relating that encompasses

the needs of all members so that all win.

Thus

a

collaborative value

structure does not see individual needs and group needs as being in
conflict with one another.
Others of the six characteristics of collaboration proposed in

Chapter

I

illustrate the same point.

To be productive in one's work is

to work towards one's own needs of self-actualization and to accomplish

the group's work.

Autonomy reinforces individuals' needs to be in

control of their lives; interdependence enables complex tasks to be

accomplished.

To have frequent social contact with other group members

fills individual needs while the result of that social contact can be

creative response to

a

group problem.

a

The essence of the collaborative

mode of relating is this synergistic quality of interaction.
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A Collaborative Value Structure

The purpose of the last section was to identify the value positions most congruent with collaboration:

A
A
A
A
A

belief in hiunan potential
belief that one must coexist in harmony with nature
future and present time frame
being in becoming modality of activity
blend of individualistic and cooperative forms of relating

The question that follows is:

Do these values represent just

a

list of individually desirable positions, or do they form a value structure?

A value structure, like an organizational structure, is

a

whole

consisting of many parts which relate to each other in ways that are

relatively stable and consistent.

If a value structure exists, one

would expect to find the entire constellation of values more frequently
than one individual item.

One would expect also that a change in one

value (say from competitive to collaborative forms of relating) would
create

a

propensity for changing other values as well.
The advantage of

and consistency.

a

value structure is precisely in its stability

If the values do form a structure, then they have the

potential of providing

a

stable set of assumptions and beliefs support-

ing the collaborative group.

If they,

in contrast, are inconsistent,

then that same instability is liable to be translated into other dimensions of the group's work.

There are two ways of demonstrating whether
exists.

a

value structure

One is to look for internal patterns of consistency or in-

consistency.

Are there descriptors which encompass all the values?

one describe the whole as well as the parts?

The second is to look

Can
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for external evidence.

Are there social groups or entire societies
that

live all five values?

I nternal

evidence

.

A major concept that describes the internal connec-

tions among the five values is holism.

The sociological concepts of

gemeinschaft and gesellschaft are useful in contrasting

a

society and

value structure that is holistic rather than fragmented (Kanter,
1972,
p.

148).

Gemeinschaft is

a

term that refers to

a

society which accepts

the total person, values the affective and physical equally with the

cognitive, sees as major social units less rational components such as
the family and the community.

society.

Donald Oliver's ideal is

a

gemeinschaft

The gessellschaft society on the other hand is highly

rational, contractual, task oriented, partial and composed of such

subunits as corporations.

Such

a

society is more likely to term certain

human emotional and physical needs as "evil" because they do not contribute immediately to getting the task done.

A holistic world view, in

contrast, is accepting of human nature; it is balanced and inclusive in

other respects; people and nature, past, present and future, doing and
being.

The whole encompasses all that is human and natural.
A second unifying concept is synergy.

definition synergistic.

A holistic view is by

It takes the polarities of human existence and

encompasses them without necesarily resolving them in an either/or
manner.

"and."

The key word in all the value orientations listed above is

Synergy transcends polarities and seeks to establish

entity that includes both.

a

new
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External evidence

.

Some of the most convincing external evidence for

the existence of this value structure comes from anthropology.

Kluck-

hohn and Stodbeck, for instance, found Native American cultures rela-

tively consistent on all five positions discussed here.

Both the Zuni

and the Navahos favored cooperative relationships more than individual
or competitive forms.

have

a

They believe in living in harmony with nature and

present time focus.

The Zuni have an equal doing and being

modality of activity, while the Navaho emphasize more the doing modality.

In contrast, the highly individualistic Texans have

a

future

perspective, emphasize doing, and believe in dominating nature.

Another anthropologist, Ruth Benedict, in an unpublished study

discovered by Maslow (1964, 1970), confirms

a

relationship between more

cooperative, pleasant cultures (what she termed "nice" cultures versus
"surly, nasty" cultures) and the degree of synergy encouraged by the

culture

From all comparative material the conclusion that emerges is
that societies where nonaggression is conspicuous have social orders
in which the individual by the same act and at the same time serves
his own advantage and that of the group. (1970, p. 325)

Eastern religious thought provides another example that the five
value positions are interrelated.

In contrast to Western philosophy

which is essentially dualistic. Eastern philosophy encompasses seeming
contradictions;

good and evil, humans and nature, present and future,

being and doing.
writers and
It is therefore no coincidence that many of the
have also
practitioners who are experimenting with collaborative values

expressed an interest in Eastern philosophy.

For instance, E. F.
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Schumacher advocates what he calls Buddhist economics.

Buddhist eco-

nomics identifies the small, cohesive human group as
the major economic
unit and advocates

a

resource policy that allows for renewal, and

waste disposal policy that depends on recycling.

a

The counterculture in

this country (Kanter, 1972; Case and Taylor, 1979) holds
similar values.

What they term alternative institutions are small-scale cooperatives
or
collectives that are highly sensitive to their relationship with the
environment.

structure as

Recently Marilyn Ferguson (1980) summarized the value
a

paradigm shift:

holism,

networking,

a

concentration

on being, appropriate technology, acceptance of other people, and

synergy form

a

coherent interrelated set of beliefs, which is signifi-

cantly different from present beliefs.
The Club of Rome in

a

recent report No Limits to Learning:

Bridging the Human Gap (Botkin et al., 1979) approaches the same value
position.

A decade ago the Club of Rome was known largely as an envi-

ronmental group.

Today research is merging with the human potential

movement, realizing the interrelationship among positions which, for
instance, advocate wise use of energy and limiting the arms race.
also see the need for

attempt to achieve

a

a

holistic and synergistic value position.

They
The

synthesis of the need for autonomy and interdepen-

dence, which was described in Chapter I, illustrates their synergistic

world view.

Implications for Collaborative Work Groups in America

There is then
here

a

a

strong indication, that what is being termed

collaborative value structure, can be described as being

I

f
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internally consistent.

Additionally, the structure
is

a fundamental
element of some traditional
cultures (Native American
cultures), of
major religions and philosophical
systems (Eastern thought),
of subgroups in America (the
counterculture), and of many
current thinkers.

Equally true is the tact that
the value structure
contradicts
many widely held American
values.
The more traditional values
in this
culture see humans as -'born in
sin,- foster a materialism
that demands
that humans dominate nature,
urges.people

to live for future rewards,
to

"keep busy," and "get things done,"
and requires that people live
in
highly individualistic or competitive
social structures (the corporation, city, isolated nuclear family).

Using the model, it becomes obvious
that the values of the

collaborative group will face profound
challenge from the other units in
the social order.

Individuals are schooled in different values
and thus

are liable to enter the collaborative
group with very different beliefs.

Similarly, the values of most work organizations
and the values embodied
in the political, economic and social
systems in the culture differ

significantly from those of the collaborative group.

Of necessity

collaborative groups must acknowlege the conflict and
develop both small
group and organizational processes which enable the
group to work con-

structively despite the tension.
Equally important is not to overstate the conflict.
laborative values are strongly supported by the culture.

Many col-

Collaborative

groups, for instance, are productive and purposeful; they strongly

support personal and professional growth of members; they are innovative
and creative; and they support autonomy over individual matters and
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interdependence in group concerns (e.g. the mixed rugged individualism
and barn raising of the frontier ethic).

Thus the points of congruence

are also plentiful; they represent a powerful degree of support for the

collaborative group.
Also true is that American values are changing rapidly.

Many of

the social commentators whose work has already been cited in this study

are articulating a new set of beliefs much closer to

a

collaborative

value structure (Slater, 1976; Schon, 1971; Oliver, 1976; Thayer, 1973;
Herbst, 1976; Ingalls, 1976; Ferguson, 1980; Club of Rome, 1979). Their

theoretical work has been corroborated recently in
survey (Yankelovich, 1981).

a

major attitude

His evidence, collected over the past

thirty years, on changing American values shows

direction of

a

a

clear move in the

collaborative value structure.

Thus while collaborative values differ in some significant ways
from the more traditional values, there are also strong points of agreement, and even stronger indications that the two structures are begin-

ning to converge rather than pull apart.

Collaborative groups would be

wise to maximize the present similarities and to join with the many

other groups in the culture which are actively encouraging the emergent

collaborative value structure.

PART II.

the small GROUP DIMENSION OF
COLLABORATION

Introduction to Part Two

Pu£E^.

Collaboration occurs in its pure state
in the small group

setting.

For that reason it is crucial to
understand how various as-

pects of the small group either support
or inhibit the development of

collaboration in the group.

Additionally, it is important to understand

those aspects in enough detail in order
to be able to manipulate themto make conscious changes which are
likely to foster collaborative

functioning.

The purpose of the three chapters in this
section is to

identify and describe the elements of

a

small collaborate group and to

provide examples of theories and techniques which
can be used to increase the level of collaboration in the group.

Focus.

The elements of the collaborative small group are the
elements

found in any small group.

Using the model developed in the Introduc-

tion, they consist of the type of unit (small group) which
can be viewed

through the dimensions of purpose, structure, and process.

Figure 16

uses the model to illustrate the specific focus of the three chapters in
this section.
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Fig.

16.

Scope of Part Two.

The small group is the unit being studied.

That small group is composed

of individuals; thus individual dimensions of collaboration will be

discussed to the extent necessary to understand collaboration at the
small group level.

Additionally, this part of the study will focus primarily on
issues of structure and process.
are virtually infinite in number.

The specific purposes of small groups
The major issues that influence their

choice have already been explored (the characteristics introduced in

Chapter

I

and the values and asumptions of Chapter II).

For that

reason, purposes will only be discussed as they influence the other

dimensions of structure and process.
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Me^.

The method of analysis to be used
in the three chapters on the

small group dimension needs some
explanation primarily because of the

enormous amount of information potentially
useful here.

As stated in

the Introduction, a recent compilation
of the small group research
(Hare,

1976) reviewed over 6,000 studies.

A major need identified in

this study is to develop some sort of road map
into this literature for
the reader interested in applying it to collaboration.
In analyzing relevant small group studies, the
six character-

istics of collaboration developed in Chapter

assumptions explored in Chapter II, will

I,

backed by the values and

be used to identify small

group structures and processes that support collaboration.
ing diagram summarizes the method:

The follow-
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Characteristics of Collaborar nn
Fulfills group needs tor
creativity and innovation.
Meets individual needs for selfactualization and social
exchange
Uses small group structure.
Provides for autonomy and
interdependence
Uses productive, goal
centered processes.
Uses synergistic processes.
-i

Values and Assumptions

Belief in human potential
Harmony with nature
Present and future time perspective
Being and doing activity modality
Individual and cooperative
relationships

Characteristics of

Purpose
Structure
Processes

Fig.

17.

Method of study.

Obviously this method of analysis can be applied only to
section of the potentially relevant studies.
ia for selection is important.

First

a

a

small

For that reason the criter-

list of important variables will

be identified, selected from those considered most important in the

organizational behavior literature.

For each of these variables, the

aim will be to select one or two widely accepted theories that have some

power to separate the more collaborative from the less collaborative
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approach.

Additionally several examples of specific techniques
will be

briefly described in order to provide direction as to how
the theory
might be applied in practice.
Clearly some variables and many relevant theories and techniques
will be omitted.

The intent here is to describe the commonly accepted

variables in enough detail, so that the reader will be able to see the

principles involved and therefore will have some guidelines for further

investigation of the subject if she/he so desires.
One last aspect of methodology needs to be described in order
for the reader to understand the design of this part.

power, will be identified as being involved in
small group structure and process.
a

a

One element,

great many aspects of

Power, or intentional influence, is

basic commodity in groups, describing the relationship among elements

in the group (structure) and informing day-to-day interactions (process).

For that reason Chapter 111 consists of

a

discussion of power.

Chapter

IV then proceeds to a discussion of two major classes of group struc-

ture

:

1.

A description of the parts and whole (individuals in
the groups, and issues of size, composition and
boundaries)

2.

A description of the consistent relationships among the
parts (roles and norms).

Last in this part. Chapter V will be

a

discussion of two classes of

group processes:
1.

The processes which describe daily interactions among
members (leadership, decision making, conflict
resolution and communication)
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2.

The processes which describe the group's
evolution over
time (socialization, termination, learning,
group
development)

The purpose again is to analyze major small group
variables in

enough detail so that the reader can identify the
principles involved
and can understand how the variables can be consciously
changed in order
to increase levels of collaboration in the group.

CHAPTER

I

I

I

THE COLLABORATIVE USES OF POWER

Power IS

a

basic ingredient in groups.

individuals who form

a

Groups are made up of

relationship with one another.

Much of that

relationship can be described as mutual influence, or
power.

When the

forms of mutual influence become stable and consistent
over time, they

become structured.

When they are embodied in varying day-to-day inter-

actions, they are processes.

quently have

a

In turn these power relationships fre-

strong influence on purposes.

Thus power is an important

variable in the small group that transcends the categorization system

established in the model.

At the same time,

a

clear understanding of

how power can be used collaboratively will inform the rest of the discussion on the small group dimension of collaboration.

A Definition

The preferred definition of power here is "intentional influ-

ence."

The equation of power with influence is supported by

a

number of

theorists (French and Raven, 1959; Olson, 1970; Deutsch, 1973; Wrong,
1980)

;

and the addition of the qualifier intentional or purposeful by

several (Deutsch, 1973; Wrong, 1979).

This definition is narrower than

some definitions in use and broader than others.

phrasing Plato defines power as being:

Silber (1979) para-

"anything that

^

has power."

There is some truth in that definition if one wishes to develop
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concept broad enough to include nonhuman as
well as human power.
ever, purposes here are more limited;

a

How-

definition of power applicable

for understanding human groups is needed.

The term influence captures

the interactional nature of the phenomenon as
it is exercised in groups.

Some theoreticians go further and define power not
only as human inter-

action but limit the interaction to force (Bierstedt,
1970).

That

definition, however, prohibits full exploration of the many
other
sources of power besides force, particularly those more useful
for

collaborative groups.
Power as intended influence describes
or more individuals or groups

a

relationship among two

That relationship is inherently asym-

.

metrical (Wrong, 1979); that is at any specific time, on

a

specific

issue, the participants involved will have different degrees of power.

The various ingredients of power (e.g. physical strength, wealth,

health, expertise, intelligence, respect, etc.) are unevenly distributed
in any group of people and therefore among groups.

may have balanced power in

a

Theoretically one

group but not equal power.

This point is an important one for the discussion of power which
is to follow.

There has been

a

rather naive assumption on the part of

many commentators writing on collaboration that if one could equalize
power among participants, then collaboration would be possible (Donleavey and Pugh, 1977; Bing, 1979; Von Hahmann, 1978; Schmidt and
Kochan, 1977; Bensen, 1975).

However the degree to which one person can

intentionally influence others is inherently unequal because people are
different.

Collaborative groups must function within unequal or asym-

metrical relationships.
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A Redefinition

There are on the surface some seemingly
impossible problems in
attempting to describe collaborative
uses of power.

First, all groups,

including collaborative groups, have
imbalances in power; as will be
shown in detail below, all those
imbalances potentially can inhibit

collaborate functioning.

Even when

source of power (authority) there is

person voluntarily submits to

a
a

paradox involved.

IS voluntary but at the same time
feels mandatory (Wrong,

a

The submission
1979).

It is

the clash between the need to develop
autonomy, and the perception that

one IS obliged to respect authority that is
the crux of the problem.

For that reason, discussions of power which attempt
to develop

typologies of various kinds of power (French and Raven,
1959; Weber,
1947; Wrong,

1979) and even those that attempt to match types of power

with different stages of group development (Hersey and Natemeyer,
1979)

essentially miss the point.

There may be some types of power that are

not quite so bad as others, but there do not seem to be any that might
be used with impunity.

The only way one can begin to see how the power relationships
that exist in all small groups can be used as

positive rather than

a

neutral or negative force, is to reconceptualize power as
type of intentional influence.

a

specific

Its purpose in collaborative groups must

be to empower, rather than to control.

The term empowerment begins to provide

a

framework for under-

standing how power can be used to enhance the likelihood of successful
collaboration.

As the concept has been developed by such writers as
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Paulo Freire (1970,

1973) and Saul Allnsky (1971), enpowennent
Is the

use of various types of power to release
the power In oneself and
others.

In the organizational development
literature,

it is termed the

use of "power with" or a "win/win" strategy,
rather than "power over"
(Tilley,

1975).

The fundamental difference between the idea
of power as control

versus the concept of empowerment as releasing
power is the redefinition
of power as a nonscarce resource.

A number of researchers have made

this point and have emphasized its importance to
fostering collaboration
(Kraus,
1973).

1980; Tannenbaum et al.

,

1974; Sarason et

^.

,

1977; Friedmann,

While material resources may be considered scarce in real
terms,

nonmaterial resources, of which power is one, can only be termed
scarce
in the psychological sense.

Power conceptualized as nonscarce is freely

^^^il^hle, if one person has it, it does not involve other people not

having it.

Different people can exercise different types of power

depending on their skills and background.
Power defined as control, on the other hand, must be considered
scarce.

Control implies that one person has power and the other person

does not; therefore the person lacking power submits to the person who
does have it.

Clearly, freely available power would make the idea of

one person controlling another impossible.

The collaborative framework developed in the first two chapters
of this study supports the concept of empowerment and not the concept of

external control.

The belief in human potential assumes instead the

potential for internal control.

Additionally, the concept of synergy

implies that internal controls have the potential of being used to meet
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individual needs and group goals simultaneously.

Thus the task in the

group IS to draw out the power that already
exists within each person
and facilitate the use of that power for group
goals.

Theoretical Perspective

Given this redefinition of power, then, it is useful to
examine
some of those typologies of power in order to demonstrate how
various

types of power are used as control mechanisms and which ones of
them can
be reconceptualized as empowering forces.

There are

a

number of such typologies.

The preference here is

for Wrong's (1979) because not only does he include elements of other

more well-known typologies (e.g. French and Raven, 1959; Weber, 1947),

but he also provides

a

very useful pictorial representation of the

relationships involved:

Influence

Fig.

18.

Wrong's Typology of Power

(p.

24).
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In this model four forms of intended
influence are possible.

Force is the direct use of power and
can be exercised either physically
or psychically, and either violently
or nonviolently

.

Manipulation is

the concealed exercise of power while
persuasion is the exercise of

power through appeals to others.

Authority is "the untested acceptance

of another's judgement" (p. 35).

Authority is clearly the largest

category and in turn can be exercised in

a

number of ways:

1)

through

the threat of force (coercion); 2) through
inducements (rewards); 3)

through legitimate right to command; 4) through expertise
in

a

given

area; or 5) through personal or charismatic authority.

Analysis of power into specific dimensions, however, is only one

component of the complexity.

Not only are there many different types of

power, but in practice, they combine in

a

number of ways.

As Wrong

notes in his perceptive commentary:

Most power relations are inevitably mixtures since the taxonomy
of forms is largely based on assumptions about the motives of the
power subjects and human motivation is always an impure and heterogeneous blend of different, often conflicting, impulses and affects,
(p.

83)

He then goes on to discuss the common mixtures: the mixture of persua-

sion with authority, physical force with authority, the interrelationship of coercion with legitimation in most political systems, and the

mixture of legitimation and competence in most economic systems.
The task then is to understand how each of these types of power
and some of the combinations can be used as controlling forces and to
see whether each in turn can be reconceptualized as an empowering de-

vice

.

lOA

Within the first two of Wrong's categories (force and
manipulation), some rather clear statements can be made.

Neither physical nor

psycliic force nor manipulation meet the collaborative criteria
of re-

specting individual autonomy, meeting individual needs, being accepting
of human potential, or of coexisting with nature.

To this group can

also be added cognitive force (e.g. lying and similar behavior) which is

equally destructive of individual autonomy.

inherently bad (e.g. one uses force to grab
a

While these uses are not
a

child running in front of

car), nonetheless they are controlling rather than empowering uses,

and thus work primarily to inhibit the development of collaboration.

The category of authority presents more difficult issues.

Coercion involves authority based on the threat of force and as such

obviously largely inimical to collaboration.

is

Authority via inducement

or reward may seem somewhat less unsavory at first sight.

However, when

one realizes that it is this power, the power to induce people via

wages, benefits and advancements, that fuels most economic enterprises,
one realizes that differential use of rewards can be experienced easily
It is very difficult to use rewards as

as coercion.

a

way to influence

behavior and at the same time have that use be perceived as equitable by
all group members.

The last three types of authority present even knottier problems
for collaborative groups.

Legitimate power, in which the person exer-

cises power on the basis of an acknowledged right, is rarely absent in

collaborative groups.
and even if

a

This society is for the most part hierarchical,

collaborative group may wish to avoid having an appointed

leader or boss, it is rare that the outside world will tolerate the
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absence of "the person in charge."

Yet the notion of

a

person exer-

cising power because of role rather than merit
obviously inhibits the

development of both individual and group autonomy, and
is likely to

block many of the synergistic processes.
Power exercised because of competence or expertise would
seem to
be more conducive to collaboration.

However, as Mulder (1971) points

out, groups can be dominated by their experts as much as
by their

appointed leaders.

Pettigrew (1973) found in

a

study of computer de-

partments that skill generated more secure power bases than power based
on right or expectation.

The disappointing experience gained from

appointing clients such as Head Start parents or Title

advisory councils demonstrates the same point.

I

parents to

Where there are widely

^iiffcrent levels of expertise or information in a group, some people are

left out or belittled and collaboration is difficult.

Even personal power is potentially
groups.

a

problem in collaborative

Charismatic leadership may be very effective, but it is not

conducive to development of autonomy by all members.

The kind of con-

formity often found in cohesive groups is often cited as
tive result of the exercise of personal power.

a

major nega-

Numerous experiments

have demonstrated that influence in groups is often so strong that

individuals can be induced to deny the clear evidence of their senses
(Asch,

1960; Sherif,

1935; Janis,

1976).

All types of authority, therefore, can potentially inhibit

collaboration when they are used for purposes of control.

On the other

hand, these same types of authority can be used for empowerment pur-

poses.

Parents regularly use coercion to further the development of
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their children.

Children are coerced into learning to do things for

themselves, into going to school, into practicing the piano, all poten-

tially growth-producing activities.
forces in releasing potential.

had

a

Rewards, similarly, are potent

The proverbial carrot of an Ed.D. has

great deal to do with releasing the energies contained in this

Similarly one can use one's position, one's special competencies

study.

and one's personal characteristics to structure potentially growthful

experiences for both individuals and groups.
freely available and multifaceted is

a

Power conceptualized as

powerful positive force in col-

laborative groups.

After one has redefined power as being

a

nonscarce resource

which has as its purpose the release of potential in oneself and others,
then one can profitably use one of the typologies of power that attempts
to match the appropriate type of power to the stage of group develop-

Hersey and Natemeyer (1979) have developed

ment.

a

typology which

hypothesizes four stages in the relationship between leader and
Stage
do.

I

involves

a

a

group.

new group which basically needs to be told what to

Stage II assumes somewhat greater maturity and commitment and

therefore leaders consult members.

Stage III and Stage IV involve even

greater levels of skill and of maturity and therefore members can first

participate freely and then have leadership delegated to them.

The

types of powers matched to the appropriate stages are as follows.

Leadership Style I ( Telling ): Coercive, connection (power
through knowing others) and ecological powers (power through
analyzing the environment
Leadership Style II

(

Consulting )

:

Reward and legitimate power
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^adership

IH ( Participating ):
and informational power

^adership S^le

^

(

Delegating ):

Referrent (personal)
^
^

Expert power

Again if one had not redefined power, and
the uses in the list
above basically referred to controlling
powers, the typology would make
little sense for collaborative groups.

It is only when each of these

powers is seen as releasing power in self and
others, that

a

rank-

ordered list such as this one is of use.
In summary, the intent of investigating
these very specific uses
of power both individually and in combinaton
is to demonstrate that each

of them can be used for controlling purposes.

When that happens, the

result is that the power imbalances, which are ever
present in collab-

orative groups, begin to inhibit collaborative potential.

On the other

hand, these same imbalances can be seen as constructive
forces when many
of the same types of power are used for empowerment purposes.

It is the

purpose, in other words, which can transform both the structures and the

processes of power.

Implications and Strategies

The concept of empowerment is relatively easy to understand;

however, as any parent, teacher or leader will attest, it is extra-

ordinarily difficult to carry out in practice.

There is

a

very fine

line between using one's power constructively and either controlling

group or unnecessarily hiding one's talents.

While

a

a

detailed investi-

gation of how this concept can be implemented is beyond the scope of the

present chapter, several examples will be presented that will indicate
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the kinds of strategies that have shown potential.

Additionally, many

others will be reviewed in the next two chapters as the concept
of

empowerment is used to describe other factors of the small group.
One such strategy is the idea of rotation.
in small ways or much more inclusive ways.

Rotation can be used

An example of the former

might be the rotation of various roles in group meetings (e.g. facilitator, secretary, process observer).

The rotation, particularly of the

leadership function, empowers group members by providing them with real

practice in leadership skills.
of jobs.

While there are

a

A more complex example is the rotation

number of problems with too-frequent rota-

tion (loss of skill, expertise, and knowledge), there is probably more

potential in the technique than is usually acknowledged.

Power in-

creases as members learn different skills and fill different roles.

Another strategy is to increase levels of participation and
power in areas where group members already have considerable knowledge
and skills.

A number of theoreticians have noted the fact that workers

often are apathetic about exercising power at top levels of the organization (Mulder, 1971; Adizes, 1971).

The problem, of course, derives

from real differences in power (knowledge, expertise) which psychol-

ogically disenfranchise the worker despite their supposed political
power.

A strategy which addresses the problem is to increase legitimate

authority at levels where the knowledge and background reinforces the
authority.

Autonomous work groups and quality control circles, to be

described in detail below, are two specific examples of the strategy.

Empowerment in these cases is limited in scope, but it is

a

real,

rather

than token effort.

I
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These examples give

powerment devices available.

a

brief indication of the variety of emOthers will be suggested as the concept of

empowerment is used to inform the discussion on
small group structures
and processes in the next two chapters.

Some aim primarily at releasing

power that already exists, and others more at developing
potential.

They aim not to negate power relationships within the
group but to
increase the collective power of all.

Used in this way, power becomes

force for creating the productive synergy which is the major
characteristic of successful collaboration.

a

CHAPTER

I

V

COLLABORATIVE SMALL GROUP STRUCTURE

The word structure conjures up images of architectural drawings
or organizational charts, all sorts of precise, angular lines
defining

space or separating levels in the hierarchy.
tious to talk about the structure of

together on

a

project.

purpose and meets over

a

It almost seems preten-

small number of people working

Yet any group of people which has
a

period of time has

a

structure.

a

common

It shares the

same two basic characteristics of structures that are embodied in the

visualization of the skyscraper or the corporation.

There is first of

all the idea of the whole (in this case the small group) and the parts
(the individuals who make up the group)

.

Secondly there are the rela-

tively permanent relationships that connect the individuals to the
group

There are

a

number of ways that one can describe the character-

istics of the whole and the characteristics of the parts in the small
group.

The parts (the individuals) can be viewed through the same

three dimensions that have been used for all the different types of

units in this study.

They have purposes (or needs, interests, desires,

goals); they have structures (their bodies, personalities); and they

engage in processes (acts of running, talking, breathing, believing,
thinking).
terms:

The whole, in contrast, one describes in more general

its size,

its makeup or composition, its boundaries.
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The more consistent relationships between the
individuals and
the group are generally described using two
complementary terms.

Roles

describe the consistent pattern of behavior for each
individual in the
group while norms describe the stable patterns of behavior
for the

whole group.

Individuals have roles as teachers, truckers, scientists,

followers; groups have norms such as punctuality, flexibility,
concern
for quality.

The purpose of this chapter is to look at each of these aspects
of structure in order to identify specific behaviors and arrangements
of behavior that support the development of collaboration.

As Goode

(1975) has said, the structure has the quality of being the independent

variable.

Once the structure is in place it has the effect of influen-

cing the day-to-day interaction of the group in either positive or

negative ways.
from

a

The chapter will investigate each structural variable

theoretical perspective and suggest several resulting strate-

gies, in order to demonstrate how each variable can be arranged so as
to support collaborative functioning.

Characteristics of the Parts: The Individual
Dimensions of Collaboration

The parts of the collaborative group are the individuals in the
group.

The individual dimensions of collaboration are potentially as

important as any dimension in the model, and as capable of detailed
analysis using the model's three perspectives.

Individuals have pur-

poses (e.g. goals and objectives); they have structures (e.g. bodies,

personalities); and they have internal processes (e.g. acts of
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thinking, acting, believing).

The characteristics of each individual

in the collaborative group have an enormous
influence on that specific

group
It is, however, way beyond the limits of
the present study to

go into all the potential individual variables
that might affect any

particular person's adjustment to
discussion would involve

a

a

collaborative group.

Any thorough

discussion of individual values and beliefs,

of all the physical and psychic factors that affect human
behavior, as

well as the multitudinous daily actions, thoughts and beliefs which

describe interactions among people.

Such

study would be fascinating

a

as well as quite relevant to the overall purpose of this work, but

beyond what is at all pragmatic here.
Instead the decision was made to provide very brief illustrations of the kinds of issues one might get into if one were to pursue
the topic.

In keeping with the emphasis in the three chapters on

structure and processes in small groups, one example of how individual

structure affects collaborative potential and one of the effect of
internal processes have been chosen as examples of the very important

individual variables that may be explored in depth in some future
study.

Again the method will be to choose

a

well-known theoretical

perspective that has some power in identifying collaborative potential
and then to explore implications and strategies deriving from that

perspective.

The result will be only the merest hint of the complexi-

ties that make up these individual parts of the collaborative whole.

L
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Individual structures

.

Individual structures are those relatively

consistent characteristics of the person that either do not change, or
change relatively slowly.
as sex,

Physical characteristics include such items

race, age, body type, physical health.

Social characteristics

involve social-economic class, ethnic background, level of education
and skills.

Psychological characteristics include factors of person-

ality, psychological health, interests, and values.

Any of these might

have an influence on the makeup of the collaborative group.
ask for instance:

One might

Are there innate differences in the sexes that

incline men more to competitive behavior and women more to cooperative

behavior?

How do differing personal energy levels affect relationships

in a collaborative group?

Again because of the limitations of space,

only one of these structural characteristics will be discussed here.

Theoretical perspectives

Of the variables that might be

.

chosen, the author has selected one of the more difficult ones, aspects
of personality, in order to demonstrate the level of complexities

involved and in order to provide
more common complaints in
ally is as follows:

a

a

sense of direction on one of the

collaborative group.

"We'd really like to run this group more collab-

oratively but Mary (Ethan, John, Ellen
implication

The complaint gener-

is that there are

.

.

.

)

is impossible."

The

personalities that block collaborative

functioning in the group.
The theoretical perspective that will be introduced here to

provide some beginnings of understanding on this common but extremely

complicated problem is Jane Loevinger's (1977) theory of ego develop
ment.

The ego according to Loevinger has elements of structure and

IIA

process.

The essence of the ego is "the striving
to roaster, to inte-

grate, to make sense out of experience"
(p. 59).

ized and consistent, and mobile, evolving.

It is at once organ-

Ego development, or the

evolution of the ego over time, captures this tension.

Loevinger's

description of the concept spills over all three perspectives
on the
individual being discussed here:
The conception of ego development as a sequence of stages
that
also constitutes a set of personality types is necessarily
an
abstraction
The fundamental characteristics of the ego are that it
is a process
a structure
social in origin, functioning as a whole,
and guided by purpose and meaning
Development implies structural
change
... We acknowledge both consciousness and the possibility
of freedom and the validity of the dynamic unconscious
so the ego
is not the same as the whole personality.
It is close to what the
person thinks of as his self.
(p. 76)
.

,

,

.

.

;

Loevinger proposes

a

number of stages of ego development.

this conceptualization, her work is similar to others':

In

Piaget

(Ginsberg and Opper, 1969) in cognitive development, Kohlberg (1975)
and Gilligan (1977) in moral development, and Erikson (1963) in person-

ality development.

Loevinger's stages (which are not attached to any

specific ages) are as follows:

Symbiotic stage:

Child relates symbiotically to
mother.

Impulsive stage:

Preoccupied with bodily impulses;
operates almost exclusively in a
present time frame.

Self-protective stage:

Controls impulses for short times
but externalizes blame.

Conformist stage:

Identifies with family and peer
group; does not perceive individual

differences

Self-aware level:

conscious of not conforming to
social norms.
Is
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Conscientious stage:

Possesses adult conscience;
internalizes rules.

Individualistic stage:

Is aware of emotional and physical
dependence; of inner conflict; is
more able to tolerate paradox.

Autonomous stage:

Transcends polarities; sees reality
as multifaceted; recognizes other
people's need for autonomy; values
emotional interdependence.

Integrated stage:

Has a consolidated sense of
identity; is self actualized.
(pp. 13-28)

Clearly the stages most congruent with collaborative functioning begin in the individualistic stage as one learns to tolerate para-

dox or ambiguity and reach fullness as one enters the autonomous stage.
It is there that important collaborative characteristics are in place:

the ability to act synergistically (transcend polarities), and to

interact both autonomously and interdependently with one's world.

Implications and strategies for collaborative groups

.

What are

the implications of this conceptualization of a facet of the personal-

ity for the "Mary's" and the "Ethan's" of this world?
an acknowledgment of the reality of the problem.

First of all is

Some people do get

stuck, at least temporarily, at very low levels of ego development.

The presence of these people in

a

collaborative group can be destruc-

tive and may have to be resolved through the collaborative termination

processes to be discussed in the next chapter.
A second implication involves the age of group members.

Even

though Loevinger's theory is not specifically related to age, one would
not expect to find children at higher stages of development.

Thus one

might increase the degree of collaboration in an elementary classroom.

/
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but one would not expect
for this age group.

fully collaborative structure to function

a

Likewise, one might expect more difficulty in

collaborative experiments among youth than among older adults.

Indeed

numerous accounts of cooperative living and working arrangements of the

youth during the 1960 's and early 1970'

s

(Kanter,

1972; Case and

Taylor, 1979) provide vivid examples of the problems involved in com-

bining immaturity and collaboration.

One might therefore propose as

a

strategy for increasing collaboration in groups, attempting to include
at least a mixture of ages in the group so that there are role models
of people functioning at the autonomous stage.

Another implication is confirmation of the belief in human
potential, the value position which is an important foundational ele-

ment of collaborative groups.

People do get stuck and are immature,

but there is the capacity to get unstuck and to mature.

Loevinger's

conceptualization with its emphasis on the social origins of ego development, and the consciousness and freedom involved, is by no means

predeterminist

.

Theorists are only beginning to investigate specific

processes for facilitating movement from one stage to another.
(1973,

Torbet

1976) has begun to compare these stages of individual growth to

the growth of collaborative groups and is currently working on leader-

ship styles which would facilitate movement.

One might speculate that

also
many of the specific strategies used to empower group members may

promote ego maturation.

Any technique, that has as its effect the

group, is
promotion of autonomous functioning within an interdependent

the group but of
in essence promoting the positive growth not only of

the individuals within it.

The research on these issues over the next
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few years should prove extremely interesting to
people interested in

collaboration.

Individual processes.

Individual processes are the day-to-day inter-

actions of the self with itself which of course are influenced
greatly

by the interactions of self with others.
believing, acting, valuing, and so forth.

Manifestations are thinking,
Again there are myriad

possibilities that one might investigate as to how these processes
might affect the collaborative group.

Fascinating questions, for

instance, might be asked about the act of thinking.

Would collabora-

tive functioning be improved if individuals in the group could think as

much with their right brains as with their left?

Are there unknown

cognitive processes that might be used to tap unused cognitive potential?

The example selected here, motivation, is chosen because of its

complexity and because it has been identified as important to collaborate functioning.

A high level of motivation by individuals in col-

laborative groups is essential if basic synergistic processes such as
shared leadership are to operate effectively.

Motivation:

Theoretical perspectives

.

Motivation is the term

given to the individual processes which involve selecting and making

progress towards goals.

When one is motivated to join

a

collaborative

group, one values the significance of the goal, one thinks the task

will be interesting and enjoyable, one believes one will be capable of
the work and will be properly compensated, one acts by joining and

working productively.

A great number of theoreticians have devoted
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considerable energy to understanding these complex
processes and to

devising ways of influencing them.
A widely accepted theoretical perspecive on
motivation in the

workplace is that of Frederick Herzberg (1959) which
in turn is based
on the work of Abraham Maslow (1968).

explored in Chapter

That work has already been

and so only needs to be briefly reviewed here as

I

it pertains to motivation.

Maslow theorized that the major human needs

(physiological, security, belonging, self-esteem and self-actualization
needs) are arranged in vertical order.
clothed, housed.

Humans first need to be fed,

When those needs are adequately met, they then need

to feel safe and secure; next, belonging or affiliation needs pre-

dominate and so on.

Herzberg refined that hierarchy into two classes

of motivation factors.

Hygiene factors have what Herzberg termed

negative motivational value.

Hygiene factors include such rewards as

adequate pay, rest, adequate job security; these produce dissatisfaction when they are not present but do not contribute very much to

satisfaction when they are present.

This conclusion has been sub-

stantiated by others, notably Katz (1970) and Vroom (1970).

On the

other hand, positive motivational factors include items more likely to
be found in Maslow'

s

self-esteem or self-actualization categories:

challenging work, recognition, achievement, growth, responsibility.
The presence of these variables increases motivation and makes the

difference between

a

mediocre and good job.

Implications and strategies
useful in developing

a

.

This theoretical construct is

two-tiered reward system; the first tier pre-

vents dissatisfaction through adequate attention to hygiene factors;
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the second increases motivation.

One of the most widely supported

findings concerning the primary hygiene motivators
(pay, working conditions and fringe benefits) is that it is not so
much the actual amount
of these factors that produces satisfaction but the
perceived fairness
of the amount relative to what others are receiving
that is important

(Lawler,

1977; Katz,

1970; Vroom,

1970).

That finding offers some

understanding of why research attempting to establish whether or
not
equal pay is essential in collaborative groups has not, so far,
yielded
any conclusive findings (Bernstein, 1976).

The lack of conclusive

evidence probably derives from the fact that groups may have widely

differing perceptions of what is considered equitable pay.

Some groups

may think that fairness is the same salary for all; others accept

differences in status and perceive widely differing pay levels as being
fair.

The implication of these findings for establishing basic salary
levels for collaborative groups is that there is no generalizahle

answer appropriate for all groups.
to be agreed upon by the group.

What is important is for the levels

In any case, whatever the levels are,

at worst they will create dissatisfaction within the group; they will
not create any basic energy towards greater group productivity.
A basic characteristic of those items which are motivators is

that they depend largely on intrinsic rewards.

Satisfaction comes from

meeting internal needs rather than from material rewards.

motivated by completing

a

task, engaging in challenging work, making an

advancement, taking on more resonsibility
Inand,

a

One is

,

and so on.

On the other

substantial amount of research supports the notion that
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intrinsic motivation is not enough by
itself.

People need extrinsic

rewards as well (Lawler, 1977).
The problem then becomes the need to
develop extrinsic ways of

rewarding people which support intrinsically
felt needs.

One strategy

that shows considerable motivational potential
is frequent feedback on

performance (Berstein, 1976; Katzell, Bienstock,
Faerstein, 1977).

motivating forces behind feedback is that it
carries

a

The

very powerful

message that the giver is interested and concerned
about the recipient,
and IS also paying very precise attention to what
the recipient is
doing.

It does not undermine internally perceived
judgments because

feedback as it has been conceptualized is non-judgmental

.

Instead,

feedback offers the recipient an increased amount of data which
makes
it more likely that self-evaluation will be accurate.

Not all rewards, in other words, need to be tangible.

In fact,

collaborative groups, like many other groups, could benefit from an
increased use of less tangible rewards:
tunities to develop special talents

,

personal attention, oppor-

to take on additional respon-

sibility, to receive additional training or supervision, and the like.
It is this type of reward added to an adequate and equitable pay scale

that provides more of the incentives that contribute to increased

individual motivation in collaborative groups.

Summary

.

This brief exploration of the individual dimensions of col-

laboration (the characteristics of the parts which comprise the small
group) again is intended to provide only an introduction to the large

number of variables involved and the complexities inherent in any of
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them as one begins to explore their
implications for increasing collab-

oration in small groups.

The topic is obviously important and
de-

serving of much more intensive treatment
than is possible given the
limitations of this study.

Suffice it to say that it is people who

collaborate and the more people are understood,
the more collaboration
itself will be understood.

Structural Characteristics of the Whole Group
Small group structure can be defined as having parts
(individuals); additionally it has
a

summation of the parts.

a

whole which, like all wholes, is more than

The whole has characteristics in itself.

Three variables to be discussed here that are characteristic of
the
entire group are the composition of the group, its size, and its boundaries.

Composition deals with the particular mix of individual char-

acteristics in the group (e.g. sex, race, educational background).
Size involves the number of members, and boundaries describe the degree
of membership stability of the group.
be discussed here is group function.

Another variable which will not
This study focuses only on task

groups, and so differentiating these groups from many other types of

groups is not

a

concern here.

Group composition:

Theoretical perspectives

.

All of the character-

istics of individuals discussed above are possible considerations as
one attempts to describe the ideal composition of the collaborative
group.

Age, sex, educational level, race, ethnicity, social class, and

so on are each a potentially important consideration.

However, the
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issue of group composition can be conceptualized
at
level.

Is

a

more general

It best to have a relatively homogenous
group, or a hetero-

geneous group, or perhaps some in-between mixture?

Various of the collaborative characteristics and
values described in Chapters

I

and II unfortunately lead to contradictory an-

swers to the above questions.

commitment to

a

There is first of all the need for group

similar purpose.

At the same time, however, there is

an acceptance of the importance of individual needs and of
the potential of individual members, leading to pluralism as

only is pluralism

a

major value.

value but it is essential in order to have the

a

varied resources necessary for innovation and creativity.
dilemma of forming

Not

a

singular purpose within

a

It is the

pluralistic context that

is at the crux of deciding issues of group composition.

When one turns to the theoretical and experimental literature
on small groups, one discovers evidence of the same contradiction.

On

the one hand one finds evidence that cohesiveness can foster productivity.

Hare (1976) in his very thorough review of the research on small

groups cites

work well

a

number of studies that indicate that cohesive groups

regardless of outside supervision, and that cohesiveness

combined with high motivation toward the group goal is especially
likely to result in high productivity.

There are

a

number of sources of cohesion.

One of the most

obvious is similarity among members (Cartwright and Zander, 1960;
Gibson, Ivanovich and Donnelly, 1979).

Similarities of age, race, sex,

social class, educational background make it easier for group members to

communicate with one another clearly, to have similar perspectives and
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therefore to be able to develop similar
goals.

On the surface it would

seem that a relatively homogeneous
group would lead to greater cohesion
and a greater ability to develop shared
goals.

On the other hand, similarity of background
can also be cor-

related with distorted perspectives about the
world and with lack of

creativity in problem solving.

Kanter, in her perceptive sociological

Men and Women of the Corporation (1977), discusses
the stereotypical behavior in corporations as resulting from
the predominance of
the white, middle-class male composition of most
organizations.

Janis

(1976) describes the disastrous decisions resulting from the very
simi-

lar backgrounds of decision makers in groups supporting
major military
or governmental figures (e.g. John Kennedy and the Bay of Pigs
and

Lyndon Johnson and the Vietnam War).

Hoffman (1979) in discussing how

small group research can be applied to organizational problem solving,
cites a number of studies which indicate that high quality problem

solving derives from groups having
of view.

a

variety of perspectives and points

Ebert and Mitchell (1975) concur, citing the fact that homo-

geneous groups produce fewer alternative solutions to problems.

These

studies indicate that the innovation and creativity necessary to attain
the groups

'

s

goal are present most often in heterogeneous groups.

Implications and strategies
tion is synergistic.

heterogeneous.

.

The solution to this contradic-

The group needs to be both homogeneous and

Warren Bennis (1966) indicates

a

direction for

a

solu-

tion in his definition of collaboration as "managing and resolving conflict" (pp. 256-257).

In terms here,

collaborative groups must manage

and resolve heterogeneity in order to arrive at group commitment to

a
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similar goal.

Group composition, therefore, needs
to aim for maximum

heterogeneity consistent with the
possibility of eventually forging
common goal.

a

Hoffman’s discussion supports the
proposition indicating

that too great a diversity is

a

liability but that differences in

perspectives that are resolved are actually
cohesion in the group.

a

source of energy and

The discussion of conflict resolution
processes

in the next chapter will offer further
corroboration of the point.

Strategies that would specifically address the
issue would be

hiring policies that aimed for diversity, along
with team building
activities which acknowledge the potential conflicts
deriving from
diversity.
age,

sex,

In hiring staff, group members need to aim for
diversity of
race, etc., and also should consider insuring that
divergent

perspectives on the task are included.
term emphasis on team building.

Equally important is

a

long-

A retreat is a useful technique as is

regular processing of group interactions.

The important principle is

to create a climate where diversity in the group is perceived as

major asset and not

Group size

.

a

a

liability.

The usual definition of a small group is that it is

limited in size by the necessity of face-to-face communication.

Col-

laboration, by requiring that individual needs be met in the group
context, has the same limitation.

While the numerous studies on group size do not arrive at any

definitive number. Hare (1976) citing
the mathematical problems involved.

a

study by Kephart illustrates

While group numbers increase

arithmetically, potential relationships among group members increase

.
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much more rapidly.

Thus while there is one relationship
between two

members and six potential relations among three
members, there are 966

potential relationships among seven members

(p.

218).

This number

reflects the 21 symmetrical relations and the
relationships between all
the potential subgroups, and between all individuals
and all subgroups.

This mathematical factor is at the root of the rather
common conclusion
that problem solving and decision making best occur in
groups of from
five to seven (Ebert and Mitchel,
and Cummings, 1970).

1975; Hoffman,

1979; Shull, Delbecq

In larger groups participation and communication

rates decline and the group becomes more dependent on the leader (Hare,
1976)

However, not all collaborative groups are exclusively decision

making groups.

Collaborative small groups, as all small groups, can

productively range from as few as two people to more than ten.

The

size is ultimately limited by the fact that collaborative processes

such as shared leadership, decision making and communication require

small group setting.

a

However, size must be allowed to vary within

these small group limits according to the nature of the task and its

particular demand for varied resources.

Group boundaries

.

Another important element of group structure is the

degree to which group boundaries are permeable.

Can new members join

frequently, and existing members leave the group easily, or is the
group relatively closed with membership remaining relatively stable
over time?
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Again the same collaborative values and characteristics
which
seemingly led to contradictory answers to the question of group
compodivergent answers here.

There is abundant evidence,

much of which will be reviewed in more depth below in the discussion
of
development, that cohesion ultimately requires stable membership.
One of the reasons that the majority of research on collaborative
groups center on groups working on interpersonal rather than task or

work concerns has to do with the fact that most such groups (T-groups,
encounter groups, personal growth groups) have closed membership for
the duration of the group (Lacoursiere

,

1980).

Many of the collabora-

tive processes, such as shared decision making, function effectively

only after

a

degree of trust has been developed within the group.

The

frequent comings and goings of members, typical in most work groups,
disturbs that trust level, and means that it must be constantly re-

built

.

On the other hand, clearly the group purpose may at various
times require the talents and resources of new members, or may require

expulsion of

a

disruptive member.

Similarly, individual members in

order to meet their own needs must on occasion leave the group either

temporarily or permanently.
change in

a

There is no question that membership

close-knit group is disruptive both to the task at hand and

to the relationships among group members, but that on occasion it is

necessary.
The solution again needs to be an intermediate position.

Group

boundaries should provide the maximum amount of group stability consistent 'with insuring that the group continues to work productively on

.

.
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task and that individual needs are
addressed.

When membership must

change, attention needs to be devoted
to how it is done so that disrup-

tion of the group's work is minimized, and
individual needs are respected.

Specific strategies related to this point will
be discussed

in the sections on socialization and membership
termination in the next

chapter

Characteristics of Consistent Group Interactions
A small group consists of a group of individuals which
have

some persistent relationship to each other over time.

The character-

istics of that persistent relationship are another important aspect
of

structure.

While in families or kinship groups, that relationship is

generally described in terms of family ties, in task groups the two
major descriptors are norms (expected behavior of the group) and roles
(expected behavior of individuals in the group)

Group norms

.

Group norms are defined as the expected behavior in

group (Hare, 1976).

a

They are characterized both by the type and amount

of behavior displayed and the relative degree that behavior is approved
or disapproved (Nadler, Hackman, Lawler,

about numerous expected behaviors in

a

1979).

Norms are developed

group, including such items as

proper dress, speech and punctuality as well as things like the amount
of work expected, the degree of participation demanded, the amount of

openness and trust displayed, the level of intimacy permitted between
group members and so on.

Collaborative groups, like other groups, must
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confront issues of the content of norms (which norms are
supportive of

collaboration?) and the degree of conformity required to these
norms.

Conten t of norms

This entire study is in many ways

.

a

descrip-

tion of collaborative norms, and consequently it is inappropriate
to do
than summarize some of the norms implied by the six characteristics developed earlier

Table

.

2

lists the six characteristics at the

left and some sample norms implied from those characteristics at the
right.

TABLE

2

COLLABORATIVE NORMS

Characteristics

1

.

2.

Sample Norms Implied

Group purposes which
require a group effort
and which involve
creativity and effort

A tolerance of ambiguity
An openness to change
A willingness to learn
A value on group effort
An interest in new things
A willingness to risk

Individual purposes

A desire for personal growth
An openness to change
Trust and sincere interest in

of self-actualization
and social interaction

other people
Norms of friendliness, humor, good
spirits, willingness to spend
time with people

3.

Small group structure

Willingness to participate actively
in small groups
Commitment to fulfilling membership
obligations consistently
Willingness to work closely with a
diverse group
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TABLE

2

(continued)

Characteristics

Sample Norms Implied

4.

Autonomy and interdependence of groups
within the rest of the
organization

Norms of working independently,
being self-starting, being
internally motivated
Interest in and willingness to
work cooperatively with
other units in the
organization

5.

Productive process aimed
at goal attainment

High expectations both in
terms of quality and
quantity
Openness to supervision and
evaluation
Willingness to negotiate with
others in order to form
goals
Norms of commitment

b.

Norms of sharing
Norms of permitting high levels
of intimacy and of conflict
Norms of confronting conflict
Norms of expressing individual
concerns and listening to the
concerns of others

Synergistic
processes

others of
Some of these norms concern choice of purposes,

structure, and others of process.

However, as any of these become

group, they become charthe expected and consistent behavior of the

acteristics of structure as well.

More detailed consideration of these

portions of this study.
behaviors, however, will be reserved for other

Conformity to norms

.

at
Not only is the content of norms

confonnily te„uitea.
issue, however, hut also the >lexree of

One of the
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reasons that the identification of collaboration with conspiracy persists is because of

a

deep-seated, and often justifiable distrust of

the type of conformity demanded by many groups.

The years directly

after World War II, encompassing the Korean War and the national concern with brainwashing, saw

a

series of very carefully constructed, and

ultimately quite horrifying experiments on conformity.

Asch (1960)

conducted an entire series of experiments which demonstrated that
individuals were much more likely to deny the evidence of their senses

when it seemed that the majority of the group supported the distortion.

Milgram (reported in Hare, 1976) followed with

a

series of experiments

demonstrating the high tendency of individuals in this society to
conform to authority, even when it means potentially critical injury to
another person.

Obviously this level of conformity conflicts with collaborative
beliefs that place

a

high value on the importance of the individual.

Yet some degree of conformity to norms is as essential in collaborative
groups as it is in other groups.

suring

a

Again the specific strategy of in-

reasonable but not destructive level of conformity is less

matter of structure and more of process.

a

It is the processes of shared

leadership and decision making, for instance, that lead to eventual

cohesiveness about goals but which also demand integrity from indi
vidual members in the process of arriving at that cohesiveness.

Individual roles
the group.

.

Roles are to individuals in groups what norms are to

in
They consist of the behavior expected from individuals

the group. 'In exploring the way roles in

a

group might support or
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inhibit collaboration, one needs to
ask questions concerning the
degree
of differentiation of roles (How
are roles in the group different
fron,
one another?

To what extent are roles clear
and clearly understood?

To what extent are roles changeable?);
the type and nature of roles

considered essential in the group (Is there
Just one leader and many
followers or are there many different
kinds of roles?

Are the roles

supportive of collaborative values?); the
source of the differentiation
(Are roles preset by external forces?
established by members? estab-

lished by status? by personality? or by function?).

Theor etical perspectives

.

It is the first of these issues, the

degree to which role differentiation is considered
supportive or de-

structive to collaboration, which has caused collaborative
groups the

most trouble.

Many of the alternative institutions experimenting with

collaborative processes during the 1960 's and 1970 's assumed that
role

differentiation automatically led to hierarchical patterns of control
and therefore was to be avoided (Kanter, 1972; Case and Taylor,
1979).

However, these same groups also discovered that the necessity of making
all roles interchangeable was at best inefficient and quite frequently
(in the case,

for instance, of legal or medical clinics) irresponsible.

There is no doubt that division of labor and hierarchical patterns of control are interrelated and also at the heart of the cor-

porate structure which tends to inhibit collaboration.

However, the

solution to the problem is not to dispense with division of labor or
role specialization.

Specialization is essential not only to

a

pro-

ductive economic system, but also, according to several commentators,
to the sense of individual self-worth which is an essential component
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of collaboration.
in small,

Slater (1966) hypothesizes that role
differentiation

relatively unstructured groups, serves as

threats to individuation.

a

defense against

He and Gibbard (197A) have developed

a

psychoanalytic theory which posits role
differentiation as essential
for survival against the attractive
destructiveness of total fusion

with the group.

While the above theory, like most small group
theory,

was developed from research on interpersonal
groups, nonetheless, the
same dimensions could profitably be investigated
with their counter-

parts in task groups;
dence.

individual autonomy, versus mutual interdepen-

To what extent is role differentiation an essential
condition

for healthy autonomy and when does it begin to inhibit
interdependence?

Implications and Strategies

.

A way to reconceptualize the

question is to look at specialization as

a

highly complex phenomenon

which can be both supportive and destructive of collaboration.

Sup-

portive specialization is for the most part related to the task.

In

Kraus'

It is

terms, it is "functional differentiation" (1980, p.

163).

the kind of specialization which arises from accomplishing the task,

not controlling other members.

ferentiation might be:

Roles that derive from functional dif-

budget manager, media specialist, social

leader, manager of work schedules, quality control specialist, and so
forth.

Obviously there can be any number of roles that involve task.

More importantly the existence of so many roles is an empowering characteristic.

The more power is defined as deriving many different

skills and abilities, the more power can be shared widely in the group.

Roles involving control tend to be more limited; leader and

follower describes the primary dimension.

This type of specialization
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is largely destructive.

The kind of specialization which identifies

leadership, power, and decision making as one person's role will sub-

vert collaboration and needs to be avoided.

Again detailed discussion

of the strategies which allow essential control functions to be accom-

plished without destructive specialization is more

a

matter of small

group process and will be reserved for the next chapter.

Collaborative groups then need to aim for appropriate levels of

differentiation deriving from the task or function and not from the
need to control.

For similar reasons, it is far more conducive to

eventual collaboration for these roles to evolve organically through
individual choice than for the roles to be imposed externally by fiat
or by past status (Kraus, 1980).

Roles established by authority

quickly lead to vertical patterns of control, while those emerging from
the nature of the task are more likely to be incorporated with more

horizontal patterns of control.

Equally important is the need for groups to avoid major status
differences among roles.

Traditionally the role of coordinator in

corporate groups has been assigned

producer (worker).

a

higher status (manager) than

However, as Kraus (1980) points out, there is no

inherent status differential.

Similarly, task leaders in work groups

tend to have higher status than social-emotional leaders, though re-

search clearly demonstrates that the latter is essential to task ac-

complishment (Hare, 1976).

Again, specific strategies for equalizing

status will be discussed below.
'

In summary, role differentiation deriving from the task is

highly desirable in collaborative groups not just because of its
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essential economic function but because of its positive contribution to

personal goals and to collaboration itself.

The only negative effect

of differentiation is the tendency to specialize not by task but by a

desire to control, along with the accompanying tendency to use authority and traditional status differences to reinforce the differentia-

tion,

These negative tendencies can be minimized by frequent use of

the collaborative processes which are the focus of the next chapter.

Summa ry

The small group structure which supports the development of

collaboration has the following characteristics.
the group come from

a

Individuals joining

wide variety of backgrounds and represent all

facets of the issue or problem under discussion, yet they come willing
to work towards the formation of a common goal.

The group which they

join is small enough to permit face-to-face interaction and high levels
of participation, and it aims for relatively stable but not static

membership.

The norms developed by the group are consistent with and
Paradoxically,

reinforce collaborative characteristics and values.

however, one of these norms reinforces individuals' willingness to be

critical of the same norms.

Roles permit diffuse task-related special-

ization but discourage specialization that has as its intent the control of other members.
If one begins to look for more generalized descriptors of such
a

structure, one again approaches concepts that tend towards the

synergy and holism that has been found to underlie

value structure.

a

collaborative

"Cohesive diffusiveness," "stable heterogeneity.
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differentiated integration" are attempts at synthesizing the
polarities involved.

Chapter VI, which focuses on the total systems rather

than small group characteristics of collaboration, will present
in more

detail some of the underlying "creative tensions" which describe

collaborative structure.

a

CHAPTER

V

COLLABORATIVE PROCESSES IN SMALL GROUPS

Introduction

The ideal small work group can be ready to begin:

the problem

the group will work on is challenging; the members come from appro-

priately diverse backgrounds, and have
made
time.

a

a

wide range of skills; they have

commitment to stay with the group for

a

substantial period of

The group has all the potential of becoming

that potential still needs to be actualized.

a

collaborative, but

Collaboration is more than

good intent, and more than an appropriate setting.

It demands a whole

range of collaborative behaviors from group members as they engage in

their daily activities.
These behaviors are the processes, the complex, intertwined

interactions that accomplish the task and define the relationship among
members.

Quite often they occur under pressure:

pressure from dead-

lines, pressure from conflict among members, or pressure from the myriad

outside factors that impinge on the group's and on each member's lives.
Thus the interactions are by nature varied, flexible, frequently

changing, often inconsistent.

At the same time they have the potential

for developing into norms, or stable patterns of group behavior.

The purpose of this section is to analyze

a

selection of small

group processes using the same methodology as has been used above.

For

each process chosen, one theoretical approach will be described together
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with several implications or strategies that might be useful to collaborative groups.

The intent is to identify

a

range of behaviors for each

process that supports the development of collaboration within the small
group.

For purposes of analysis, the processes will be presented in two

major classes.
interactions;

First of all are processes which describe day-to-day
How are leadership functions carried out?

group make decisions?

information channeled?

How does the

How are conflicts handled by the group?

How is

This class of process describes the way normal

group functions are handled, how the group manages its work, and how it

manages its social interactions as it gets that work done.
The second class of processes consists of those processes which

enable the group to change over time.

These are the processes that

enable the group to adapt to changes in membership, to changes in the

environment of the group, and to adjust to its own changing internal
dynamics.

How are new members introduced (^socialized) into the group?

How does the group handle termination?
group learn?

How and to what extent does the

How does the group adapt to its own evolving interpersonal

dynamics?
On paper this analytical approach seems quite precise, but two

major limitations in this approach must be kept in mind.

The first is

imply.
that those processes are by no means as discreet as their names

When

a

member is fired, is the process to be discussed leadership,

termination, learndecision making, conflict resolution, communication,
ing, or group development?

above."

Quite obviously the answer is "all of the

highly
The processes as they will be discussed here are

.
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In the daily life of the group they constantly

arbitrary and abstract.

mesh with each other, becoming so intertwined that the actual unit of
analysis is much more holistic and impressionist than would seem to be
the case, given the approach that will be used here.

The second limitation has to do with the attempt to label

a

particular form of process more collaborative or less collaborative.
Because the unit of analysis is essentially ephemeral (the minute-to-

minute behavior in the group) the unit in
can apply the label.

a

Given the variability inherent in human inter-

action, the best one can do is label
less collaborative, and then define

a

a

range of behaviors as more or

collaborative group as using some

collaborative processes some of the time.
orative processes

,

sense disappears before one

in other words

,

Any measurement of collab-

must take into account the total

impression as well as the sum of the parts.
the
Given the limitations, then, what can be accomplished using

analytical technique proposed here?

The major advantage is that it will

impression.
add much greater richness and depth to the total
not thin.
(1979) describes group processes as thick,

Mills

The metaphor

these interactions.
captures the multilayered, multifaceted nature of

The reader will have

a

much more varied notion of the complexities

the term collaborati ve is
involved, the possible variables at work, when

used

Processes Which Facilitate In teraction
among members of
Processes which facilitate interaction

decision making, conflict
include such processes as leadership,

a

group

:

.
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resolution, and communication.
functions:

Leadership in turn includes

a

number of

securing commitment towards goals,
structuring work, super-

vising staff, evaluating products or
services, and demonstrating caring
and concern for members.
Taken together, these processes are
those
identified in the organizational behavioral
literature as describing, in
very abstract ways, the way members of
groups interact:
they lead,
follow, make choices, get angry, talk, and
so forth.

The following

section will investigate these processes,
exploring for each one,

a

commonly accepted theoretical perspective together
with some implications and strategies.

The intent is to provide direct guidance for

groups wishing to understand how each of these processes
can be exercised collaboratively

Leadership

Warren Bennis' reflection on his experience as president of
major university is

a

a

fitting introduction to this complex and difficult

topic

Where have all the leaders gone? They're consulting, pleading,
trotting here and there, temporizing, putting out fires, either
avoiding or (more often) taking too much heat, and spending too
much energy in doing both. They are peering at a landscape of the
"bottom line" and ostentatiously taking the bus to work (with four
bodyguards rather than the one chauffeur they might need if they
drove) to demonstrate their commitment to energy conservation.
They are money changers lost in a narrow orbit. They resign. They
burn out. They decide not to run or serve. They read Buddhist
economics, listen to prophets of decentralization, and then proceed
to create new bureaucracies to stamp out old ones.
(1979, pp. 33940)

Clearly leadership involves
haviors.

a

multifaceted and demanding set of be-

It is envisioning and planning, managing and directing.
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supervising and evaluating, praising and caring.

It is getting clear on

what needs to be done, making sure it gets
done, being concerned about
how well it is done, and caring about how
people feel as they are doing
It.

It IS doing all these things under pressure
with patience,

good

humor, vision, and stature.

Each of these facets of leadership will receive detailed
treatment here.

However, there is an overall concept which can be described

that provides direction in determining how each of these
leadership

functions can be carried out collaboratively

principle of empowerment.

That principle is the

.

The purpose of leadership in the collabora-

tive small group is to empower the total group and to empower each

individual member.

Collaborative leadership increases the total power

in the group and enables that power to be widely shared.

Two specific techniques for empowering are useful in providing

overall guidelines for collaborative leadership practices.

The first

technique is to increase the power in the group by calling many different functions and qualities in the group powerful.

leadership is highly differentiated.

Collaborative

It is unfortunately a widely held

myth that leadership in groups is held by one person (Finch, 1977).

In

collaborative groups many different people will be involved in the
different leadership functions listed above.

Ideally each person is

a

leader in some way; she/he is manager or supervisor or quality control

expert or social-emotional leader or visionary.
The second specific empowering technique concerns how an in-

dividual leader performs that specific leadership task.

To lead, as

many theorists have pointed out, is very different from the concept of
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to control.

To lead is very closely associated
with to educate.

involves having
like.

a

It

clearer picture of what the end result
should look

That clearer picture can be either of

a

process (what efficient

management is, or how the group can function
humanely) or it can be of

product (what

a

a

quality product is, or what the vision looks
like).

Leadership as empowerment keeps the ideal end
result always in front of
the group, but it allows the group flexibility
and freedom in working

towards that goal.
as

A shorthand metaphor for this concept is the leader

keeper of the agenda.”

The leader is responsible for seeing that

the goal is always on the agenda; she/he is not in charge
of how the

group handles the agenda.

These principles can be used to address

most collaborative groups face:

identified leader?

a

knotty problem that

Does the collaborative group have an

The pragmatic answer to that question is yes.

Even

if the group itself would prefer to share leadership completely, it is

rare that the larger organizational system will permit it.

Almost

always the company or the funding agency or the media identifies

a

leader.

How then does one reconcile the existence of

with the principle of empowerment?
of the techniques outlined above.

a

single leader

The resolution can precede from both

First of all, leadership in managing

the group's relationship with outsiders is only one leadership function.

There is no particular reason why the leader who performs this role

necessarily has to perform all or even many of the internal leadership
roles.

Secondly, even that leadership function can be performed in an

empowering manner; that is the leader can make the group aware of what
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external issues must be confronted and can work closely
with the group
in developing responses, without controlling how those
issues are ad-

dressed.

These principles then:

the concept of leadership as empower-

ment, which is highly differentiated, and which emphasizes the impor-

tance of goals, while encouraging flexibility of means, provide the

overall framework for looking at specific leadership functions.

Leadership as vision:

Theoretical perspectives

.

There are some

indications in the organizational literature of the importance of the

visionary leadership function.
charismatic leader (1947).

Weber, for instance, discusses the

Havighurst discusses the "prophet" or "gad-

fly" function (1972, p. 404).

Despite the importance of this category,

though, very few studies of this function have been made, in comparison
to the wealth of research available on such other leadership categories
as managing or supervising (Hollander and Julian,

1976).

However, many collaborative processes depend on this leadership

function being exercised effectively.

It is easy to see that organiza-

tions that rely on authoritarian decision making and close supervision
to insure worker attention to tasks do not have as clear needs to com-

municate the mission of the organization to its members.

Collaborative

functioning, on the other hand, requires worker autonomy and particiOne of the major processes that enables the collaborative to

pation.

maintain high levels of productivity and of autonomy is the leadership
process of inspiring commitment to group goals.
Havighurst'

gadfly is

a

s

conceptualization of the leader as prophet and

useful framework for investigating this function.

The
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prophet function is the visionary role, the ability
to see the future,
to describe the needs and demands of the future,
and to point out what

courses of action the organization can take now which
will meet those
future demands while remaining consistent with group
values.

It is the

function of articulating the superordinate goal and values of
the organization.

The prophet is the idealist and has the ability to inspire

commitment to the vision.
The gadfly function is equally important.

It is the reminding

and the prodding that keeps members aware of long-term goals.

Members

must not only be inspired once, but they need to be constantly made
aware of how their short-term behaviors affect long-term goals.

Short-

term objectives need to be questioned and refined until they are in line

with the organization's vision.
Implications and strategies

.

The prophet in the collaborative

group then needs to be able to articulate

a

vision that is congruent

with collaborative characteristics and needs to be able to secure com-

mitment to that vision in ways that do not violate collaborative principles.

Some organizations already have faily idealistic purposes (e.g.

educating children; serving the mentally retarded); many others have
more mundane purposes (e.g. manufacturing dog food).

However, visions

can encompass not just the group's product or service but the way the

work is done.

In fact, one of the more famous visions of the potential

of the collaborative work group came from

(Walton,

1972).

a

Purina Dog Chow plant
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Articulating the vision, however, is only part of the leadership
function.

Conunitment to that vision needs to be secured in ways that

empower followers and respect individual autonomy.
In other words, in a collaborative group, members must have
the

opportunity to reject or freely commit themselves to the leader's
vision.

An effective strategy that can be used is for the leader to

assume the role of model and advocate for the vision and, at the same
time, structure the opportunity for criticism, and for others to con-

tribute revision, innovative methodologies and the like.

Essentially,

followers must be permitted space to make the leader's vision their
vision.

That means that there must be opportunity to question the

vision, to test it, to create

a

special version of the vision, to con-

tribute something unqiue to the vision.

A true visionary requires

critical and innovative as well as committed followers.
The function of communicating the vision over time becomes the

gadfly function.

The process of insuring that the vision is internal-

ized by all members is a continuous process.

Strategies that are useful

are numerous (e.g. structuring regular long-range planning sessions,

developing mechanisms for insuring that short-term objectives are congruent with overall goals).

Again, the leadership role is to insure

that the task is accomplished, not to dictate the particular strategy.
In summary, the visionary leader empowers the group by artic-

ulating the groups' purposes and by endowing them with meaning.

The

leader manages the process by which the group becomes committed to the

vision in ways that respect individual autonomy, and the leader maintains that commitment building process over time.

1A5

Leadership as structuring work:

Theoretical perspectives.

second major leadership function is structuring work.

A

That function is

usually termed managing or directing and includes arranging the overall
flow of the work:

setting deadlines, arranging schedules, assigning

tasks, insuring coordination, obtaining resources, etc.

This conceptualization of structuring work has caused some

trouble for collaboratives

.

A number of collaborative groups, partic-

ularly alternative institutions (Case and Taylor, 1979; Brandow, 1981),
have equated structuring behavior with authoritarian behaviors, and

a

number of would-be collaborative organizations have attempted to solve
the apparent conflict in values between exercise of authority and col-

laboration by avoiding these functions altogether.
The literature is full of accounts of the problems organizations

have faced when they permitted these tasks to be performed primarily at

individual discretion.

Ann Swidler's Organizations without Authority

(1979) provides an excellent example of the problems involved.

She

describes two alternative schools in Berkeley during the early 1970s.
Essentially, these two schools left the structuring function (in the
case of the schools, the establishment of courses of study, course

requirements, teaching methodologies, class schedules, etc.) and the

evaluation structure (grades) up to students and teachers individually.
Not only was the content of each of these items left to individuals
(e.g. what would be studied or how students would be evaluated), but

also whether or not these tasks would be addressed at all (e.g. whether

students would take any courses, be evaluated).
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A basic thesis of this study is that such

a

systenun is unwork~

able (Swidler's account of these two schools certainly points in that

direction)

.

Work must be structured if the organization is to accom-

plish its goals; short-term objectives must be set, roles established,
time lines agreed upon, necessary resources identified and purchased,

work coordinated to reduce needless gaps and overlaps, and so on.

A

second thesis, however, is that structuring behaviors can be quite

congruent with collaborative behaviors.

Again the basic principle underlying the potential compatibility
of structuring and collaboration is the notion of empowerment.

Clear

structure is empowering; it enables individuals and groups to work
successfully, by providing the necessary resources, guidelines, and

coordination essential to effectiveness.

What is important is to permit

workers as much flexibility in deciding how the structuring is to be
done as is feasible or helpful for the people involved.

Hersey and Blanchard (1977) have developed

a useful model in-

dicating how to vary the degree of structuring by managers according to
the maturity (e.g. skill level on the job and commitment to the organi-

zation) of the worker.

Also included in their model is consideration

behavior by managers (e.g. praising, listening, caring).

Their theory

proposes that the most effective combination of structuring and con-

sideration behaviors is related to the maturity level of followers.

For

instance, new workers with few skills need to be told what to do and

their work needs close supervision (Style I).

Highly skilled workers,

little
who know the organization well and are committed to it, need

attention at all (Style IV).

Neither of these groups need to

.
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have

a

close interpersonal relationship with the leaders.

Workers in

between need less and less structure as they become more skilled, but
they need a great deal of attention and consideration as they learn

their jobs (Styles II and III).

The terms telling, consulting, parti-

cipating and delegating are illustrations of the four styles (Blanchard,
1979).

Because collaborative groups, like all groups, change over time,
the nature of the leadership function must also change.

In Hersey and

Blanchard's terms, collaborative groups tend to fall in groups III and
IV, which need very different mixes of structuring and consideration

behaviors.

However, even collaborative groups, when they take on

a

new

task or admit new members will need much higher levels of structuring
from leaders until members gain the skill and/or commitment to the group
to be able to take on the structuring function themselves.

What is

important to note, however, is that at no point does the group become
structureless.

Rather, group members take over an increasing amount of

responsibility from the initial leader for how that structuring

is

accomplished
Implications and strategies

.

Two examples of specific strat-

egies aimed at collaborative structuring of work should demonstrate how
these principles can be applied.

Autonomous work groups, for instance,

work on the principle that while the end result is established by the
organization, the means of doing that are left up to the group.

In the

estabPurina example referred to above (Walton, 1972), the organization

lished the goal which was the production of dog food.
teams of 7-14 people, plus

a

However, the work

leader, were given authority to make work

assignments and to perform most personnel function
like hiring, firing
and assigning roles.
A second example chosen from the field of
education is the use

of participatory training designs for adult
groups.

The trainer in this

case structures the workshop settings to insure
that certain issues are

discussed.

The trainer does not predetermine the outcome of that
dis-

cussion and only rarely provides actual content for the
discussion.

The

participants provide most of the information, background experience,
and
all of the opinions and future direction.

The trainer's role is to

insure that issues are discussed, individuals are heard, objectives
formed, and action steps planned

5

the role does not involve in giving

any direction as to the specifics of these functions.
The term often applied to this leadership function is facilitation.

As long as the word is used precisely, the term is appropriate;

the leader is in charge of facilitating group progress towards goals, of

enabling people to accomplish their work.
term has

vides

a

a

Unfortunately, however, the

rather wishy-washy connotation; in fact,

high degree of structure.

a

facilitator pro-

It is simply a different type of

structure than that employed more usually by directive management.

Research on the effectiveness of this approach to leadership

mixed at this point

is

While the example of the Purina plant given above

was highly successful in terms of lowered costs, higher quality, less

absenteeism, lower turnover, and fewer accidents, other examples have

been less clear.

In general, research has supported that worker satis-

faction is higher as

a

result of using this type of collaborative

leadership, but that productivity may or may not improve (Katzell,
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Yankelovich, 1975).

A more thorough examination of this very compli-

Gated research will be reserved for Chapter VI when all the various

processes and structural changes have been introduced and the results
can be examined in a larger context.
In summary, work in the collaborative group is as highly struc-

tured as it is in any comparable group.

structuring is done.

What differs is how that

The collaborative group provides increasing oppor-

tunities for workers to participate in the structuring process.

This

leadership function therefore becomes increasingly differentiated and
more widely shared among workers over time.

Leadership as supervision:

Theoretical perspectives

.

The

purpose of supervision is to improve the work process, to enable the

worker to perform the work more effectively.
evaluation which involves

a

It is very different from

judgement about the overall quality of the

end result and is usually done for decision making purposes (decisions
on personnel, on future allocation of resources, on future change in

work procedures, etc.).

The intent of supervision is, in the terms

being used here, to empower the worker, to enable them to meet their own
needs better, and to be effective in their work.

For that reason the empowering techniques described above, of

differentiating the task and sharing it widely, and of separating means
from ends, is
Boyatzis'

a

useful framework for discussing supervision.

Kolb and

(1979) model of the dynamics of the helping relationship

provides further understanding of why these techniques are important in

collaborative supervision.

Their model proposes three motives that must

be considered in understanding the helping relationship;

power
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motivation, achievement motivation, and affiliation
motivation.

The

power motivation involves the relative amount of influence
the helper
and receiver have.

former?

To what extent is the latter highly dependent on the

If the supervisor has too little power, the recipient
will not

pay attention to the supervisory process; too much power often causes
rejection or rebellion.

The achievement motivation involves how impor-

tant the task is to each person.

If the task is not very important to

either party, neither will care to spend energy on supervision.

If the

task is too important, the supervisor is tempted to do the task for the
recipient, thus perpetuating dependency.

Affiliation involves needs for

intimacy and understanding; high levels can cause undue conformity and
low levels generate misunderstanding.

Kolb and Boyatizis conclude "that

moderate levels of achievement, affiliation and power motivation in the
helper and client are optimal for effective help to take place"

(p.

306 ).

These moderate levels are particularly important in
tive supervisory relationship.

prove performance towards

a

a

collabora-

The aim of that relationship is to im-

given objective in

recipient's autonomy and interdependence.

a

way that fosters the

Clearly, any methods that

heighten dependency of the recipient through undue exercise of power,
through doing the task fpr the recipient, or through pressure for conformity violate collaborative principles.

On the other hand, too low

level is liable to leave the individual disconnected from the group.

Collaborative supervision practices must provide mechanisms for balancing of power, methods to address the task objectively, and time for

a
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a

reasonable amount of mutual understanding and concern to develop.

Implications and strategies

.

Two types of supervisory practices

provide examples of how these principles can be carried out.
is the use of feedback in the supervisory process.

constructive feedback include the following:

The first

Characteristics of

it is descriptive, not

evaluative, focused on behavior that can be changed; it is solicited and

well-timed, and in general takes into account the needs and effect on

both the receiver and the giver.
If one examines these rules carefully, one can see how they

operate to insure moderate levels of power, achievement and affiliation

motivation.

The fact that the receiver is the person in charge of

asking for the feedback and evaluating the results tends to redistribute
the power between the giver and receiver.

The fact that information

concerns present behavior, is specific, timely and described behavior-

ally all enables the recipient to apply the information to the task at
hand.

By including information on how the recipient's behavior affects

the helper, mutual understanding is increased.

Given the positive dynamics involved in the feedback process, it
is no wonder that research supports very positive results from this

technique (Katzell, Bienstock, Faerstein, 1977).

The results are posi-

tive not only when the relationship is the traditional one between

supervisor and recipient (Dyer, Morison, and Cope, 1975), but also when
subordinates give feedback to supervisors (Hegarty, 1974).

Another example of collaborative supervision, this time taken
supervision
from the field of education, is what is known as clinical
(Cogan,

1973, Goldhammer,

1969).

Clinical supervision involves several

.
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different steps rather than the usual
one-shot, unexpected classroom
visit by the supervisor. The supervisor
and recipient first meet to
discuss specific objectives for the
supervisory visit.
are mutually agreed on.

The supervisor then attends

specific data relative to these objectives.

a

These objectives
class and gathers

After analyzing the data,

the supervisor meets with the recipient
to discuss the results.

The

process then begins to recycle with the
supervisor and recipient setting
new objectives.

Again one can see how this process affects the
three motivation
variables suggested above.

Power is redistributed via the recipient

having equal voice in the specific objective of the
process and knowing
ahead of time when it will take place.

narrowing the process to
can concentrate.

Achievement is heightened by

specific element on which both participants

a

Affiliation and understanding are increased through

the more extensive time allowed, and through the mutual goal setting

process
In terms of the means-end continuum introduced above, the super-

visor

s

function is to insure that the end point (useful supervision)

occurs through suggesting

a

process and insuring that it is carried out.

The recipient, however, has considerable control over specific methodology:

choosing what aspects of work will be addressed, choosing times,

keeping control over the evaluation of the data.

Leadership as evaluation:
has two major components:

product.

Theoretical perspectives

.

Evaluation

evaluation of personnel and evaluation of the

The first of these components generally has as its purpose

gathering data for promotion or firing.

Those issues will be discussed

.
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in detail below in the section on termination.

Essentially, however,

collaborative evaluation of personnel uses the types of supervisory behaviors discussed above together with supportive practices as career

counseling
This section will focus on evaluation of the group's product or
as it is generally termed in industry, quality control.

The theoretical

perspective provided by Kolb's and Boyatzis' model is again useful for
choosing evaluation practices that enhance collaboration, as these

practices need to be carried out in ways that do not disturb the positive synergy in the group.

Implementations and strategies
examples should illustrate the point.

.

Again two very different
The first is the rather simple

device of using an outside, impartial evaluator.

The purpose of evalu-

ation is to provide accurate data for decision making.

Accuracy, how-

ever, is a relative concept highly influenced by one's perception of who
is collecting the data.

It is often much easier for a group to accept

the accuracy of information collected by someone with no investment in
the group.

Internal power and affiliation balances within the group are

not involved and the information is specifically collected for the

purpose of providing information about the group's task or product.
Another example of

a

collaborative evaluation device that has

proven very successful is the quality control circle which was developed
in Japan in the early 1960's (Davis and Trist,

1974, Yager,

1979).

on
Quality control circles are voluntary groups of workers, all working
to dissimilar products or tasks, who agree to meet regularly together

cuss the quality of their product.

Unions are urged to participate.
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They meet on company time and at their place of work and have available
to them assistance and training in such matters as measurement, problem-

solving, and group facilitation.

Again one can see how this technique works positively in terms
of the motivation model described above.

Power is redistributed by

giving control of the evaluation process to volunteer workers.

The

attention to task is facilitated by setting aside work time to discuss
quality issues methodically and providing necessary training and information.

Affiliation and understanding are encouraged through the trust

demonstrated in worker judgment and eventually by the positive economic
It is no wonder that the number of companies in this country

results.

using this device is beginning to increase at the same rapid rate as it
did in Japan

a

decade ago.

Using the empowerment framework again, one sees the evaluation
function become more highly differentiated, with more groups sharing in
the task.

Again there is no question of whether this important leader-

ship task will be carried out; it is too essential to the accomplishment
of the group's purposes.

However, wide latitude and participation is

encouraged in deciding how the task is done.
Leadership as consideration:

Theoretical perspectives

.

Con-

that are
sideration is the term commonly applied to leadership behaviors
and Coons,
oriented toward the worker rather than the product (Stogdill

1957).

as inConsideration usually is thought to include such items

workers and between
suring positive interpersonal relationships among

workers and supervisors.

Indeed an entire school of management theory,

the assumption that
the Human Relations School, developed around
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performance would be improved if relationships, particularly between
workers and supervisors, were largely positive (Tausky, 1978).
That assumption has not been sustained in any simple, conclusive

way by the research (Katzell, Bienstock, Faerstein, 1977; Strauss,
1977).

Generally there has been

a

positive relationship between worker

satisfaction and considerate leadership behavior, but no conclusive
relationship to performance.

Despite that finding, however, there has

been no move to delete these behaviors from the effective leader's
repetoire, nor any less interest in attempting to find more positive

connections between the two factors (Katzell and Yankelovich, 1975).

Common sense and common experience dictates that it is preferable to

work in

a

climate characterized by warm human relations.

This present study represents no departure from this general
theme.

Providing support to individual group members is an important

leadership function.

Essentially, the rationale for its importance to

collaborative groups comes from two of the characteristics of collab-

oration described in Chapter

I.

vidual as well as group needs.

First, collaboration must meet indiThe leadership categories discussed

above are generally concerned with the group dimension, while the sup-

port function centers on the individual dimension.

Secondly, those

individual needs include things like the need for social interaction and

self-actualization as well as more basic needs (e.g. adequate salary,
safety, etc.).

Richard Walton, in describing "Criteria for Quality of Working
components of
Life" (1974), lists eight items that he believes are major

meeting individual needs within the workplace.

They clearly address

.
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many different types of human needs including
needs for belonging and
competency.

One way to view the supportive leadership function
is to

say that a leader provides support to workers in
each of these areas:
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

8.

Adequate and fair compensation.
Safe and healthy working conditions.
Immediate opportunity to use and develop human capacities.
Opportunity for continued growth and security.
Social integration in the organization (e.g. freedom from
prejudice, supportive primary groups, openness).
Constitutionalism in the workplace (e.g. free speech, etc.).
Balanced relationship between work and one's total life
activities
Social relevance of work.
(pp. 91-104)
This list provides a notion of the complexity of the support

function and the degree to which it overlaps with other group processes.
It also provides an indication of why the earlier notions of support as

consisting merely of high morale were simplistic and failed to yield
concrete results in terms of productivity.

Generally it is widely accepted that issues of pay, safety, and

equity are handled through joint action of management and unions.

Ways

that nonmaterial rewards, such as training, can be used to provide

opportunities for professional growth were described above in the discussion on motivation.

The following section, therefore, will present

several strategies for how the important item of social integration can
be addressed in ways that reinforce collaboration.

Implications and strategies

.

The major strategy derives from

the definition of leadership developed here as being in charge of in-

suring that all key aspects of the group's work are addressed.

While

relatively few work groups in business and industry fail to include
items such as scheduling work, supervising, or evaluating on the agenda.
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It IS quite rare that

a

leader includes items like racism,
sexism, or

other issues of oppression, issues of
power imbalances and group conflict, or issues of effective,
interpersonal communication.

This fail-

ure occurs despite indications that
failure to discuss these issues

openly contributes not just to individual
alienation, but, in some
cases, to less effective work on tasks as
well.

The primary function of

the leaders is to insure that these issues
are discussed.
A number of strategies are useful for actually
bringing these

issues to the group's attention in a constructive
manner.

generalized techniques can be used:

e.g.

ties, staff development designs, etc.

A number of

retreats, structured activi-

Process observation either by

group members themselves or by an outside consultant is one
of the more

useful of these strategies (Schein, 1969; Walton, 1969).

The process

observer is responsible for paying attention not to issues of task or
content, but of interpersonal processes:

Who is exercising leadership?

How many group members are participating actively?
made?

Are conflicts discussed openly?

How are decisions

What is the mood of the group?

In general, group members can perform this function for themselves on

a

rotating basis for low intensity issues; if riskier issues are dividing
the group, an outsider usually has more freedom to confront the issue.

Again the principle behind these techniques is that the leadership function is to insure that there is time within the normal work

schedule to discuss interpersonal concerns and that major social issues,
such as racism and sexism, are part of the group's work.

The group

should be involved in the methodology chosen and should therefore be in

control of how and when these issues are discussed.
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Summary.
it

Collaborative leadership, then,

is

a

"thick" process;

includes many different functions, each of which is essential in

creating the synergy of

a

group of individuals working effectively for

themselves and for the group.

Even the modern corporation has acknowl-

edged, through its vertical layers of line supervisors, that the func-

tion is too large for any one person.

Collaborative groups turn that

necessity into an asset, using the need to share the function as
to empower group members,

rather than to control them.

a

way

Leadership in

collaborative groups is highly differentiated with the various leadership functions carried out by different people; additionally collaborative leadership releases, facilitates, enables, empowers the skills,

talents, and interest in the group to be used effectively in working

towards the group's purpose.

Decision Making

Power was introduced in the beginning chapter of this section as
a

major element in small groups, and collaborative leadership has been

conceptualized as the particular way power is mobilized in the group.

Decision making, in turn, mobilizes the power in the group to make the
choices which are essential in goal directed enterprises.
As with all the process variables to be discussed here, the

potentially relevant literature is vast.

However, the particular phe-

nomenon under discussion here, collaborative small group processes,
provides

a

useful way to limit investigation.

A substantial portion of

making (see Ebert and
the literature concentrates on individual decision

Mitchell,

the literature is
1975 for a good review); another portion of
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largely concerned with intergroup decision making (Heller, 1976).

Both

of these bodies of literature have some relevance here, as the collab-

orative small group consists of individuals and exists in
context.

a

larger

However, the perspective here will be what Heller terms the

"raicroapproach" (p. 732), the concentration on the decision making

process within the small group context.

The emphasis will not be on

whether the collaborative group should be making

a

decision, but rather

on how decision making processes can both facilitate collaborative

processes and produce effective decisions.
Theoretical Perspectives

.

A brief reading of the decision

making literature very quickly brings the reader to definitional issues.
What is decision making and specifically how is it different from problem solving and choice?

Here there is

a

good deal of agreement that

these three concepts are increasingly more specific (Huber, 1980, Ebert
and Mitchell, 1975, Shull, Delbecq and Cummings, 1970).

Problem solving

is the broadest of the three including identifying the problem,

genera-

ting alternatives, making choices, implementing the choice, and monitoring progress (Huber, 1980).

Choice is deciding between alternatives

(Thompson and Tuden, 1979).

Decision making is "the process by which

course of action is chosen" (Huber, p. 8).

a

It encompasses choice but

not implementation.
As with other major process variables, theoreticians have at-

tempted to understand the admittedly complex phenomena through precise

description of its elements.
and models have resulted.

A rather bewildering number of taxonomies

In general these models or analyses fall into

one or more of these three categories:

1)

those that attempt to
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understand the process via understanding variables internal
to the

decison maker (e.g. cognitive, psychological and sociological
variables); 2) those that attempt to understand the process through
under-

standing the content of the decision, and 3) those that attempt to
categorize the variables of the decision making process itself.

Most

models either combine individual variables with process variables (See
the description of Ingalls, 1980 below as an example) or the task or

content variables with process variables (e.g. Freemont and Delbecq,
1970; Thompson and Tuden,

1979; Vroom and Yetton,

1975).

Some attempt

all three dimensions (Ebert and Mitchell, 1975).

Historically, the earliest category to be investigated in depth
was the attempt to understand variables internal to the decision maker.

Early theories of the scientific management school assumed that decision
makers were entirely rational.

Weber's classic theories of the ideal

bureaucracy assume logical, economical, rational decision making.
However, the influence of Freud and the revolution in psychology which
followed, finds its parallels in decision making theory.

There were

a

number of studies investigating limits to rationality, particularly
limits in perceptual capability, which culminated in March and Simon's
(1958) theory of "satisficing."

March and Simons attempted to integrate

the rational and nonrational elements of decision making by saying that
the decision maker attempted to make

choice.

a

satisfactory rather than optimal

The optimal or totally rational choice would necessitate in-

human capabilities to process information;

a

satisfactory choice

balanced rational desires with psychological capacity and inclination.
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Contemporary investigations of the same topic are now beginning
to explore the psychological dimension in a much more constructive and

complex fashion.

Research on the right brain (Ingalls, 1976, Ferguson,

1980) is indicating that some of the more creative, intuitive, trans-

forming decision making faculties are located in the right hemisphere of
the brain and, when activated, can add an important dimension to the

decision making process.

Thus the nonrational element of the decision

maker is no longer considered

a

theories but is potentially

positive force.

a

negative element as it was in earlier

Ingalls has developed what he terms

a

"problem finding and

problem solving process" which integrates his understanding of the
importance of the contributions from both right and left sides of the

brain with the demands of various stages of the problem finding and
solving process.

He considers such behaviors as sensation, thought,

concern for task,

a

desire for certainty,

a

desire for logic, order, and

rationality to be Type A or left brain characteristics.
Type B behaviors are intuition, emotion,

personal,

a

tolerance for ambiguity,

which are right brain behaviors.

a

a

In contrast.

concern for the inter-

questioning, open stance, all of

He then matches his seven stages of

problem finding and solving with the most effective type of

behavior for each stage
Type B

1.

2.
3.

Type A

6.
7.

Evaluation

5.

A & B

Climate setting.
Mutual planning.
Assessing needs, interests, values.

Forming objectives.
Designing solutions.
Implementing solutions.

4.

a
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The theory has the merit of attempting to match specific human
potential

more exactly with decision making stages.

Parallel with investigations of psychological variables important to decision making have been studies of sociological variables.

A

considerable amount of research has been conducted on the effect of the
small group on the decision maker.

Some of these points (the effect of

group composition, size, and boundaries, and of norms of conformity)
have been discussed above; the discussion is obviously relevant to the

topic here as well.
An example of this type of model, Vroom and Yetton's (1975)

decision tree, includes eight dimensions of problem solving attributes;
the particular combinations of these indicates whether autocratic,

consultative, or group decision making is most appropriate for that
problem.
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.
7.

8.

The model includes the following dimensions of the problem:
The importance of the quality of the decision.
The extent to which the leader possesses sufficient
information/expertise to make a high quality decision
by himself.
The extent to which subordinates, taken collectively, have
the necessary information to generate a high quality
decision.
The extent to which the problem is structured.
The extent to which acceptance or commitment on the part of
subordinates is critical to the effective implementation
of the decision.
The prior probability that the leader's autocratic decision
will receive acceptance by subordinates.
The extent to which subordinates are motivated to attain the
organizational goals as represented in the objectives
explicit in the statement of the problem.
The extent to which subordinates are likely to be in disagreement over preferred solutions.
(1975, pp. 138-144)

To give a few examples of how the model works:

if it does not make

difference as to what course of action is taken, and acceptance by

a
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subordinates is not critical to implementation,
then the model indicates
that It IS preferable that the leader make the
decision alone.
in the same situation,

However,

if acceptance by subordinates is critical,
and if

the leader were to make the decision alone,
subordinates would probably

not accept the decision, then the model advocates
use of group decision

making methods.

The model yields numerous other specific decisions

concerning the optimum degree of participation based on various
combinations of the above criteria.
This discussion of a selection of decision making models is only
a

brief introduction to potentially relevant theories; again the intent

here is to present

a

small number of ideas, not to exhaust the field.

What this discussion does do is to provide the reader with an indication
of the complexity of the issues and some understanding of the criteria
or elements which various theoreticians have used to construct predic-

tive models.

Implications for collaborative decision making

.

Using the

analytical method established at the beginning of this chapter, the next
step, after understanding some of the elements involved, is to determine

how collaborative characteristics and values would influence each of the

elements of the models chosen for discussion.

These elements are:

1)

The psychological, sociological and cognitive
characteristics of the decision maker.

2)

The type or content of the decision to be made.

3)

The process by which the decision is to be made.

The list is admittedly not exhaustive but it is sufficient for demon-

strating salient points.

The characteristics and values provide clear
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guidelines on each element.

First, the collaborative value
structure

values human potential; therefore no
dimensions of the decision makers'

psychological and sociological experience can
be arbitrarily omitted
from the framework to be developed here.

Secondly, collaborative pro-

cesses are productive and goal-centered and
therefore indicate
for quality and efficient decision making
processes.

need

a

Thirdly, the

strategies used need to meet both individual
and group needs simultaneously.

What is implied is that there can be no losers
in the decision

making process; the decision needs to be acceptable
to all members. The
issue becomes;

How does one appropriately structure decision making

processes that foster innovation, handle routine, and insure

a

level of

participation congruent with both the task accomplishment and collaborative principles?
The two models presented above, taken together, provide

work that addresses this issue.

a

frame-

Ingall's model is particularly useful

in the way it encompasses the range of individual human purposes for

joining

a

collaborative group.

Individuals attempt to meet both social

interaction and self-actualization needs through collaborative processes; in more familiar terms, they meet interpersonal and task accom-

plishment needs.

In Ingall's conceptualization, interpersonal concerns

are more a function of the social-emotional right brain while task has

traditionally been

a

more cognitive left brain function.

Ingall's

problem finding/solving steps, however, use right as well as left brain
functions to work on the task, thus, in the process more directly meeting both interpersonal and task accomplishment needs than would purely

cognitive strategies.
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By implication Ingall's model is
also useful for offering guide-

lines on the appropriate level of
participation for different types of

decisions.

The more intuitive, less structured,
creative, problem

finding activities are likely to be furthered
by high degrees of participation; the problem solving, highly rational
steps, are more amenable to less participation.

However, Ingall's model is nowhere nearly

as explicit or useful as Vroom's and
Yetton's on this issue.

Their

model quite clearly indicates what type of issue
is best solved through

which level of participation.
The question remains, is Vroom's and Yetton's model
congruent

with collaborative characteristics?

Clearly, the intent of the model is

to further organizational goals, but are needs of
individuals addressed?

A close investigation of the criteria quoted above indicates
that the

model provides adequate protection for individual needs to participate.

Criterias three and five dictate that the group's participation

is

solicited when they have relevant information and when their support is
essential to implementation.
the group goal is

fore is not

a

a

The entire group's eventual commitment to

characteristic of

a

collaborative group and there-

factor in restricting participation.

In addition,

it

obviously meets most individual's needs not to be involved in trivial or
irrelevant decisions.

Thus though one might wish Vroom and Yetton had

used terminology less indicative of controlling rather than empowering

leadership ("leader-subordinate"), nonetheless the model does provide

adequate safeguards for the needs of individual group members.

Decision making strategies
provide

a

.

These two models together then

set of guidelines for choosing specific decision making
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strategies for

a

given problem.

A brief selection of some strategies

congruent with collaborative characteristics will
indicate how the

principles can be applied.

Brainstorming is a technique used during the problem finding
or
generating alternatives" stage of decision making.

Brainstorming

involves rapid, nonevaluative generation of alternatives.
and specifically no judgment is allowed.

No discussion

Any alternative, however far

fetched, is recorded and participants are encouraged to build on each

others

suggestions.

Brainstorming, in other words, attempts to acti-

vate right brain intuition and to use the socio-emotional interactions
among participants to enhance the possibility that innovative solutions

will be suggested.

In Vroom's terms, it is a technique particularly

appropriate for an unstructured problem when no one group member has all
the relevant information.

It reinforces collaborative processes by pro-

viding mechanisms for sharing leadership and for empowering all varieties of contributions.

Additionally the rapid fire, piggy-backing of

ideas frequently produces humorous suggestions, and almost always results in a socially satisfying experience.

The appropriate use of consensus decision making provides an-

other illustration.

Consensus involves all parties to the decision

coming to the point where they agree to support the decision fully.

The

parties do not need to agree that the decision is the best possible, nor
that their earlier positions were wrong.

Rather, the emphasis is on

discussing all points of view at length so that eventually all participants agree that the course of action is one that they can support.

process has the disadvantage of being very slow; the advantage of

The
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course, is that it allows all, often
emotional, opposition to be worked

out before the decision is carried out;
consequently implementation
tends to be smooth and rapid (Drucker,
1971).

Consensus decision making is frequently thought
to be the only

acceptable decision making strategy for collaborative
groups.

Obviously

It IS one of the few total group strategies
that does not involve anyone

losing, and as a result will be used more
frequently by collaborative

groups than other groups.

However, it is not necessarily useful for

activating intuitive, creative, problem solving capacities,
nor is it
appropriate for all types of decisions.

Thus

a

more useful way to look

at the use of consensus decision making in collaborative
groups is to

limit its use to decisions requiring total group involvement, and
to use
it in conjunction with either variations or other techniques such
as

brainstorming, which are more appropriate for the problem finding stages
of making decisions.

Variations on the consensus technique, such as the

Delphi technique and the Nominal Group Technique (Delbecq, Van de Ven,
Gustafson, 1975), both begin with gathering

a

list of individually

generated ideas before beginning the narrowing process leading to consensus.

Thus there is more potential for generating a wider list of

alternatives than with

a

group discussion where normal patterns of

influence limit contributions.
In summary, collaborative groups, like all groups, need to match

the choice of decision making strategy to the needs of the situation.
It has been suggested here that two theoretical models.

Ingall's, on the

importance of using intuitive as well as rational problem solving capacities, and Vroom's and Yetton's matching of the level of participation
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positively not just with cooperation but with conflict
(Hall, 1975;
Warren, Burgunder, Newton and Rose, 1975).

In addition, members in

collaborative groups operate largely on internal motivation and
thus are
going to have
makes.

a

high personal investment in any decision the group

Furthermore, collaborative groups must resolve conflicts in

order for the collaborative process to continue.

Other types of groups

can continue to function with unresolved conflicts.

Collaborative

groups, if anything, have a much larger stake in developing constructive

conflict resolution methods than do other groups.

Theoretical perspectives
explored here, there are

a

.

Again, as with other group processes

number of models which have been developed to

explore elements of the conflict resolution process.

Several of these

will be investigated in an effort to identify the major variables which
need to be included in

a

collaborative approach to the topic.

Nadler, Hackman and Lawler have developed

intergroup conflict.

a

useful model of

Using the theoretical framework developed by

Lawrence and Lorsch (1969), they see conflict as arising out of the

interaction of three interacting antecedent conditions:
of groups, shared resources, and interdependence.

differentiation

These three condi-

tions, translated into intragroup terms, indicate that group members are

different (have different skills, attitudes, roles), that they must
share the same limited resources, and that they are dependent on one
another.

The first two conditions can lead to perception of incompat-

ible goals, and the latter two can provide members the opportunity to

interfere with one another.
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This conceptualization is useful in leading to
of possibilities for managing the conflict itself.

a

broader range

The majority of

models, several of which will be reviewed below, discuss how to manage
the conflict once it has begun.

process approach.

Nadler, Hackman and Lawler term this

In addition, they see the possibility of

a

a

"struc-

tural approach" which manages the conflict situation through making

changes in the antecedent conditions, (e.g. the amount and distribution
of resources, the amount of contact, etc.) and

a

mixed approach which

uses both structural and process approaches (p. 234).

The latter ap-

proach they see as most useful.
Structural approaches to conflict resolution look not so much at
the resolution of the presenting problem, but at the antecedent condi-

differences among members, limited resources, and the need for

tions:

mutual dependence.
firing

a

Obvious examples of structural resolutions would be

disruptive member, finding new resources, and threatening

severe consequences if individual tasks were not completed on time.
one time or another such resolutions might be warranted.

At

However, this

study suggests many other structural approaches to the same issues:

emphasizing team building activities as an important response to the
heterogeneous composition of the collaborative group has been discussed,
as has heightening the importance of nonscarce resources.

Reconceptual-

izing relationships in the group as being characterized by differenti
ated and shared power rather than the control of one person over another
is another.

A major focus of this entire study is to recast power

relationships in groups as

a

way of reducing some of the deeply in

grained social conflicts in this society.
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There are, however,

a

number of very useful conceptualizations

that have been developed as

a

way of understanding the range of
alter-

natives available to manage the process
of conflict once it has begun.
One example of

a

way of looking at the possible conflict
resolution

styles is to see them on

Avoidance

a

continuum (Rosenbloom, 1979);

Defusion

Confrontation

Competitive
Confrontation

Fig.

19.

Cooperative
Confrontation

Conflict resolution styles.

One can attempt to avoid the conflict, (unlikely to be successful
in

a

close-knit group), defuse it (possible if the emotional level is low and
a

decision can be postponed), or confront it.

Since most important

conflicts must be confronted, it is important to distinguish between the
two major confrontation styles:

competition and cooperation.

Filley

(1975) has characterized competitive styles as win-lose or lose-lose

styles and cooperative styles as win-win styles.

Competitive styles of conflict resolution particularly win-lose
styles, are the norm in Western society; in the United States they are

enshrined in the Constitution and are the basis of democratic processes
(Likert and Likert, 1976).

Americans vote and either

a

Carter or

a

Reagan wins; unions bargain and ultimately they win on some items and
lose on others; lawyers are advocates for

a

client who either wins or

loses; social groups compromise on many issues--they give up on some

issues in order to gain on other issues.

All of these styles can be
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characterized as "either-or" styles and "power over"
styles.

win or

I

Either you

win, and if you win, you will have power over me.

Obviously, competitive styles of conflict resolution are
very

effective for getting things done; American democracy has
survived using
these processes for over two hundred years.

However, that utility and

that survival are linked to a social system that values individual
and

competitive social forms.

Many of the assumptions powering those social

forms are increasingly being called into question.

Individualistic

modes seem inappropriate given the "metaproblems" of today:

nuclear

warfare, depletion of nonrenewable resources, environmental pollution,
etc.

As societies explore alternatives to competition and individual-

ism, they must also explore new conflict resolution styles.

Implications and strategies

Whether structural or process

.

approaches are used, nonetheless even the most perfect collaborative
group will have conflicts.

Given the greater degree of shared power

among members, the conflicts will be different, but no less intensely

perceived and felt by those involved.
that the collaborative group develop

For that reason, it is essential
a

series of constructive conflict

resolution strategies.
It is clear that competitive confrontation strategies of con-

flict resolution inhibits the collaborative process.
tive synergy are mutually exclusive.

Losing and posi-

Cooperative strategies, on the

other hand, are potentially supportive of collaboration and according to

many theorists, more successful in general (Deutsch, 1973, Filley, 1975,
Nadler, Hackman and Lawler, 1979).

Cooperative confrontation includes

strategies that can be characterized as "both-and," "win-win," and
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"power-with.

*'

Examples of these styles include developing integrative

frameworks or superordinate goals, and third party consultation styles.
The creation of a superordinate goal as an effective means of

enabling previously competitive groups or individuals to resolve their
differences has been recognized for

a

long time.

Though Sherif et. al.

11961) is normally cited as the classic study on the technique, the idea
is

central to Hegelian and Marxian dialectics and in the twentieth

century to writers like Mary Parker Follett (1934).

Sherif

s

study,

though, is worth repeating both for its simplicity and in order to discuss its limitations.
study.

The researchers used

a

boys'

camp as

a

field of

First they induced conflict among various groups of boys; then

they experimented to see if that conflict would be reduced if they

created

a

superordinate goal of having the entire camp compete against

another camp in an important sport.

Predictably, the initial rivalries

lessened appreciably as the total group focused its attention on the
larger problems.
The problem with that study and the approach in general is that
one type of competitive confrontation is merely substituted for another.

However, the same basic technique has been used for cooperative resolution strategies with the important difference that the superordinate
goal is an integrative rather than competitive goal.
(1977),

.Alschuler et. al.

for instance, developed a theory based on Freire which works

of their
toward enabling opposing groups to see the larger social causes

conflict (racism, sexism, etc.).

Eiseman (1977, 1978) constructed an

explore
integrative framework and helped the parties to the conflict
than egocentric
new relationship based on an allocentric rather

a

.

17A

orientation.

Carew, Carter, Gamache, Hardman, Jackson, Parisi
(1977)

used the device of haviiiR the opponents brainstorm an
ideal future for

their organization and then work back to the current
conflict from
there

Several interesting research studies have been conducted on the

relative merits of the use of cooperative or integrative rather than

competitive superordinate goals (Worchel, Andreali and Folger, 1977;
Goldman, Stock, Bauser, and McAuliffe, 1977).

The studies found that

though competition with outsiders brought about the highest in-group

attraction and highest performance on isolated tasks, cooperation was
correlated significantly with higher out-group attraction and performance on tasks requiring interdependence.

In terms of the collaborative

framework being explored here, cohesiveness of the group vis

a

vis

outsiders is relatively unimportant if not destructive, but the ability
to work interdependently is crucial.

goal formation as

borated

a

Thus the usefulness of integrative

collaborative conflict resolution style

is

corro-

.

Another form of cooperative confrontation strategy is the third

party consultation technique (Walton, 1969).

Essentially it involves

having an uninvolved outsider present in order to manage the confrontation.

Confrontation in an emotionally charged situation

potentially destructive.
is

is always

The assumption behind the use of

a

third party

that an outsider is better able to judge what type of strategy is

likely to lead to an eventually cooperative resolution of the issues.

The outsider can constructively use

a

much wider variety of techniques
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(see Schein,

1969 and Walton,

1969,

for example) to resolve the issues,

than the people involved would be able to manage for
themselves.

Summary

In summary conflict is an inevitable occurrence in

.

collaborative groups which can result in either constructive or destructive outcomes.

Constructive outcomes which reinforce the colla-

borative process are more likely to result from conflict management
styles which combine structural and process approaches.

Structural

approaches change the antecedents of conflict, making repetition less
likely to occur, while cooperative process approaches use resolution

strategies which result in gains for all parties to the conflict.

These

combined approaches not only reinforce collaboration through resolving
the specific conflict but also, as the group dynamics literature has

amply documented, successful resolution has the effect of increasing the

energy available in the group, heightening interdependence, and enabling
group members to perform more effectively.

Communication

Accurate communication among the right people is

a

major factor

in effective leadership, decision making, and conflict resolution in any

type of group.

As with all the process variables,

it is often difficult

to distinguish communication as a separate variable so intermixed it is

with other processes.

exchanged in

a

However, there are aspects of how information is

group that facilitate understanding the potential for

collaboration in

a

group.

Again, like all the variables discussed here, the literature is

enormous.

The phenomena of interpersonal communication, especially, has

.
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been researched at length (see Connolly,
1977), as has communications

among groups in
flows.

a

hierarchy (e.g. the vertical, horizontal
and diagonal

(See Planty and Machover (1977) for
a review.)

The focus here,

though, is on communication patterns within
the small group, and on the

way the entire group handles information
generated outside the group.
The literature on individual communication
and intergroup communication

will be drawn on only to the extent necessary to
understand intragroup

patterns

ITieoretical perspectives.

There are two aspects of the communication

process that are of particular concern.

The first is understanding how

information is exchanged, and the second is with whom it is
exchanged.
A more precise understanding of how information is transmitted and

received can lead to knowing more specifically how one can intervene in
the process to insure accuracy.

An understanding of different possibil-

ities of whom to include in any given exchange can lead to more effec-

tive choices in this matter.

The classic model of the communication process is
the work of Shannon and Weaver (1948) and Schramm (1953).

a

result of
Gibson,

Ivancevich and Donnelly (1979) have simplified these theories into the
following model:

^
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C o mmun i c a t o r

E n c o d i n g—

Message

Decodin

Receiver

&

Medium
-F eedback

Noise

Fig. 20.

Communication model

(p.

410).

In order for the message to be sent by
the communicator and received by

the recipient, it needs to be encoded
(translated into some symbol

system), sent via some medium (verbal, nonverbal,
etc.), and decoded.
Noise, or those kinds of things that potentially
distort the message, is
a

possibility at any step.
Accurate communication is important in any group but especially

so in collaborative groups.

In most groups, it is important to insure

that directions are understood, and data interpreted correctly,
etc.,

but in collaborative groups it is also important that correct information about intentions, judgment, feelings and other subjective elements
be understood as well.

needs being fully met in

It would be difficult to imagine individual
a

group if misunderstandings and distortions

are common.

For that reason the concept of "noise" or barriers to communi-

cation is an important one in collaborative groups.
and Donnelly have

a

Gibson, Ivancevich

useful list of common communication barriers which

create communication gaps as well as an equally valuable list of techniques for improving communication:
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Barriers

Strategies

Frame of reference
Selective listening
Value judgments
Source credibility
Semantic problems
In-group language
Status differences
Time pressures
Communication overload

Following up
Principles of sufficiency
Empathy
Repetition
Encouraging mutual trust
Effective timing
Simplifying language
Utilizing feedback
Effective listening
Using the grapevine
(pp.

418 and 423)

The first of these barriers, the frame of reference, is

a

par-

ticular problem for collaborative groups and has been discussed in
detail above.

A frame of reference includes differences in values,

attitudes, needs, and expectations which result from differences in age,
sex, role, social class, race, ethnic background, and so on.

Clearly,

sharing common frames of reference improves the potential for accurate

communication among group members.

However collaborative groups need to

be heterogeneous for other reasons, and therefore the common frame of

reference needs to be constructed within the context of the group rather
than from the more usual characteristics listed above.

Specific strate-

gies for constructing that frame of reference were mentioned above.

They are as important to the present topic as they are to other aspects
of small group collaboration.

The second facet of communications theory that has particular

relevance for collaborative groups is the proposition designed to answer
the question:

Who should be included in any information exchange and

how should information be routed?

Here the work of Bavelas (1960) on

communication networks has been seminal.

He investigated the relative
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properties of many different types of networks according to
properties:

a

number of

relative centrality, distance, saturation, independence,

and dispersion.

Of these concepts, the two that particularly affect

issues here are the degree of centrality (the degree to which one person
or a small number are focal points in the network) and the degree of

independence (the degree to which people are not in contact with
others).

The most common networks are the following:

Fig. 21.

Communication networks.

The degree of centrality is quite high in the wheel and the "Y,"

while independence is high in all models except the all-channel.

The

model, which is both decentralized and interdependent, rather than
most
independent is the all-channel model; this model is obviously the

congruent with collaboration.
of these
Numerous studies have investigated the relative merit

accomplishment or member
networks according to whether they foster task
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satisfaction (see Wooford, Gerloff and Cummins, 1977, for

a

review).

Findings corroborate what common sense dictates, that decentralized
networks, particularly the all~channel model, are better on

variables important to collaboration:

a

number of

shared leadership, solution of

•

complex problems, higher group morale, and congruence of informal and
formal communication patterns.

On the other hand, more centralized

networks (the Y and the wheel) favor the emergence of
and the efficient solution of simple problems.

a

single leader

These results on

a

group

level have been sustained in studies of organizations where highly

centralized communication patterns have proven most effective in static

environments with low rates of change, and more decentralized patterns
effective in fast-changing environments (Lawrence and Lorsch, 1969).

Implications and strategies

.

The major communication needs in collab-

orative groups, then, are to have accurate communication among all

members of the group.

Fostering accurate communications has been

particular interest of the organizational development movement.
fessionals in this field have developed

a

a

Pro-

whole series of structural

exercises and organizational interventions for this purpose.

The

Pfeiffer and Jones Handbooks (1972-81) provide numerous illustrations of
these techniques.
The issue of implementing an all-channel communication network

needs equal attention.

One major barrier to this network comes from the

fact that much of the information crucial to group functioning orig-

inates outside the group rather than inside.

It is much more difficult

accessible
to devise ways in which this outside information is equally
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than it is to facilitate exchange of internally generated
ideas.
Most accepted theory on small groups accepts Likert's (1961)

solution to this issue, which is that one person (the manager) is the
pin--

Access to information generated elsewhere is insured by

this person having multiple memberships and thus linking the group to
the larger structure.

The need for linking mechanisms is obviously

strong, but just as important is the fact that assigning that function
to one person inevitably results in a more centralized communication

pattern.

The only way that a true all-channel communication network can

result is through the use of multiple linking pins.
Yet the concept of multiple links is clearly anathema to bureaucracies.

Management or funding agencies demand that one person be in

charge, and that person in effect becomes the hub in

tion pattern.

a

wheel communica-

A potential solution is to expand the pool of groups that

need to be linked and then to share as much of those additional linking

functions as feasible.

That this strategy has some potential for success derives from
the idea that effective organizational communication demands horizontal

and diagonal as well as upward and downward communication.

It may be

that most groups in this society have to employ Likert's methodology for

vertical communications; however, diagonal and horizontal linking functions are easier to share.

All-channel communication, as well as both

individual autonomy and group interdependence, is fostered by each group

member having some linking function, and therefore some role as the
central communicator.

The concept of the all-channel model is

a

useful
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goal, but demands diversity in specific
implementation in order to

approach the ideal for the total communication flow.
In summary, the availability of accurate
information for all

members of the group is important to collaborative
functioning.

Numer-

ous barriers to accurate perception exist, including
the differences in

frames of reference inevitable in

a

heterogeneous group.

In addition,

equal access to information is very difficult particularly
in hierar-

chical organizations.

A collaborative group needs to devise creative

strategies to deal with these issues in order to avoid either excessive

cohesion and conformity on the one hand, and distortion, misunderstanding, and exclusion on the other.

Useful strategies include

a

number of

organizational development interventions aimed at reducing barriers to
communication, as well as sharing, as much as possible, the linking

function to essential information sources for the group.

Summary

The intent of this description of collaborative processes has

been to demonstrate convincingly that collaborative groups need the same

interaction processes performed as do other groups.

Power differences

and conflict are present in these groups; wise decisions and accurate

What differentiates the collaborative group

communications are needed.

from other types of groups is how these processes are performed in the
group.

Table

3

provides

a

summary of the collaborative mode of small

group interaction processes.
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TABLE

3

COLLABORATIVE INTERACTIONAL PROCESSES

Function

Leadership

Collaborative Mode

Shared leadership
Enabling, facilitative supportive
styles
Differentiated leadership
Confrontive about ends; flexible
about means
Addresses need for vision, structure,
supervision, evaluation, and
consideration
,

Decision making

Shared decision making
Problem f inding/problera finding
strategies
Cognitive and psychological styles
Participatory and efficient modes

Conflict Resolution

Confrontive
Win-win cooperative resolution styles
Structural and process resolution
styles

Communication

Barriers to increased accuracy
removed
All-channel network
Multiple linking pins

A number of reflections emerge from this list.

First of all it

documents the synergistic quality hypothesized in Chapter
jor characteristic of collaborative processes.

"both-and" rather than the "either-or" mode.

I

to be a ma-

The processes are in the

Sharing is

a

synergistic

.
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concept as is confronting.

Both concepts encompass the individual and

the group

A second reflection involves the intricacy and
complexity in-

herent in these processes.

No simple geometric organizational chart

emerges from the list, but rather

a

multitude of interconnections.

Not

only are the processes difficult to visualize, they are often
difficult
to understand.

Many collaborative concepts, such as empowerment and

constructive conflict resolution, involve logical shifts.

They are not

easy to grasp given the normal thinking patterns of this society.
However,

a

further reflection suggests that the elements on the

list, while complex and intricate, are by no means mysterious or un-

tried.
a

There are numerous common strategies available for each process,

number of which have been described here.

Nor are these strategies

unknown; the majority of the examples used here were taken from very

well-known texts on organizational behavior.
Collaborative processes are for the most part individually very
familiar; however, collaboration is still rare in the American work
setting.

The difference is that collaboration demands that

a

signifi-

cant number of these processes be used simultaneously; the synergetic

effect is not the result of any one process but the joint interaction of
all of them.

Other types of groups may attempt to use cooperative

conflict resolution or participatory decision making, but rarely will
they give up hierarchical leadership or power patterns.

Nor do they

necessarily integrate these interactional processes into the more complex processes which facilitate positive group change and development
over time.

Those processes will be the focus of the next section.
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Processes Which Promote Change

A number of group processes are involved in or describe various
ways that

a

group changes over time.

Four of these processes will be

discussed here as illustrations of the types collaborative groups can
develop to facilitate constructive growth.

Beginnings and- endings

(socialization and termination) are important to collaborative groups as
they are to other groups.

New groups or new members need to get off to

the right start, to learn the roles and norms that are congruent with

collaboration.

Similarly, groups need to disband and/or facilitate

individual members leaving in ways that support collaborate principles.
Individuals and the groups need to develop styles of learning that

promote growth.

Finally, the group needs to be aware of the evolution of

its own interpersonal dynamics as the group develops over time.

These four processes: socialization, termination, learning, and
group development are quite complex.

Essentially they combine various

of the interactional processes discussed above in ways that facilitate

changes in the group's structure over time.

Socialization, for in-

stance, uses various leadership, decision making, and communication

processes to facilitate the establishment of individual roles and group
norms; termination uses similar processes to make major changes in the

group's composition.

Learning again affects individual roles and group

development, or
norms; interpersonal learning is a major factor in group
the evolution of group roles and norms over time.
in ways
All groups change; collaborative groups need to change

and values.
that are congruent with collaborative characteristics

That

.
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change needs to promote the development of individual potential and of
the group's accomplishment of its purposes.

Change needs to foster

creativity and innovation, promote social interaction, facilitate de-

velopment of commitment to goals, enhance productivity.

Like all col-

laborative processes, change needs to occur synergistically

;

means and

ends need to be complementary; individuals' and the group's needs syn-

Processes need to enhance the likelihood that purposes are

chronized.

attained in ways that are congruent with collaborative values.

Beginnings are important to new members and to new

Socialization.

Expectations and enthusiasm tend to be high; it is

groups.

a

time of

potential which can be fully integrated into the group or lost.

Thus

socialization processes, which assist these individual or group beginnings, are important for enhancing the level of collaboration in the

group

Theoretical perspective

by which

a

.

Socialization "refers to the process

new member learns the value system, the norms, and the re-

quired behavior patterns of the society, organization, or group which he
is entering.
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

.

.

.

Usually (this) involves:

The basic goals of the organization.
The preferred means by which these goals should be attained.
which
The basic responsibilities of the members in the role
organization.
is being granted to him by the
The behavior patterns which are required for effective
performance in the role.
the maintenance
A set of rules or principles which pertain to
organization.
the
of the identi ty and integrity of
(Schein, 1977, pp. 125-126)
norrms
Not only is it necessary for these values,

,

and behavior

pointed out, this
patterns to be learned, but as Moore (1969) has

1
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society is based on at least the minimal internalization of these norms.

Without such internalization, organizations would need to resort to
unduly coercive and very costly supervision to insure that necessary
tasks are carried out.

Collaborative groups, however, need far more

than minimal internalization.

The shared leadership, power, and deci-

sion making which characterize collaborative groups demand the commit-

ment of all members,

a

fact noted by Appley and Winder in their initial

theoretical investigation of the phenomenon (1977).
Schein (1977) has developed

a

typology to describe the three

major ways new members can respond to the socialization process:
Type 1
Type 2
Type

3

Rebellion Rejection of all values and norms
Creative individualism Acceptance only of pivotal values
and norms - rejection of all others
Conformity Acceptance of all values and norms
(p.

The ideal is Jype

132)

Some internalization is necessary to insure that

2.

the individual supports organizational goals, but collaboration requires
the ability to be creative, which of necessity involves the ability to

question the way things are.
The socialization of an entire group requires

a

somewhat dif-

ferent set of processes though ultimately the desired end is the same:
a

group of Type #2 creative individualists who share essential norms and

values but tolerate

a

wide range of differences.

The small group lit-

erature, which will be reviewed in more detail below, has demonstrated
conamply that the creation of norms and the testing of the degree of

step in
formity to those norms by any individual is an essential first
1980).
any small group (Tuckman, 1965; Schutz, 1967; Lacoursiere,

and interIn other words, the two variables involved are autonomy
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dependence, and the task is to create an intermediate position
where one
is neither engulfed nor isolated by the group (Gibbard,

Implications and strategies

.

1976).

While the desired end result of

the socialization process is the same for collaborative groups as for

obher groups, the task is often more difficult.

The first source of the

difficulty has already been mentioned, that collaboration requires

a

much higher internalization of norms and values than do other groups.
The second source of the difficulty derives from the fact that the norms
and values differ in important respects from those typical in this
culture.

William Torbet (1973) describes the difficulty succinctly:

A related structural problem eventually encountered by a
collaborative organization is membership change. This change poses
an especially subtle problem for advocates of collaborate decision
making, who tend to welcome new members as collaborators from the
outset.
It often becomes evident, however, that old members share a
sense of commitment that new members do not immediately possess
(indeed they may* feel excluded by it) and that they have developed
what, by contrast to new members' behavior, they begin to recognize
as expertise in collaborative work and a shared set of norms, which
they assume new members will easily adopt, but which the latter
often violate.
(p. 332)

Collaborative groups, therefore, must use socialization

processes which aim towards creative individualism and acknowledge the

particular difficulties arising from both the characteristics of collaboration itself and from differences between the collaborative group and
the wider culture.

An experimental study investigating the addition of
to a group by Mills

a

newcomer

(1970) provides some direction of the specific

strategies that might be useful.

He discovered two factors which

fostered positive socialization of the newcomer.

characteristics of collaborative groups.

Both factors are

The first was the existence of
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supportive relationships among the initial group members and the second
is the relative

heterogeneity rather than homogeneity of the group.

Heterogeneity implies that there is room for the individual to create
her/his own role in the group, and support implies that the resulting

differences will not cause isolation or competition.
Specific strategies that might take advantage of these strengths
of collaborative groups would demonstrate to the newcomer the range of

differences already existing in the group, the expectation that the
newcomer will take some time finding

a

specific place in the group, and

the offering of more than one challenging but feasible possibility as an

initial task.

Research by Berlew and Hall (1979) has demonstrated

convincingly that organizations that expect challenging work from new
recruits not only get it, but four to five years later, those individuals are still performing more effectively than those individuals who

were initially assigned to routine work.

challenging task leads to

a

Successful performance of

positive self image which

is an

a

important

factor in securing commitment to the group.

However, it is important that these initial tasks do not pre-

maturely determine the newcomer's precise role in the group.

Collab-

oration requires that roles be as much defined by the individual as by
the group and, consequently, sufficient time must be provided to the new

member for that process to occur.
Similar strategies are useful when the entire group is new and
thus must pass through the socialization phase together.

A source

found in the
of specific strategies for group socialization can be
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literature on team building.

Huse (1975) quoted an unpublished study by

Beer which categorizes the many relevant strategies into four models:
1

.

2

.

3.

4.

The Goal Setting Model (team building through joint setting
of goals)
The Interpersonal Model (team building through increasing
interpersonal competence in the group)
The Role Model (team building through clarification of roles)
The Managerial Grid Model (team building geared to the level
of group development)
(p.

To these four might be added

gested by Berlew and Hall.

a

233)

fifth which is similar to the one sug-

Groups need the self confidence and positive

self image that derive from the successful completion of a challenging

task as much as do individuals.

One of the more successful team build-

ing strategies is to set a difficult but attainable short-range objec-

tive and then to let group roles and norms evolve in the process of

performing the task.
Again, though, it is important that enough time be allowed for
the socialization process.

Collaborative principles require that norms

and roles evolve out of the group.

That process is liable to involve

considerable discomfort caused by the necessary ambiguity and unsettled
atmosphere, but short-term discomfort is far preferable to long-term

dissatisfaction with one's specific duties or with the basic processes
adopted by the group.

Summary

.

In summary,

socialization issues are both more impor-

other types of
tant and more difficult in collaborative groups than in
groups.

of
Collaborative process demands more thorough internalization

essential group norms at the same time demanding
individual differences.

a

healthy respect for

be
The processes demand that roles and norms
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mutually agreed upon, thus guaranteeing

a

reasonably long unsettled

period while newcomers investigate possibilities and become acquainted
enough with the group to venture

a

workable solution.

At the same time

this whole period of discomfort and ambiguity is heightened by the fact

that it is unusual in the culture to allow that degree of participation
in establishing roles and expectations.

Various strategies useful in

assisting successful resolution of these issues include team building
exercises, supportive social interactions, and availability of shortterm challenging work.

The desired end is creation of group norms and

behaviors that successfully combine autonomy and interdependence into
the synergy that is the basic element of the collaborative process.

Termination

.

Is it possible to fire anyone collaboratively?

that matter, is it permissible to drop out of

a

Or for

collaborative group?

Quite understandably collaborative groups have considerable trouble with
Firing, transfers, and changing

these issues (Case and Taylor, 1979).

jobs are always sensitive issues in any organization, but there are

aspects of collaboration which make the issue more difficult.

Endings like beginnings inevitably require the group to change.
The type of change will differ depending on whether one member or the

entire group is ending, and on whether the ending is voluntary or required.

Required endings differ in whether they involve personal issues

or are largely caused by a change in the needs of the organization.

Collaborative groups need to develop

a

frame of reference and a series

ways that
of strategies for handling this entire range of endings in

make that change

a

constructive event in the group's life.
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Theoretical perspective

The frame of reference derives primar-

.

ily from the combined perspective of

number of the collaborative

a

characteristics and values proposed in this study.

Collaboration in-

volves belief in individual potential and in the creative, innovative

potential of the group.

Processes must be synergistic and lead to both

individual and group empowerment.

Whenever either side of the equation,

the individual or the group, has serious needs that remain unmet after

direct improvement efforts such as the supervision strategies explored
above, then the issue needs to be confronted.

If the entire range of

confrontation strategies described above does not resolve the issue,
then either individual or group termination of some kind needs to be
considered.

What is unacceptable in

a

collaborative frame of reference

is any prolonged continuation of a conflict which seriously inhibits

either individual or group functioning.
Of all the endings described above, probably the most difficult
is firing an individual member because of some perceived inadequacy.

the face of it, it would seem that

imply that any person can be

a

a

On

belief in human potential would
Indeed

productive member of the group.

is
that implication is correct, but it does not follow that every person
a

productive member of every group.
Another way to conceptualize the issue is to see it as

of matching the individual to the work.

a

problem

Douglas MacGregor's (1960)

internally motivated
famous Theory Y suggests that humans are by nature
when they are disrupand goal directed; thus they are rarely satisfied
tive or unproductive.

then is
The cause of the unproductive behavior

in the work setting.
the individual not meeting his/her needs

It is the
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match between the work and the person that is the problem, not the

person alone.

Reconceptualizing the issue this way enables this type of termination to be similar to the others listed above.

either because they or the group perceive

a

Individuals leave

mismatch between the work

and their particular interests and abilities; other endings involve

a

mismatch between the organization's changing needs and the personnel in
the group; still other endings occur when the organization no longer

needs the services of the entire group.

The key word that enables

constructive strategies to be developed is the word mismatch
side involved needs to be labeled inadequate.

.

Neither

It is the combination

that is not functional, not either party.

Implications and strategies

.

One strategy that has been devel-

oped that embodies the principles described above is the policy of many

Japanese industries (Cole, 1979), and of many intentional communities
such as the Israeli Kibbutzim (Fine, 1973) not to fire anyone.

The

policies are based on the belief that all workers are capable of being
constructive members of the organization; if they are not functioning

adequately in one setting, the solution is not to fire the individual
more
but to find an alternative position in the organization that is

suited to the individual.

Obviously the policy is capable of meeting

is respected and
the criteria established above in that the individual

members.
yet the group need not function with disfunctional

Addition-

fear arbitrary firing.
ally, morale improves if workers do not need to

Most American firms view this approach skeptically.
either
that the examples cited above seem to demand

a

It is true

very large
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organization or an intensely shared value base.

However, widespread use

in Japanese industry certainly indicates
that these personnel practices
do not necessarily conflict with high
productivity and efficiency.

There are, in addition,

a

number of other termination processes

which do not conflict with collaborative principles.

Two key elements

in all of them are specific, constructive work with
the individuals

involved, and sufficient time to accomplish that work.

Personnel offi-

cers often mention that the demands of their positions do
not allow them

the time to fire someone constructively.

Managers, in these firms, need

to consider the hidden cost of speed and of neglect of the person
being

terminated.

The cost involved in legal action along with the cost of

low morale of remaining members deriving from fear are considerable.

The specific techniques are numerous.

The individuals concerned

need to know what specific behaviors are involved in the current mis-

match so they can decide whether or not they wish to change those behaviors.

Implied is consistent use of some of the supervision techniques

introduced above.

Individuals will also need information about other

potential matches.

For that reason

a

strong career counseling program

is needed along with concrete assistance in finding a new job.

When the need for terminating either one member of the entire
group is seen as

a

mismatch or as caused by forces outside the group,

the group then is able to acknowledge openly that endings of any kind

are painful.

Endings are miniature deaths, and it is important that

time be set aside for mourning.

What is ending is

potential relationship, or attainment of

a

a

relationship, or

possible goal.

Both the

individuals involved and the group need permission to celebrate the

a
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relationship that has existed, and the goals that have been acconi~
plished, and to express sadness at the ending.

Just as suppression of

niourning after the death of a close friend or family member can block

personal functioning (Kubler-Ross

,

1969), so suppression of mourning of

other endings can block both the individual and the group using the

ending for constructive purposes.
The purpose of any ending in

a

collaborative group, be it indi-

vidual or group, voluntary or involuntary, is to facilitate ongoing
synergy for individuals and for the group.

For that reason it is im-

portant that the processes employed mirror that synergy--that the needs
of both sides continue to be addressed in the ending process as they

have been in other phases of the group's life.

involved parallel those involved in death:

Because the feelings

fear, anger, pain, and

sorrow, the need for constructive, humane processes is heightened.

Both

the individuals and the group ideally need to feel positive growth

producing elements in the change, while having opportunities to express
openly the negative emotions inevitably intertwined with those changes.

Theoretical perspectives

Learning:

individual and group change.

.

Learning is

The beginnings of

a

a

key process in both

new project or new job

involve learning skills related to the position, learning the personal

dynamics of the group, and learning new forms of group processes.
Endings often involve profound personal learnings about the way one has

been perceived in the group, and how one's capacities might be further
developed.

indicate

a

Additionally, the characteristics of collaborative purpose
strong role for learning.

Creativity and innovation involves
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group learning while self-actualization
implies personal learning.

Thus

It IS important in collaborative groups
to foster learning and to do so

in ways that are congruent with collaborative
principles.

The theoretical framework for developing
collaborative styles of

learning has already been introduced as part of the
discussion of col-

laborative purposes in Chapter

I.

Kurt Lewin who defined learning as

Briefly, it is based on the work of
a

three-part process:

learning, and refreezing the new learning.

unlearning,

Bennis, Benne and Chin

(1969) extended the conceptualization, discussing this pattern of
learn-

ing as central to the "normative re-educative style" of changing
(in

terms here, collaborative small group learning).

Argyris and Schon

(1978) have recently extended the discussion to the field of organiza-

tional learning.

Organizational learning involves developing processes

through which the organization examines the norms and assumptions underlying everyday interactions, constructing ways to adapt to basic changes
in the organization's environment.

Implications and strategies

.

Key to all these approaches are

norms within the group that foster risk, that encourage the group to

reexamine frequently its basic assumptions, that reward the learning

process and not just successful results of that learning.

Also implicit

are basic beliefs and values which are congruent with collaboration.

Several examples of specific learning strategies designed for adults
that embody these principles should illustrate how this conceptualization of learning might be applied.

Training techniques developed to address problems of illiteracy
and underdevelopment in the Third World provide one such example.

These

.
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examples are interesting not just because of their innovative
use of

nonformal education strategies, but because the populations
for which
they are designed have none of the advantages of the middle-class
Western world.

They imply that the ability of adults to learn is not just

based on high levels of formal education,
Paulo Freire (1970, 1973) is the most noted theoretician of this
school.

Most of his ideas were developed in the process of working with

Brazilian illiterates.

Because the problem of illiteracy was rooted in

oppression, he developed
people.

a

training theory effective with oppressed

People who are fatalistic engage frequently in violence against

peers, depreciate themselves, and are emotionally dependent (1970,
pp.

47-49).

He worked to develop critical consciousness in individuals

which would transform the oppressed to activists capable of transforming
their world.

tering

a

Freire'

s

methodology was to use intact rural groups fos-

dialogue concerning the critical issues facing that community.

His aim, in other words, was increased autonomy; his methodology was

fostering interdependence among community members
A number of trainers have developed Freire'
of more specific guidelines.

s

theories into

a

set

A collaborative training staff developing

nonformal education methodologies in Ecuador, for instance, developed
the following principles for their training programs:
1.

2.

People have different styles combining learning from experience, conceptualization, and affirmation of reality.
People learn more in an atmosphere of mutual trust and cooperation.

3.
4.

5.

People learn when the subject is relevant to their lives.
People learn when they set their own goals and participate
in decision making.
Learning involves active transformation.
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6.
7

.

People learn most in dialogical situations.
Each person is filled with infinite experiences from which all
can learn.
(NFE in Ecuador, 1975, pp. 31-32)

Training methodologies developed from these guidelines are participatory
and experiential.
content.

Activities are structured but learners provide the

The most frequent setting for developing this content is the

small group where major learnings emerge from the continued experience
of the group.

A second example of collaborative learning strategies, human

relations training, involves

a

interpersonal

different subject area:

relations rather than literacy or rural development skills.
the basic tenets are the same.

this approach.)

(See Dyer,

However,

1972, for a good review of

Training is in small groups and the content is devel-

oped by the group.

The "power" is in the group with trainers providing

only time and space boundaries and facilitation in the process of working through the issues that occur.

Trainers refuse to support individ-

ual members' dependency needs, insisting that each person develop his/

her own role in the group.

At the same time, they facilitate facing and

working through the conflicts that must be resolved before interdependence is

a

possibility.

The aim is to form

a

collaborative group of

fully functioning, autonomous members accomplishing the group's purpose

through interdependent actions.

Obviously these examples are only two of many potentially useful
strategies for promoting individual and group learning.

They do, how

and of techniques
ever, provide an example of the assumptions involved

that work in the collaborative small group setting.

In summary, they

:
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are empowering strategies embodying many of the principles of collab-

orative leadership.

The strategies are directed in this case at facil-

itating individual and group change through learning.

Group development

.

Group development is the term used to describe the

change of the group's structure over time.

It is therefore an inclusive

process which encompasses the three more specific change processes just
described.

It describes the group's beginnings and endings and the

learning processes that facilitate the gradual change in the roles and
norms of the group.

Theoretical perspectives

.

The extensive literature on group

development is useful for two purposes here.

The first is to provide

more precise description of how small groups change.

documented in

a

a

What has been

vast number of experimental studies over the past

twenty-five years is that small groups pass through what are termed
"stages of development" or the "presumably natural or nonarbitrary

divisions of a changing process" (Lacoursiere

,

1980, p. 25).

What

differentiates one stage from another are certain aspects of group
structure, primarily norms and roles.

Collaborative small groups, like any other small group, can
are, what
benefit from understanding what these stages of development

processes facilitate
issues are dominant in the various stages, and what

movement from one stage to another.
be analyzed
Secondly, these stages of group development can

using the framework developed in this study.
are

Questions that occur

where a purer form of
Is there a stage of group development
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collaborative behavior is more likely to
occur?
increase collaboration in all stages?

Are there ways to

Are there ways to facilitate

passage through stages that are less
collaborative, and to prolong
stages that are more collaborative?

Before beginning to discuss these stages of
development, however, It IS important to look critically at
the research data available.

Despite the enormous number of studies on group
development, very few
relate directly to this study on collaborative task
groups.

Lacour-

siere's recent and very thorough review of the data base
makes the
point.

He classifies the studies via the type of group involved
and

then ranks them according to their "solidness” of research
methodology.
In order of usefulness they are;

(1)

training groups, (2) problem

solving groups (1-2 hour groups assembled for research purposes),
(3)

therapy groups, (4) encounter groups, (5) naturalistic groups (ongoing
task groups of the sort being discussed here).

As one progresses from

groups 1~5, one tends to encounter fewer thorough experimental studies
and more anecdotal studies of the kind to be presented here in Chapter
VIII.

His conclusion is supported by others in the field, notably Back

(1979).

There are good reasons why training groups have been subjected
to more thorough study than naturalistic groups, but those same reasons

indicate that care needs to be taken in applying results from one type
of group to another (Lundgren,

and group focus.

1979).

The reasons have to do with time

Training groups generally exist for short periods of

time and consequently can be studied easily.

As Lacoursiere points out,

it is essential for research to encompass the beginning and the end of

.
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the group in order to study all phases of
development.

Studying the

development of task groups which may continue for years
therefore involves very time-consuming and expensive longitudinal
methodologies.

With this limitation in mind, then, one recent theory of
group

development will be reviewed here.

While there are numerous such theor-

ies, each of which has some merit (Bennis and Shepherd,

1958,

1967; Turkman,

1965,

recent and is based on

a

1977) Lacoursiere

'

s

1956; Schutz,

(1980) theory is the most

review of many previous theories.

hypothesizes five stages of group development.

Lacoursiere

Those stages with the

major issues and feelings are as follows:
1

.

2

.

Orientation
Feelings of positive expectation; anxiety and
dependence on the leader. The issue is to define the task.
Dissatisfaction
Feelings of anger at the leader and
frustration.
The issue is that reality does not live up to
:

:

fantasy.

Resolution
Feelings of greater cohesion; the issue is making
the transition from stage 2 to stage 4 and mastering the
new situation and skills.
Production
Involves positive feelings; the issue is to work
well on the task.
Termination
Feelings of mourning and loss; the issue is to
end the group

3.

:

4.

:

5.

:

(pp.

28-35)

While this theory is generally quite convincing and Lacoursiere'

s

discussion of previous theories extremely thorough, there is

nonetheless an important limitation in its exact application to task
groups.

Lacoursiere

'

s

conceptualization of group development is linear;

he sees stage four of productivity, once reached, as lasting until the

group disbands.

The conceptualization is probably quite accurate for

short-term groups, but is much less convincing for long-term groups.

Very little research has been conducted on more cyclical theories;
Banet's (1976) fascinating but rather impressionistic "Yin-Yang" of
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group development is an exception.

That theory proposes

a

in which issues repeat but are resolved in different ways.

study to be presented in Chapter VIII seems to support

spiral effect

The case

similar con-

a

ceptualization.

Implications and strategies

.

The first implication obvious in

these five stages is that stages three (Resolution) and four (Production) are closest to what is being described here as ideal collaboration.

Earlier stages involve

a

level of dependency and anger that

inhibits full collaborative functioning.

What this analysis suggests is that collaborative groups should
not expect to function in ideal collaborative fashion during the early

socialization phases of development.

Hersey and Blanchard's (1977)

theory of evolving leadership discussed above corroborates this finding.
The cyclical theory to be developed in Chapter VIII further suggests

that full collaborative functioning is

retreat from, and reach again.

a

stage which groups reach,

The sustained burst of creative, produc-

tive energy characteristic of fully functioning collaboration cannot be

sustained at such high levels all the time.
However, collaboration, as it has been described here, includes
not only this ideal set of collaborative behaviors but
range of behaviors as well.

a

much greater

Thus there are behaviors that represent

collaborative approaches to the dependency needs of the orientation
stage, or the anger and frustration of the dissatisfaction stage.

Collaboration is both an end and

a

means of reaching that end.

While

all other
the end may be defined as stage four, the means encompass

stages as well.
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A second reflection in looking at these
stages of group develop-

ment IS that all of the various processes
developed in this chapter have

potential relevance for increasing collaborative
functioning within each
stage and facilitating movement towards stage four.

provides is

a

What this theory

much clearer understanding of which collaborative pro-

cesses are most likely to be needed at different points in
the group's
life.

Clearly, socialization processes are needed in stage one and

conflict resolution processes in stage two.

Stage three is liable to

involve structuring and consideration leadership behaviors.

Stage four

includes most of the other leadership, decision making and communication

processes as well.
cesses.

Stage five, of course, requires termination pro-

Knowing that these processes are needed, that the feelings and

issues at stake are normal and to be expected, can provide group members

with

a

Summary

greater level of confidence in using the appropriate process.

.

A number of small group processes whose purpose is to facil-

itate change have been reviewed here.

strate that each of these processes:

The intent has been to demon-

socialization, termination, learn-

ing, and group development can be exercised in ways that enhance the

likelihood that collaboration will develop in the group.

As with so

many of the facets of the small group reviewed here, the processes
overlap, are intertwined, and only exist as separate entities in

abstract sense.

a

very

Nonetheless, an understanding of the many variables

involved adds further layers to the thickness that is the chief char-

acteristic of small group process.

SMALL GROUP DIMENSIONS OF COLLABORATION

Conclusion

The purpose of the three chapters in this section
has been to
use the analytical framework developed in this study
(the values and

assumptions of collaboration and the characteristics of
collaboration)
to identify a range of small group structures and processes
congruent

with collaboration.

A theoretical perspective for each structure or

process variable was presented that enabled the reader to identify and

understand the more collaborative position.

Additionally, several

examples of strategies were presented for each variable in order to
indicate how the theoretical perspective might be applied.

Several overall conclusions emerge from this analysis.
first is
tion.

a

The

reaffirmation of the complexity of the topic under investiga-

While the collaborative positions developed in this chapter can

and will be synthesized and summarized in ways that enable them to be

reasonably useful as diagnostic or prescriptive tools, nonetheless the

practitioner needs to be aware of the complexity of the data from which
they were developed.

Clearly, collaboration is an extremely complicated

phenomenon; it is far more than the sum of its parts.

Thus any short-

hand version of collaborative characteristics needs to be used with some

degree of care.
A second conclusion, however, is that there is a clear and

detailed range of approaches to issues of small group structure and
process which are supportive of collaboration.
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These approaches can be

.

•
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explained using very commonly accepted theories of organizational
behavior and implemented through

a

large range of well-tested strategies.

Specific components of collaboration on the small group level are not

mysterious nor untested.
Why then is collaboration still so rare in American work settings?

One answer emerging from this chapter is that while each indi-

vidual collaborative theory or strategy has support, the entire complex

Key items in the complex such as the sensitive issues of

is rare.

supervision, evaluation, and firing are rarely exercised in collaborative ways in most American work settings.

Successful collaboration,

however, involves use of unpopular as well as popular collaborative

strategies
The second potential answer to the question will be the focus of
the next chapter.

While collaborative structures and processes may be

more common at the small group level, they may be less common at the

organizational level.

It is that level that will be the topic of the

next chapter in this study.

.

PART

3.

THE ORGANIZATIONAL DIMENSION OF COLLABORATION

CHAPTER

VI

THE ORGANIZATIONAL IMPACT ON THE COLLABORATIVE SMALL GROUP

A Systems Perspective

Collaboration is

a

small group phenomenon, yet an understanding

of the small group aspects of collaboration provides only partial under-

standing of the total concept.

Many other elements have an impact on

the small group and are partly responsible for the eventual success or

failure of the collaborative.

The concept of an open systems provides

a

very useful framework for analyzing these elements and increasing understanding of their effect on the collaborative small group.

An open system consists of

a

set of interrelated parts, each of

which is related to every other part of the system.

The open system

imports energy of some kind from the environment (the input)
that input in some way (the throughput)

back to the environment (the output)

,

,

,

changes

exports some form of energy

which in turn provides energy for

the new inputs (the feedback loop)
If one sees a collaborative group,

for instance, as one of the

subparts within the organization or system, it is clear how the system
can act positively or negatively to foster the collaborative group.
system, for example, can feed or starve the subpart by providing or

refusing energy inputs (e.g. resources, staff, space); it has large
impact on the group’s purposes through its power to accept or reject
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the group's product or service.

It can affect the degree of
collabora-

tion by changing the size or
composition of the subgroup, by making its

boundaries flexible or -rigid, by developing
supportive or destructive
types of interrelationships with the
other subparts.

A mirror image of the model used in Part

2 on the

collaborative

small group illustrates both both this
system perspective and how it

will be explored in this chapter.

Fig. 22.

The systems perspective.

The organization as an open system is the focus here.

It can be

viewed through the familiar perspectives of purpose (explored in Chapters

I

and II), of structure, and of process.

in dynamic relationship with its environment.

Furthermore, it exists

Characteristics of that

environment will be briefly described in order to provide some
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understanding of their effect on the collaborative small group.
Of these elements of the open system, its purpose, structure,

processes and environment, it is the structure that will receive most
detailed treatment here.

Purposes and processes are equally important

but do not differ in major ways at the organizational level from those
at the small group level.

The system environment, again very important,

has been eliminated from extensive discussion largely for the pragmatic

reasons discussed above.

The system structure, however, particularly of

the large, corporate system typical of this culture, is vastly more

complex than the small group structure discussed above.

The problem

derives from the problem of scale.
In large systems it is difficult for any person or group to feel

that they can monitor precisely all the day-to-day interactions that

Processes are much easier to shape constructively at the small

occur.

group level.

At the systems level, more energy must go into establish-

ing a structure that will foster the values and the process character-

istics described above.

The structure has an element of being the

independent variable; once it is in place, it fosters certain values and

processes at the expense of others without the need for constant monitoring

.

Elements of structure presented within the systems framework

provide the major organizing theme of this chapter.
issue of the whole and its parts is involved in
types of collaboratives.

a

The structural

discussion of various

The fact that some collaborative groups are

and others
systems in themselves relating directly to their environment,

are subsystems or part of

a

larger organizational system, will be
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introduced as one major way of understanding the difference between the

many different kinds of .collaborative groups.

A teaching team or qual-

ity control circle is obviously very different from an interagency

collaborative and both are, in turn, different from
alternative school.

a

food co-op or

This concept will be used to differentiate between

several major types of collaboratives

.

Other questions concerning the

nature of the parts and of the whole have to do with the size groups

involved (Does the system include many small groups?) and the degree of

boundary permeability (Do groups remain stable or do they come into and
go out of existence frequently?).

The quality of the relationship of the parts to the whole is

another major structural question.

Here power will be considered as

major factor defining that relationship.

a

Various relationships of parts

to the whole (e.g. vertical arrangements, horizontal relationships) will

be largely described in terms of the conceptualization of power that

each represents.

Just as the power relationships were important to

understanding small group variables, so they are key to understanding
these relationships at the organizational level as well.
The last chapter noted the wealth of material available on small
and
groups, and in particular, the large number of theoretical models

strategies supportive of collaborative principles.

Modern managerial

collaboration.
practice, at least in theory, is largely supportive of

inhibit collabModern organizational structures, in contrast, tend to
tentative; large-scale
oration; the literature is much smaller and more

actually constructed
alternatives are only briefly sketched, rather than
and solidly tested.

have noted, the
As Katzell and Yankelovich (1975)
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problem is one of scale.

with

A business system may be willing to experiment

new process or perhaps one small aspect of its structure, but it

a

is not often willing to manipulate its entire structure to test some

theoretical proposition.

For this reason, in this culture, isolated

processes and small structures supportive of collaboration are much more
common than large congruent organizational structures.
For similar reasons the majority of the literature to be cited
here was developed from experiments with small structural changes.
this approach is relatively recent.

Even

Until the mid-1960's, the bulk of

the experimental interventions into the social aspect of organizations

involved interpersonal rather than structural elements.

Since then,

however, the Tavistock Institute in England pioneered an approach which
has come to be called the sociotechnical systems approach.

In brief, it

conceives of both social and technical sides of organizations as being
systems.

Just as one can intervene in the technical or task side of an

organization, so one can intervene in the social system.
terns

Because sys

structural
are seen as structures, many interventions involve

changes.

Thus

been developed.

a

much broader range of intervention possibilities has
(See O'Toole,

1974; Davis and Cherns, 1975 for good

reviews of this literature.)
in detail at the
Again the intent of this chapter will be to look

environmental variorganizational variables and, much more briefly, at
used to support collaboration
ables in order to identify how each can be

within the small group.

variThrough its control over very essential

foster or inhibit collaboraables, the organization has the power to
tion.

variables and how they can
Knowledge about these organizational

.
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be varied is a crucial element
in understanding collaboration.

Different Types of Collaborative
Structures
The systems perspective is useful for
understanding the two main
types of collaboratives.

The first category contains what will
be

termed, here, freestanding collaboratives,
or collaboratives which

function in themselves as systems.

The whole, in this case, is the

collaborative group, and the parts are individual
members.

The second

category consists of collaboratives which are
subsets of systems.

Here

the whole is the organization while the
collaborative group is the part
A third group, interagency collaboratives,
properly speaking, belong to
the first category.

The same systems perspective, however, highlights

their hybrid nature and the specific problems that result
from that

nature

Frees tanding collaboratives

.

Freestanding collaboratives are small

collaborative groups which have no larger organizational base.

Common

examples are some consumer food co-ops, free clinics, small alternative
schools, many collaborative scholarly groups, small producer co-ops or

collectives, intentional communities, and self-help groups.
groups relate directly to the environment.

These

They are directly dependent

on the environment for necessary resources and are equally dependent on
the environment to accept the output and provide the feedback loop.

These two characteristics of freestanding collaboratives, their
small size and their direct dependence on the environment provide some

understanding of why these types of groups historically have been so
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vulnerable.

Small groups operating separately
have much less power than

larger organizations and are much
less able to withstand

relationship with the environment even
for

a

short time.

a

negative
In systems

terminology, the small system cannot
store enough excess energy to

survive temporary imbalances with the
environment.

In addition the

environment, consisting as it does of an
extraordinarily complex number
of political, economic and social
systems, can rarely be said to be

either supportive or destructive of
collaboration; its complexity,
rather, dictates a highly mixed, often uneven
and contradictory effect.

The freestanding collaborative, in other words,
has no insulating layer
to protect it from the complexities and
vagaries of the world.

However, some of the examples of freestanding collaborative
listed above have a better record of success than others,
scholarly collab-

oratives and self-help groups being notable examples.

The difference

between these types of collaboratives and the others in the list
can be
seen as

a

difference in the nature of inputs.

The input into scholarly

research or self-help is often more nonmaterial than material (time,
intelligence, education, interpersonal skills).

The other examples

given above, in contrast, require substantial material inputs (money,
materials, facilities) as well.

The environment, as well as the systems

within it, tend to be more generous with nonmaterial than they are with
material resources, and hence these groups tend to be less starved for
energy inputs than other freestanding collaboratives.

The well-docu-

mented history of money problems of freestanding collaboratives re-

quiring material inputs (Case and Taylor, 1975; Kanter, 1972; Swidler,
1979) is predictable from

a

systems perspective.

They are not big
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enough to take advantage of
economies of scale, nor are they
large
enough to accumulate enough
excess energy to protect them
against the

occasionally inevitable negative
relationship with their environment.

C^ laboratives

as subsystems

.

Collaboratives which operate as sub-

systems, on the other hand, are
not totally responsible for either

securing the energy input or the
acceptability of the output.

responsibility is shared with other subsets
of the system.

That

In addition,

the systems of which they are a
part may vary tremendously in size, with

medium and large scale systems providing
some degree of protection from
occasional imbalances with the environment.

Common examples of sub-

system collaboratives in industry include
autonomous work groups, project teams, quality control circles, other
job enlargement and enrich-

ment plans, and some self-management and worker
controlled groups.

Examples in education include team teaching, core
evaluation teams, peer

supervision teams, and schools within schools or public
alternative
schools.

Religious and voluntary examples include such organizations

as the Society of Friends, The League of Women Voters,
and such environ-

mental groups as the Clamshell Alliance Against Nuclear Power.
The negative aspect of the subsystem mode, of course, is the high

dependence of the subsystem on the rest of the system.
these collaboratives is as much

a

The success of

function of systems interaction as

they are of the small group interactions.

The total system has the

power to inhibit or support collaboration through numerous channels:

personnel policies, resource allocation, control mechanisms, and the
like.

For this reason the nature of the system structures and processes
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to be discussed in the next section are
critical to subsystems.

The

relative success of some of the examples in comparison
to others is

often in large part

a

function of the level of support from the total

system.

Interagency collaboratives

.

particular set of problems.

The interagency collaborative presents

a

As was discussed in Chapter I, the inter-

agency collaborative is formed when staff from two or more agencies join

together and form

a

new group to work together towards a common goal.

The interagency collaborative becomes

a

new system as one can no longer

say that all elements within the system are related to all elements of

any larger system.

However, the environment of the interagency collab-

oj^stive is clearly distinct from the environment of the freestanding

collaboratives discussed above.

The direct source of energy input and

the consumer of the output tend to be the parent agencies involved.

The

environment, in other words, is neither as diffuse and complex as in the
case of freestanding collaboratives nor as unitary as a single system.
It is the nature of this environment and the way that environment

impacts on the collaborative that presents the particular problems that
so often plague interagency collaboratives.

Resources for the collab-

orative generally are controlled by the parent agencies.

may or may not have similar goals and objectives.

parent agency may make

a

These agencies

Occasionally the

long-term commitment to the interagency collab-

orative but more often the commitment is short-term and tentative.
Sometimes the collaborative hires staff that has no past loyalty to any
of the participating agencies, but more often staff members work only

.
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part-time for the collaborative and retain their major role
in one of
the agencies.

Even in the first case, policy is usually made by

made up of staff from member agencies.

a

board

In short, participating agencies

often behave as systems, treating the interagency collaborative effort
as a subsystem subject to the usual system controls.

The potential for

conflict with two or more agencies acting in this way is enormous.
The special problem of the interagency collaborative, then, is to

gain enough autonomy for collaborative small group processes to operate

while at the same time not endangering those essential elements of the
group's environment that must provide resources and find the group's

product acceptable.

Staff within the collaborative need to negotiate

roles congruent both with the needs of the collaborative group and with

their functions within their home agency.

Goals of the collaborative

group need to meet needs of individual members and the participating
agencies.

Intragroup conflict is almost inevitable given these circum-

stances and is often severe.

If sufficient time and attention has not

been devoted to forming the group as an entity separate from participating agencies, such conflict can cause the disintegration of the

collaborative

Size of the Elements in the Collaborative Structure

Another key variable defining the system structure is size.

For

collaboration, what is important, is the size of the part or subsystem.
It may seem obvious to state that a structure which contains many small

groups will be more supportive of collaboration than structures which
use either individuals or large groups as major groupings, but the point
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needs to be made.

The fact that collaboration demands
a small gronp

structure is not widely understood, and
attempts to foster collaboration
in either highly individualistic
organizations or in entire systems

have been frequent.

Equally frequent is lack of understanding
of the

reasons for the widespread failure of these
attempts.
The case of a typical school illustrates
the problem with

largely individualistic structures.

Several major efforts have been

made to introduce collaborative reforms into
schools:

team teaching,

interdisciplinary studies, peer supervision, core evaluations
and open
classrooms are examples.

Teachers have rather predictable problems in

maintaining the effort in

a

structure which assigns each teacher to

work independently in separate classrooms.

Teachers quite justly

note that the principal advocates team teaching and yet assigns
the

teachers involved to separate planning periods.

The structure does

not provide the necessary time, boundary control, and resources to the

collaborative small group.

Collaboratives of this type which survive

do so more in spite of the structure, rather than with the support of it.

Many attempts at interagency collaboration illustrate the problems
involved in attempted collaboration between large groups (Hage, 1975;

Neghandi

,

1975).

Without the small group structure, there is no group

that has the necessary setting to develop commitment to the collaborative.

Member agencies protect their individual turf, but no structure exists
to foster the group rather than just the separate agency component of

collaboration.

Nor is there always an identified group charged with

management of the collaborative effort.

Again, there are successful

interagency efforts, but they generally have to attend to the creation
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of the appropriate structure,
rather than beginning with the
structure
in place.

Eventually, successful collaboration
demands
ture.

small group strucIt is only logical to assume
that systems structures which
proa

vide many small group work settings
will find it easier to develop
those
groups into collaboratlves than
those that in addition must make a
major
change in their structure to provide
the small group setting.
Collab-

oration undoubtedly occurs in these
latter cases but it demands extra
effort both in creation and in long-term
maintenance of the collaboration as an exception in its system.

Degree of Flexibility

There is a good deal of agreement among
theorists that structures
that foster collaboration are dynamic and
flexible rather than mechan-

istic or permanently fixed (Kraus, 1980; Ingalls,
1976; McKinsey, 1980;
Schon,

1971).

Both the composition of the whole and the composition
of

the parts are subject to change.

Indeed the entire open systems model

of organizations implies much more flexibility of
design than the usual

pyramid (Katz and Kahn, 1969).

What one does not find in the literature

is any discussion of why flexibility is an important structural
com-

ponent in fostering collaboration, or any investigation of the optimal
degree of flexibility.
That there is

a

limit to the degree of change conducive to col-

laboration is implied in discussion above of small group structure and
stages of group development.

Considerable evidence demonstrates that

membership change disrupts the group's functioning.

If a group is
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funct.on.„g

1„

the productivity or
highly collabotative stage,

a ™e™betshtp change will cause
it to recycle back
through the earlier less
productive stages of group
development. Random and
frequent changes
With no clearly identified
purpose are disruptive; a
function of a
supportive structure is to
assist the group in maintaining
the cohesion
necessary for collaborative
functioning.

On the other hand, the fact
that collaboration is

stage of
group development also implies
that the kind of energy,
synergy and
commitment characteristic of
collaboration does not last forever.
Small
a

groups also can become Inbred,
claustrophobic, and limiting. A
quality
work life for individuals would
imply membership in a number
of groups,
while maintenance of high
productivity also implies that groups
would
regularly come into and go out of
existence.
Thus a structure favoring
collaboration would be protective of

group boundaries over the short
run but provide

a

high degree of flexi-

bility and regular group reorganization
over the long run.

"Short” and

"long" in this case are relative terms
largely determined by the spe-

cific purpose of the group.

Clearly, too, the "regular reorganization"

needs to be accomplished according to
collaborative principles; gener-

ally if it is an expected part of the
group’s life, it is not seen as
disruptive.

Collaboration is

a

dynamic rather than static concept and

is more likely to occur in what McKinsey
and Co.

(1980) term a "buzzing"

environment, an environment where change and experimentation
are the
norm, not the exception.
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Power

as

a

Nonscarce Resource: A Key Factor
in Collaborative Systems

A further crucial aspect of system
structure is the relationship

between the parts of the system and the
whole.

In social systems that

relationship can be defined in terms of power.

The conceptualization of

power as

a

nonscarce resource has already been introduced
as

a

major

factor in describing small group structures
and processes which support

collaboration.

It is equally important at the systems
level.

When power is defined as scarce in

a

social system, it generally

becomes equated with control and coordination.

Since only

a

few people

will have access to power, power must therefore be
identified with
factors which keep the system together.

created that allows

a

Therefore

a

structure must be

small group of people to control and coordinate

the activities of the rest.

In contrast, when power is defined as being

freely available, then it tends to be identified with

variety of functions within the organization.

a

much wider

Since many people in the

organization are powerful, control and coordination are reduced to the
status of two of many functions in the organization, neither of which
are necessarily any more important than other functions.

The example of the classic hierarchical pyramid embodies the

concept of power as scarce.

power and people.

There is an inverse relationship between

At the top of the pyramid are the few people with the

greatest power; at the bottom are the great majority of people with very
little power.

Because people at the bottom have very little autonomy,

other people higher up must control their behavior and coordinate their

behavior with that of others.
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The fact that this pyrainidical organization
fosters competition

rather than collaboration has been demonstrated by
(Thayer, 1973; Herbst,

1976; Kraus,

1980; Likert,

Ingalls, 1976; Kanter,

1977; Hunnius

,

Carnoy and Shearer, 1980).
it,

a

host of authors

1961; Argyris,

1973; Adizes and Borgese,

groups

1975;

Clearly if power is scarce, then in order to

one must be better than someone else; competition is the result.

Equally true is that the structure inhibits collaboration in
ways:

1971;

a

number of

the necessary shared power and autonomy is not given to most
;

self “actualization for the many is not available because of the

limited ability to advance; social interaction is not encouraged as many
jobs are individual endeavors; basic values about human nature and the

environment contradict collaborative principles.
There is widespread consensus that the steep pyramid inhibits

collaboration and in general is inhumane and wasteful of human talent.
However, there is no widely accepted alternative.

Tannenbaum et

Some researchers like

(1974) and Adizes (1971) feel that some degree of

hierarchy is necessary, given inherent inequalities in power; others
(Kraus,

1980; Ingalls,

1976) disagree, believing that nonhierarchical

structures are quite feasible.

Some writers have ventured alternative

organizational charts (Likert, 1961; Ingalls, 1976), but most remain

with broad descriptors.

Matrix organizations (Herbst, 1976; Davis and

Lawrence, 1977; Emery and Trist, 1973) and network organizations
(Herbst, 1976; Schon, 1971; Henderson, 1978) have been proposed but have

not gained wide acceptance.

The situation resembles what Kuhn (1970)

termed the preparadigm shift period.

There is broad agreement about the

failures of the old paradigm (the pyramid) and an increasing amount
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of research and commentary, but no one alternative has
"clicked"; conse-

quently the old paradigm dominates practice.
What will be proposed here are some general principles that might
3

social system supportive of collaboration; these principles

derive from the concept of widely available power.

The principles will

first be explored in themselves; then several examples of system pro-

cesses and system structures that embody those principles will be introduced.
a

The purpose will be to define

a

relationship among the parts of

system that fosters the collaborative small group.

Increasing power in the system
power relationships within

a

.

There are two basic ways to change

system.

One is the classic technique of

taking power away from one group and giving it to another.

The problem

with that approach here is that power is still seen as scarce; in order
to empower one group, one must de-power another.

Thus the second tech-

nique, increasing the total amount of power in the system, is the tech-

nique congruent with collaboration.

Tannenbaum et

al^.

(1974) have demonstrated convincingly that the

total amount of power, prestige, and status in

a

compared ten plants in each of five countries:
Yugoslavia, and Israel.

system can vary.

They

the U.S., Italy, Austria,

They found that the total amount of power var-

ied and that in systems where there was a higher total amount of power,

and that differences among individuals or groups were less noticeable;
the hierarchy,

in other words, was not as steep.

They also make the

point that in systems with higher total power, there is more control,
not less.

Empowering more groups means

a

higher total number of control

.
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processes such as supervision, coordination, and evaluation.
two major ways to increase the total amount of power in

a

There are
One

system.

is by broadening one's definition of what is considered power and the

other is by increasing the total number of people allowed to exercise
power.

Both are useful in indicating basic elements of

a

system sup-

portive of collaboration.

Redefining power

.

By redefining what functions in

a

system can

be termed powerful, one can greatly increase the power in the system.

For instance, one can define skill, expertise, and interpersonal competence, as well as control and authority as power.

Elements in

a

system operating with large amounts of broadly defined power can be

arranged by function rather than by status or authority (Kraus, 1980).
As Bennis and Slater (1968) point out, the field of science is to some

degree

a

model for this structure.

Expertise is much more powerful to

scientists than authority, and it is widely available throughout the
field.

For this reason, units tend to relate to each other more by what

they do, their function, rather than by status.

The field is widely

decentralized and basically nonhierarchical
Systems that have redefined power in this way also tend to put

high value on education as
total power.

a

a

vehicle for increasing expertise and thus

Tannenbaum makes the point in his comparison of the

system.
Israeli Khibbutz and the Yugoslavian self-management

Both

informal power in Yugostructures are highly participatory; however,
to low levels of education
slavia is still in the hands of the few, due

system is low.
and thus the total amount of power in the

increases total power in

a

When one

people are
system, one needs to assume that
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equipped to exercise It
constructively.

Again high levels of educat
ion

are indicated.
In creasing access to ower.
p

Increasing access to power Is
the

second way to increase the
total amount of power in

a

system.

Very
often, unfortunately, theorists
have missed the importance
of the connection between these two
elements.
They have Increased access to
power
without, at the same time,
increasing total power.
It is only when
these two elements are combined
that the structure fosters
collaboration
in a significant way.

Increasing access to power is generally
termed democratization.

Increasing access to power in work
organizations has many names:

worker
control, self-management, workplace
democratization, industrial democcracy, increased participation, etc.

Many of these experiments are

similar to political democratization,
however, in that they do not
increase the total amount of power in the
system.

Workers meet perio-

dically to elect managers and/or policy
makers at which time power
passes to the elected until the next election.
the day-to-day level but only periodically.

Power is not shared on

For this reason this kind

of democratization of structure is not in
itself a strong factor in

supporting collaboration.
To say that democracy does not cause collaboration is
not, how-

ever, to be interpreted as meaning that political and
economic democracy
is unimportant to collaboration.

sense of equity (e.g.

a

It is very important in creating a

sense that individual needs are being addressed

at the same time as group purposes are met)

.

Indeed

a

democratic struc-

ture may be the closest way to foster collaboration when scarce
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material resources must be allocated among many groups.

In addition,

there is evidence that collaborative approaches freely
adopted by

workers within

a

democratic structure have more chance of success than

those imposed from above (Guest and Fatchett, 1974),

However, democratization is

much more powerful structural

a

force favoring collaboration when access to power is increased on

daily as well as occasional basis.

a

It is this access that supports the

shared power and decision making and the degree of small group autonomy
so necessary to collaboration.

One hypothesis that deserves much more careful testing is that

collaboration on the small group level integrated into

a

highly partici-

patory organizational structure may well increase worker productivity as
well as satisfaction.

Productivity is more

a

result of the production

and goal-centered collaborative process while satisfaction is
of feeling that one's opinions count.

a

result

Some of the research on produc-

tivity of autonomous work groups indicates some potential for this
hypothesis, though too many extraneous variables have been involved for
any conclusive results (Guest and Fatchett, 1974).

An organizational structure that supports collaboration, then,

conceives of power as

a

nonscarce resource and increases the total

amount of power in the system by broadening the definition of power to
include aspects such as expertise, and by increasing access to power on
a

daily as well as occasional basis.

Before going on to investigating

examples of these principles in practice, however, it is important to
discuss the effect that this reconceptualization of power might have
on other aspects of the system.
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T he fuaction of c ontrol as distinguished
from the need for
co 9rdination

.

One of the major reasons given for concentrating
power at

the apex of the pyramid is the assumption
that this is the most effi-

cient way to carry out the coordinating or
integrative function.

Given

the importance of division of labor, or differentiation,
then central-

ization is essential to prevent fragmentation.

function is awarded

a

Thus the coordination

higher level of status and assigned to upper

management.
It is important to the understanding of structures that
foster

collaboration, not to confuse maximization and sharing of power with low
levels of coordination.

Essentially these are two different phenomena.

Decentralization of power does not necesarily indicate decentralization
in other respects.

The degree of differentiation and integration best

for any social structure is, as Lawrence and Lorsch (1969) demonstrated,
a

function of the purpose and overall situation of the organization, not

of the degree of collaboration desired.

An organization can be inte-

grated by function and decentralized in control patterns (Kraus, 1980).
In addition, the widespread availability of the computer makes it

realistic to downgrade some of the coordination function to
rather than high level management function.

supervisors, are capable of providing
data to a work group.

a

a

technical

Computers, as well as

steady exchange of coordinating

Given widely available information, there is no

particular logic any longer in assuming that all decisions need to be
made in one location in the system.

Different types of decisions need

to be made in different locations depending on the variables involved.
If one assumes high levels of education in the system as a vehicle for
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increasing the total power, one can also assume
many groups with the

necessary skill to carry out the coordinating
function.
One can, in other words, describe structures
which foster col-

laboration as increasing small group autonomy
through decentralization
of control, and of fostering interdependence with
the system through

integration by function.

Increased power supports the creation of

synergy and productivity in the small group; sufficient
coordination

contributes to the purposefulness of the group.

Both are important to

collaborative functioning.

System norms and processes which increase power in the system

.

In-

numerable processes form the day-to-day interactions among the different
parts of the system; as these processes become routine, and embodied in
the rules, policies and procedures of the organization, they take on the

characteristic of being system norms.

What is crucial in

a

system

supportive of collaboration is for these processes and norms to contain
the idea of widely available, widely shared power.

For the most part, processes that are exercised across groups in
a

system are similar to processes between individuals.

Leadership

functions such as structuring, supervision, and evaluation often occur

between groups, or more properly, between individuals of one group and
individuals in another group.

The same is true for decision making,

conflict resolution and communication as well as for hiring, training,
and firing.

For that reason, it is unnecessary to repeat the more

detailed account in the last chapter of how each of these can be performed in an empowering manner.

Suffice it to say that virtually all

.

.
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the specific process characteristics
developed in the previous chapter

apply equally well to the intergroup level.

portive of collaboration,

a

If a system is to be sup-

sufficient number of these processes must

become the norm of the system as well as of the small
group.
Structures which inc rease power in the system

.

There is

a

small, though

interesting, amount of research and theoretical development of
models

concerning structures supportive of collaboration.

The vast amount of

relevant research, as was noted above, investigates either small structural experiments and case studies, or large changes which do not inten-

tionally support collaboration.
One of the more interesting of these studies is intriguing in

that it is not an investigation of collaboration but, nonetheless,

describes

a

structure quite close to the one described above.

McKinsey

and Company, one of the larger consulting firms in the country, pre-

sented research based on interviews with managers of thirty of the major

innovative corporations in the nation.
also correlated with

panel of experts.

a

The results of interviews were

review of the literature and information from

a

Their findings presented in pairs of seemingly oppo-

site statements about successful structures are as follows;

Style and culture are usually
very informal and loose, creating
a buzzing environment.

Focus is squarely on execution
and values are strong and
directive

Structure is flexible and
dynamic with a strong bias
towards keeping things small.

Systems are tightly focused
on what is important and provide integration throughout.

Proliferation of small teams
gives managers substantial
autonomy and spurs entrepreneurial behavior.

Teams and work groups are
closely monitored to prevent
catastrophe

.
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Substantial autonomy is given
to those in contact with the
customer to meet specific
requirements

The most
value in
exerting
to serve

rigidly observed
the business involves
extraordinary effort
the customer.
(1980, pp.

1-3).

What is interesting, for purposes here, is to superimpose the
left half of the list over the principles developed for systems supporting collaboration and the right half on the description of the collab-

orative small group.
intended, there is

a

Despite the fact that no such application was
very close fit.

Task orientation, clear goals,

attention to the need for coordination and quality control are, in the
terms used here, small collaborative group functions, which are more

likely to be performed both successfully and collaboratively in the
flexible, dynamic, "buzzing” environment of small autonomous project
The fact that these organizations are highly productive and

teams.

innovative suggests that the energy characteristic of collaborative
groups can be economically successful as well.

Models of Structures Supportive of Collaboration

Two models of organizational structures are frequently mentioned
as being conducive to collaboration.

The first is the organizational

network model (Schon, 1971) and the second is the matrix organization
(Emery and Trist, 1973; Davis and Lawrence, 1977).

Of these two, the

network organization is the least well thought out or tested.
cept of

a

The con-

network more properly denotes loose gatherings of individuals

not describe
which communicate regularly and exchange resources; it does

network involve their
linking of groups except as the individuals in the
group.
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This concept has had its most thorough investigation
in the
fields of human services, social services and education
(Sarason, 1977,
1979; Dosher,

1976; Loughran,

1981; Reed,

1981).

Networking in these

fields is seen as the first step in initiating frequent
communication

and resource exchange among individual members in
different agencies, to

developing some formal cooperative efforts among agencies, or
perhaps to
initiating an interagency collaborative project.

Stated in systems

language, an environment with high levels of networking is much more

liable to produce interagency collaborative efforts than an environment

where networking is rare.
However, the concept of

a

network organization differs from this

more precise definition of networking.

It is an attempt to conceive of

an organization functioning the way a network of individuals functions,

with relatively autonomous groups sharing information and resources for
mutual benefit but with few limits on their individual behavior.

Though

this type of network can be useful in some cases, it works best when the

intent (the desired product) is to share information, not to produce

something in common.

For instance, some national professional organiza-

tions or volunteer lobbying organizations function as organizational

networks; however, the loose level of organization is not conducive to

a

sustained collaborative effort.
A system supporting collaboration needs to balance the needs for

autonomy with the needs for interdependence.

The concept of networking,

both on an individual and on an organizational level, permits excessive
autonomy.

Collaboration demands closer linkages, and more closely

managed coordinating devices both as vehicles for securing commitment to
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shared goals, to insuring performance, and as ways to keep
the group
from disintegrating when conflicts occur.

Matrix organization
provides

a

description of

.

a

Matrix organization, on the other hand,
system which theoretically, and in actual

practice, fosters some degree of collaboration.

It is unfortunately,

in

the words of Peter Drucker, "fiendishly difficult" (as quoted in Davis

and Lawrence,

1977, p.

3)

both to implement and to understand, and in

fact is very much an evolving concept.

However, for purposes here, the

effort at understanding is important if for no other reason than the
fact that this is one of the few models that has been tried on

a

large

scale basis and has had some degree of success.
The matrix organization, according to Davis and Lawrence (1977),
the major theoreticians in the field, developed in the aerospace in-

dustry and is an evolution of the project team structure used in so many

NASA projects.

In practice, many matrix organizations do rely on proj-

ect or product teams which fit the definition of collaboratives

How-

.

ever, the matrix organization itself describes the lines of control, and

not the nature of the work groups.

that employs

a

The matrix is "any organization

multiple command structure that includes not only

a

multiple command structure but also related support mechanisms and an
associated organizational culture and behavior pattern" (Davis and
Lawrence, 1977, p. 3).

Generally
than one focus.

a

matrix develops because the organization has more
for instance, there was the

In the aerospace industry,

dual need to produce

a

highly complex product for

and to support research and development in

a

a

specific customer

number of very technical
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specialities.

Similarly, universities must produce new knowledge in

a

range of scholarly disciplines and educate adults and adolescents;

hospitals have similarly different missions.

matrix organization to balance

a

Other organizations use

a

geographic focus of service to clients

with functional specialization to insure economies of scale.

In all

cases the dual focus in large systems brings about pressures to process

large amounts of information and to share limited resources.

The actual matrix part of the organizational structure generally

only occupies

a

hierarchical.

small part of the structure which in other respects is

Typically there is

a

chief executive heading the organi-

zation; his or her role differs, however, in that the task is not to
issue directives but to create

shared decision making.

a

climate fostering balance of power and

At the point in the hierarchy where the matrix

begins, there are two bosses, one for each focus of the organization.

Below these bosses are project managers who must report to two bosses,
respond to two budgets, two types of staff evaluations, two sets of
plans, and so forth.

Beneath these project managers are various types

of organizations; they could be collaborative teams or traditional

hierarchies or

a

combination of the two.

In practice,

the matrix has

very
usually only affected the top levels of management and has had

little effect on working conditions for most of the organization.
described above
The matrix model meets several of the conditions
for systems supporting collaboration.

The dual focus has the effect of

focus in the organiza
increasing the power in the system; more than one

more people have access to
tion is defined as powerful and consequently
power.

inherently unstable
In addition the dual focus creates an
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organization which is thus more flexible, more open to
frequent change
than

a

pyramid.

The matrix also fosters small group approaches and
to

certain extent has fostered collaborative values and
processes.

a

Davis

and Lawrence mention openness, trust, informality, shared
decision

making, and constructive confrontation of conflict as essential.

On the negative side, the matrix organization as it has been
implemented, has only increased power in the organization in
est way.

a

very mod~

Typically only middle and upper level managers are involved in

the matrix and the rest of the organization functions according to the

pyramid model.

In addition, the matrix model is not explicit in its use

of small groups as major components of the structure and specifically

has not described a collaborative small group as essential.

Some of the

more successful matrix organizations, particularly in the aerospace
industry, are noted for the use of collaborative project teams but the

component is not identified as

A proposed model for

a

a

crucial part of the model.

collaborative system

.

One is tempted to specu-

late, however, whether the autonomous work group concept at the blue/

pink collar levels of the organization might be combined with the

project/product team approach at the middle management level, and integrated into

a

functioning organization through the matrix.

Furthermore

it would be interesting to integrate the entire model into some form of

workplace democratization scheme that provided for democratic control
over higher levels of management.

Each of these components has

a

con-

siderable amount of research and practice behind it, and each component

clearly supports collaboration.
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What has happened only very rarely, however, is any
attempt to
combine all of these approaches simultaneously.

Workplace democratiza-

tion experiments tend to emphasize election of top level
management but
do not increase power through collaborative groupings
elsewhere in the

organization.
problem.

Autonomous work groups and project teams have the reverse

Matrix organizations suggest an intriguing mechanism for

exercising the coordination and control function in ways that increase
power but again often fail to integrate collaborative groupings at all
levels of the system.

Thus if one were to attempt to construct an ideal research plan
on the collaborative system, it would include these four elements of

structure together with the collaborative process and norms described
above.

The difficulties with such research are, as Katzell and Yankelo-

vich (1975) have noted, that they are extraordinarily risky, involving
all parts of the organization; additionally, there are so many variables

that it is difficult to design research which clearly measures the

effect of each.

For the moment, therefore, the case study, to be used

in the next two chapters, provides the closest approximation of

a

vehi-

cle for understanding how different parts of the system work together to

foster or inhibit collaboration.

Environments of Systems

As stated earlier, it is beyond the scope of the present study to

push the detailed contextual analysis beyond the organizational level.

Clearly organizations are products of the larger political, economic and
social systems in the culture, and they differ markedly in the degree to
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which they support collaboration.

The environmental variables that
in

fact may turn out to be crucial are
numerous and multifaceted.

Only

a

brief selection will be noted here as
an indication of the wide possibilities for further investigation.

The concentration in this study on

organizational variables needs to be understood
as

a

matter of personal

interest and pragmatic limits, and not an
indication of which contextual
level IS ultimately more important to the
success of collaboration.

One of the variables that may be critical to the
potential for

collaboration in any society, for instance, is the level
of education,
and the commitment to education in the society.

There is

a

good deal of

evidence that the potential for participation is correlated
to educational level (Pateman, 1970) and it may well be that the same
element is

essential for collaboration.

Higher social and economic class is like-

wise correlated in practice with high participation (Pateman) and may be
a

variable interrelated with education.
The degree of democratization of the political and economic

system is also potentially

a

critical variable.

While, as was discussed

above, democratic environments do not cause collaboration, the reverse

may be more important; highly authoritarian or repressive political or

economic structures can make collaboration difficult.

There is evi-

dence, for instance, that Yugoslavia's political system inhibits the

operation of its more democratic economic system (Hunnius, 1973).
Similarly,

a

number of authors have suggested that quality of work life

experiments, such as autonomous work groups, would be more successful in
this country if they were not imposed by management (Zwerdling,

ultimately subverted by an authoritarian economic system.

1980) or
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Another variable that is of high importance is the degree of
racism, sexism, and other prejudicial categorization of people in the

society.

It is difficult to bring together mixed groups of people and

assume that they will eventually become committed to the same goal in

a

society that regularly tolerates inequitable treatment of selected
groups of people.

Individuals quite understandably suspect that their

needs will be ignored.

There are other variables as well:

the type of ownership domi-

nant in the society, family patterns, level of technology, total wealth
and distribution of wealth, and cultural values are some of the many

variables which may be crucial to the degree of collaboration possible
in any society.

The brevity of treatment in this study is not intended

to be an indication of the lack of importance of these variables, but

simply a matter of expediency.

One must stop somewhere.

Summary

Collaboration is defined here as

a

small group phenomenon which

is affected greatly by its organizational and environmental context.

Open systems theory provides

a

framework for investigating the elements

of this context and their impact on the collaborative small group.

Various aspects of the system structure such as the definition of the
system whole and the definition of the system parts, the size of the
parts, the flexibility permitted the parts, and the quality of the

relationship among the parts were explored.

In particular, less hier-

archal structures in which power is treated as
is more

a

nonscarce resource and

are
widely shared are more conducive to collaboration than
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traditional structures.

Also structures which include small
groups, are

flexible, and support collaborative
norms foster collaboration.

Finally

brief exploration of the nature of the
system's social, political and
economic environment shows how the larger
environment impacts on the
a

collaborative small group.
This chapter is the last of several chapters
which has attempted
to further understanding of collaboration
through detailed analysis of

Its components.

The six general characteristics of collaboration,

together with the values and assumptions they embody,
were used to

identify ways that major structure and process variables
on both the
small group and organizational levels can be varied
in order to

increase levels of collaboration.

The next several chapters will return

to a more holistic approach, looking at actual collaborative
experiments
in their totality.

Chapter VII will present

a

selected from the literature and Chapter VIII
study in which the author was

a

,

series of case studies
a

more detailed case

participant observer.

In both these

chapters, the purpose will be to use the detailed analysis of the ele-

ments presented in the last four chapters as

standing the relative success or failure of

a
a

framework for under-

particular example.

PART

4.

APPLICATIONS

CHAPTER

VII

FOUR CASE STUDIES

The next three chapters provide illustrations of how
the model

developed and refined in the first part of this study can be
applied for
purposes.
tool.

This chapter will use the model as an analytical

It will be used to provide a further level of understanding
of

four reasonably well-known examples of collaboration.

further develop the model into

a

diagnostic tool.

The next chapter
A case history

of a collaborative work group developed through participant observation

will be presented, with the model being used to identify areas of

strength and areas that might be improved.
from

a

In the last chapter, data

workshop using the principles of the model will be reviewed in

order to demonstrate the potential use of the model for training purposes.
a

The intent of all three of the chapters is to apply the model in

variety of contexts in order to illustrate

a

variety of possible uses.

This chapter then returns to a holistic investigation of col-

laboration.

oration in

Four case studies of systems, each of which fosters collaba

substantive way, will be discussed.

In each case the

characteristics of purpose, process and structure discussed above will
be applied to the individual, small group, systems and total environ-

mental dimensions of the group as

a

way of generating hypotheses about

the relative success or failure of the collaborative effort.
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Part of
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the purpose of the chapter will be
to see if the characteristics
that
have been developed are useful as
analytical tools; another will be to

demonstrate the complexity involved given
the number of variables and
given their potential interaction. The
last several chapters have

described these variables as separate elements;
here the pervasiveness
of their interaction will be demonstrated.

One variable may be small in

itself, but when it interacts with other
variables at many different

levels

orf

the system, it can be crucial.

The Topeka Plant:

Autonomous Work Groups at General Foods

Throughout this study, the literature on autonomous work
groups
has been used as a major source of theoretical insight
into collabora-

tive functioning.

The case studies developed by these researchers are

equally as valuable as tools for testing the analytical power of the
principles that have been developed in earlier chapters.

One of the

most thorough and concrete of these case studies is the story of the
Purina Dog Chow factory in Topeka, Kansas.
1973; and Zwerdling,

(See Walton,

1972; Jenkins,

1980 for detailed descriptions.)

The Topeka plant began operation in 1971; it was an entirely new

plant with both its human systems and technical systems designed specifically for the task by

a

managerial planning group which included out-

side Harvard consultant, Richard Walton.

In choosing the autonomous

work group concept, the team helped bring to this country the idea that
had been developed first by the Tavistock Institute in Britain and by

Einar Thorsrud (1976) in Norway.
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General Foods' willingness to try the
autonomous work group

concept was due in part to its difficulties
with its Kankakee plant

where racial conflicts, violence, and
sabotage had interfered with
production.

Satisfying human needs was important to the
company not

just for moral reasons but for economic
reasons as well.
The autonomous work teams developed at
the Topeka plant clearly

met the criteria established here for

a

collaborative group.

Two teams

of 7-14 members divided the task of
manufacturing and preparing dog food

for shipping for each of the three shifts.

number of different functions to perform.

Each team, therefore, had

a

In addition the teams had

considerable autonomy in making most personnel decisions,
scheduling and

supervising work and performing quality control.

Workers were paid not

by the job they were doing but according to how many jobs they
had

successfully learned.

As with other personnel decisions,

it was up to

the team to decide when a worker had successfully learned one job and
so

was ready to learn another.

made in

a

Generally, decisions such as this one were

weekly team meeting or by plant-wide committees.

Team leaders

were chosen by management but in theory were to function as coaches, not
as foremen.

If one analyzes the Topeka plant from a small group perspective,
it is quite successful both in traditional terms and as a model of

collaborative functioning.

Walton (1972) in comparing this plant to the

conventional plant in Kankakee produced the following evidence of success

:

1.

2.
3.

The work of 110 workers was performed by 70.
Fixed overhead was 33% lower.
Absenteeism was 9% lower.
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4.

5.

There were 92% fewer quality
rejects.
Turnover was low; safety records were
good.

other authors (Jenkins, 1973 and
Zwerdling, 1980) have noted the
higher
levels of satisfaction in this plant.
Clearly the experiment was an economic
success; it also was

a

success in terms of meeting all but one
of the characteristics of col-

laboration established in this study.

Structurally, the size of the

work groups were within small group dimensions;
reasonable boundaries
were protected by allowing the team itself
to control these matters.
Roles were flexible and norms of openness,
constructive confrontation of
conflict, commitment to the group, and high
productivity existed.
In addition, most of the small group processes
noted by the

outside consultants were also congruent with collaborative
principles.
Power was shared through job rotation, through team autonomy,
and

through the emphasis on advancement by learning new skills.

Leadership

was conceived of as facilitating; decisions over many crucial items
were

shared by the team; and management made
information.

some of the processes fostering change.
a

commitment to share relevant

Conflicts were regularly confronted by those involved

rather than resolved by fiat from above.

ing

a

General Foods also addressed
Great care was taken in choos-

staff that could work constructively in that setting, and the new

staff was given intensive training.

Learning was clearly

a

key value in

the system with the reward system explicitly tied to the degree to which
a

worker invested in new learning.
The Topeka concept also incorporates the important individual and

group dimensions of purpose.

Individual needs for self-actualization

2A1

addressed throuKh the potential ot
workiuR on
learninR new skills, and for exercising

job-related matters.

a

a

.number ot

Jobs, for

great deal of control over

The team approach was highly social
and saw inter-

personal interaction as

a

positive rather than negative force.

Group or

company-wide needs for innovation and
productivity were met through the
group decision process and the successful
"bottom-line" results.

Clearly the Topeka plant was

a

successful collaborative venture;

unfortunately one must begin to use the past tense.

In the middle

1970’s according to Walton U'JTb) and Zwerdling
(1Q80) the experiment

began to go bad.

What seemed to be lacking was, in the terms developed

here, the supportive system.

The Topeka plant was only one experiment

within an otherwise traditional hierarchical organixat ion.

It w.as

established by upper management and key decisions such as the production
goals were always controlled by upper management.

Workers felt that

their autonomy was tenuous, and when sharply increased production quotas

tailed for in the mid-70*s, work groups began to revert to more
usual foreman/work relationships in order to save time.

In addition

Topeka managers were not rewarded with higher level positions as much as

other General Foods’ managers and interpreted this fact as lack of

corporate support.
Zwerdling in his analysis has hypothesixed that workplace democratixation "controlled unilaterally by management"
term (p. 29).
problem.

is

inherently short-

Certainly that incongruity was an essential aspect of the

Access to power was very limited beyond the small group set-

ting and total power at the systems level relatively low.

However the

systems perspective suggests that other factors may need to be
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investigated;

for instance the degree of flexibility in the system, the

presence of collaborative values, and of collaborative norms throughout
the organization.
In summary, the Topeka plant provides an example of the potential

power of the collaborative small group, both for increasing productivity
and for providing high levels of satisfaction.

The experiment was

particularly interesting in that the work to be done was in many ways
inherently tedious.

Equally important, the experiment illustrates the

long-term significance of contextual variables within the larger system.
It is difficult to increase and redistribute power to small groups of

blue-collar workers when the rest of the system sees power as an upper
The short-term success of the experiment seems in

echelon privilege.

retrospect to be due to initial enthusiasm and relative isolation from
the rest of the system.

Long-term success unfortunately needs equal

degrees of support which in the General Foods case has been missing.

Quality Control Circles in Japan

The growth of the quality control circles movement in Japan is

interesting in itself as

especially so as

a

a

case study of collaborative work groups, but

means of heightening awareness of how systems and

environmental differences impact on the small group.

When one contrasts

minor and
the widespread growth of this movement in Japan with the very

United States,
experimental nature of the autonomous work groups in the
in small group
one is immediately struck, not by any large difference

level.
variables, but in major differences at the systems
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The quality control circle, as was
described above, is

a voluntary group of workers with similar
responsibilities, who agree to meet

reguarly to discuss and recommend changes
to improve product quality.

A

supervisor meets with the group in the role
of group leader, not boss,
and the group has access, both to
training for its own members in tech-

nical and group decision making skills, and
to outside expertise.
Like autonomous work groups, the circles
meet most of the indi-

vidual and small group criteria for collaboration.

The groups are small

with sufficient homogeneity insured by their shared
area of work, and

heterogeneity through the involvement of different levels
of workers and
through access to expertise.

The group has substantial autonomy in

exploring all kinds of issues related to quality control and
in establishing its own procedures.

Individual needs for professional advance-

ment are met through the training involved and through access to challenging, open-ended problems.

Group needs for creativity are clearly

the underlying reason for the existence of the group.

collaborative processes are employed:
ation of

a

A number of

brainstorming to encourage gener-

wide variety of solutions, group decision making, group

learning, facilitative leadership, and attention to group process.
The quality control circle concept has proved very successful in

terms of cost saving and worker satisfaction (Yager, 1979; Davis and
Trist,

1974; Cole,

1979).

Davis and Trist (1974) reviewing the 400,000

circles then existing in Japan reported an average saving of $56,000 per
circle.

Perhaps of more importance as an indicator of success is the

rapid dissemination of the idea.
in his statistics, estimates

a

Even Cole, who is quite conservative

growth from the beginnings in the early
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1960

's

to use by 30% of Japanese firms
in the early 1970'
s, to use by

50% of companies today.

By way of contrast, autonomous work
groups have

had only minor growth in this country.

Since the two concepts closely

resemble each other on small groups and
individual variables, it is

logical to look for explanations of the
differences in growth at the
systems level.
On the surface, Japanese and U.S. organizations
are similar; both
are privately owned, hierarchical, and technologically
advanced.

However, there are some differences, chief among them
the system of

permanent employment in the large industries and Nenko

,

or the system of

reward by age and length of service (see Cole, 1979 and Levine
and
Kawada, 1980 for good reviews of this topic).
a

large Japanese industry, he/she has

a

organization until retirement at age 55.

When

a

worker is hired by

permanent contract with the
The fact that salary raises

are based on length of service reinforces the tendency of workers to

remain with one company for their entire career.
In contrast, American workers seldom have long-term contracts and

in fact find that often the major way to improve their salary is to

switch firms rather than to move up within the company.

Salary is based

on position more than length of service in this country; longevity

commands

a

raise that, at best, keeps up with inflation.

Along with this quite different attitude towards employment are
some logically related elements:

Japanese firms invest heavily in

training and retraining, and workers develop loyalty and commitment more
to the company rather than to a specific job.

Job descriptions are much

more loosely defined in Japan with workers expected to perform

a

number
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of different functions.

The large industry's high investment in the

worker, in other words, makes training logical and the
worker's assumed

future in the company makes commitment and desire to learn
diverse

functions equally understandable.
If one extends this line of reasoning somewhat further into
the

field of values

,

it is equally logical to see Japanese firms as be-

lieving more in human potential.

A contract for lifetime employment is

3n indication of faith in humanity's capacity to be productive, to

change and adapt to new situations, and to maintain high commitment.

Corroboration of this value position is found in Cole's (1979) assertion
that the American behavioral scientist theories of Maslow, McGregor,

Herzberg, etc. have always been more widely understood and practiced in

Japan than they have been in the U.S.
Several other factors in large Japanese organizations also are

supportive of collaboration.
is widespread.

The use of the work team or project team

Frederick Taylor's (1911) idea of dividing work into its

smallest possible component, assigning workers to highly repetitive
tasks never was as thoroughly instituted in Japan; rather teams have

diverse responsibilities.

In addition, decision making has never been

as thoroughly limited to high echelons.

Though Japanese industry is in

the strict sense hierarchal, in practice the entire organization is in-

volved in

a

consensus process for major decisions.

Eventually top man-

agement makes the decision, but not in the speedy, often arbitrary manner typical in this country.

The result as Drucker (1971) has noted is

that while decisions take much longer to make in Japan, implementation
is much more rapid.
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If one looks at all these various systems
components (permanent

employment, nenko

,

job diversity, company sponsored training, teams
as

functional units, and consensus decision making) in terms
of their

effect on levels of power in the system, the effect should
be clear.
All of these devices increase the levels of power at lower
levels of the

organization.

An employee with an assured future, access to

variety of professional development opportunities, to

a

a

wide

diversity of

tasks, and who is consulted and informed about major decisions, obviously has much more power than one might expect by simply looking at the

organizational chart.
Thus there are many elements in large Japanese organizational
systems supporting the formation and maintenance of collaborative ap-

proaches.

The rapid dissemination of the quality control approach from

that perspective is understandable.

To be fair, there are also negative

elements in the Japanese system as well.

The hierarchal nature of the

system has been noted; this basic structure is also accompanied by

paternalistic philosophy which may inhibit the growth of autonomy.

a

In

addition, most of the characteristics mentioned above apply only to
large industries.

Medium and small sized industries are much more

traditional in their managerial approaches.

However, among the highly

industrialized economic systems of the world, Japan's is one of the more
supportive of collaborative approaches.

International Group Plan

Both of the last two collaborative experiments exist within

basically capitalistic, hierarchical context.

Logically,

a

a

step towards
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an even more supportive system would be towards

controlled organization.

As discussed above,

a

more democratically

few self-managed firms

use collaborative small groups at lower levels of the organization, but
iD-bcrna t iona 1 Group Plans

an exception.

,

a

Washington-based group insurance company is

Not only is most work in the company done in autonomous

work teams of 6-12 employees, but the entire firm is worker managed and

partly worker owned.

That combination of widespread use of collabora-

tive groupings existing within a largely democratized system is unusual

not only in this country, but worldwide.
The following description of IGP is taken from Daniel Zwerdling's

Workplace Democracy (1980) except where noted elsewhere.

Zwerdling's

account of this case is thorough in its investigation of the unique

organization structure and in worker attitudes about the organization.
The only unfortunate omission is information on productivity.

Ideally,

figures of productivity before and after self-management was tried, and
figures comparing IGP with other similar firms would be included.
IGP became

a

self-managed firm in 1972 when president James

Gibbons, deeply involved in the social change movement of the 1960's,

transferred half the company's ownership to
trust.

a

nonsalable, profit-sharing

Later he gave workers the power to elect half the Board of Di-

rectors and began to set up the elaborate system of intertwined small

groups through which IGP now operates.
The basic grouping at IGP is the worker team.

The team organizes

and manages the work and is responsible for hiring and firing members.

The team belongs to

a

department and elects

the department operating committee.

a

leader who is a member of

This committee makes decisions
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concerning budgets, long-range
objectives, and team coordination.
The
department in turn belongs to a
division and elects a department
coordinator who serves on the division
operating committee. Up to this
point
the organization is quite
democratic. However the top group,
the cor-

porate operating committee,
responsible for running the business
on a
day-to-day basis is chosen by the
board of directors. Half of the
board
is chosen by Gibbons,

powers of

a

board.

the other half elected; it has
all the usual

In addition there are two other
major groupings, the

Personal Justice Committee, or worker
court, which is elected by the

workers and the Community Relations
Assembly, again elected, which
proposes all worker related policies to the
corporate operating com-

mittee and the board.
While not entirely democratic, this structure
nonetheless provides

a

high degree of support to the collaborative work
teams.

Their

basic autonomy over immediate issues is reinforced
by representative
voice in most of the higher levels of the hierarchy,
through basic

judicial protection of individual rights, and

a

voice in determining

total organization policies directly affecting their lives.
Two major commentators on IGP agree that the system has produced

mixed results.

Zwerdling lists on the positive side high salaries,

excellent benefits,

a

number of workplace innovations such as flexitime,

freedom to attend to personal business during the day or to take leave

without compensation, and
Paul Bernstein (1980),

a

a

high degree of participation in elections.

consultant to the organization, lists positive

worker attitudes despite essentially boring work, real structure for

2A9

participation, wide availability of management level information, and an

equitable grievance mechanism.
On the other hand, Zwerdling quotes
mass of contradictions" (p. 127).

others fail to punish incompetence.

a

worker describing IGP as "a

Some teams work very productively but

There is

a

general complaint over

the time spent in committees and the fact that the committee structure

itself has been changed so frequently that few workers understand it.

Many workers do not have committee skills and in actuality few workers
have stayed on upper level management committees long enough to acquire
the financial education essential to making decisions at that level.

The latter factor together with Gibbon's forceful personality has led to

grumblings about self-management being

a

farce.

Both Zwerdling and Bernstein agree that

a

major lack in the

organization is training, both in group process skills and in middle and
upper management skills

.

Both mention the lack of preparation of

workers for the democratic structure as being understandable in this
society.

In addition, Bernstein feels strongly that workers need to

economic
receive frequent feedback on their performance in meaningful

productivity).
terms (e.g. profits returned to teams on the basis of

developed here.
Both these factors are important in the framework
going through a socializaIn many ways the entire corporation has been
radical transformation from corporate management

tion phase involving

a

to self-management.

from
The discomfort and frustration is predictable

a

that it has been progroup development point of view; it would seem

lack of
longed because of frequent changes in structure,

a

sustained
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training program, and Gibbons' own tendency
to intervene to get things

moving quickly.
Similarly the lack of widely agreed upon
collaborative supervision and evaluation measures has been

a

problem.

Reacting from the too

rigid policies of most similar businesses, IGP
seems to have swung too
far in the other direction.

A strong commitment to supervision and

evaluation is essential for continued delivery of high
quality services.
One of the major needs of the company is to develop,
as Bernstein suggests, some feedback system that is congruent with
collaborative prin-

ciples

.

In addition to these two factors, the analysis developed here

suggests that IGP needs to understand that its committee structure is as

important an element in its system as are the work teams.

As much care

needs to be devoted to issues of size, composition, and particularly of

stable boundaries as are devoted to similar issues for work teams.

The

too frequent changes in structure and membership have inhibited the

development of trust, commitment and expertise essential to collaboration.

Furthermore it is important that IGP develop

a

more precise

understanding of what kinds of issues should be resolved by the committee or work team and which issues are better left to individuals.
Currently, people complain that too many trivial issues take up com-

mittee time; combined with the general lack of meeting skills, the
result has been too much unproductive time spent in meetings.

What is

needed is more rigorous application of the principle of reserving

.
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collaboration for problems requiring innovation, and

a

solid training

program in the skills of creative problem solving.
Even should all these reforms be instituted, however, the experiment at IGP will always have to contend with the fact that it is an

oddity in bureaucratic Washington, and in the rest of the country as
well.

Socialization of new members on all levels of the organization

will always present more of

a

challenge to this organization than it

does, for instance., to companies in Japan.

Despite all these problems, however, Zwerdling ends his analysis
on an optimistic note.

Most workers feel that IGP is the best place

they've ever worked, and the company continues to make

highly competitive business.
lems.

a

profit in

a

Large corporations will always face prob-

IGP's are quite understandable given the large scale nature of

the change and its existance in

a

culture which is very suspicious of

the basic principles of self-management

A Voluntary Group:

The League of Women Voters

The collaborative potential of

a

voluntary rather than profit

making system presents some interesting contrasts to the cases presented
above.

The purposes of voluntary organizations are quite different from

profit making firms, and since purposes are closely tied to values,
there are differences in basic values as well.
The example chosen for discussion here. The League of Women
solidly
Voters, is particularly interesting in that the organization is

American society:
in the mainstream of the more powerful parts of
white, middle class, well educated, and middle aged.

In many ways it

.
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is similar to and can serve as
a model for major service firms
in this

country.

Its product, political education and
influence, is a service,

and its membership is largely female as
is the membership of many major

social and business services (education,
health, social work, clerical
work)

The League of Women Voters was formed from
former groups of

suffragettes when the Constitutional amendment giving
the right to vote
to women was passed.

Its initial purpose was to educate women on poli-

tical issues so they would be prepared to vote wisely.

Later that pur-

pose was broadened to include education of men as well, and
men are now

permitted to join the League.

The League studies local, state, and

national issues selected by the membership, comes to agreement on

position about those issues, and then works through
cal channels to gain acceptance of those positions.

a

a

number of politi-

Though it never

takes a position for or against any political candidate, it does lobby

actively on issues it supports.
The basic unit of the League is the collaborative small group.

The major groupings within the approximately 1500 local Leagues are

study or action groups and the consensus groups, each of which have

somewhat stable membership over 6-9 months.
charge of investigating

a

a

The study group is in

particular issue and organizing all relevant

information for presentation to the membership.

That study can be

a

quite active process on the local level with lots of field work, or more

library research oriented on national levels.

Study groups also fre-

quently compile their materials for publication in pamphlets, newsletters, booklets or media presentations.

Action groups are similar
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but their activities are more likely to include letter writing, petition
signing drives, lobbying legislators and local officials, and

a

much

wider use of the media.
Consensus meetings are the other major vehicle for the League's
work.

They meet regularly, most often twice

a

month.

Small Leagues may

have only one consensus meeting but most Leagues have several at different times to attract different populations.

Generally

group will hold

a

one or two informational meetings to absorb the material collected by
the study group and then one or two more meetings to develop the group's

consensus or position on the issue.
The only other grouping in

a

local League is the membership

meeting which usually meets only once

a

year in

a

policy-making format

(to elect officers, adopt by-laws, vote issues to be studied).

Other

membership meetings are social or informational.
The choice by the League of

a

collaborative small group structure

has been an interesting adaptation to its volunteer status.

Members are

also nontax deasked to volunteer not only large amounts of time but

joins or retains
ductible membership dues; obviously no one voluntarily

membership unless her individual needs are being met.

What the small

offered the middle class
group structure and League activities have
interaction, socially
woman of the mid Twentieth Century is social

sophisticated political inforacceptable and interesting objectives,
in research, public speak
mation, plus an enormous amount of training

media, and management.
ing, persuasive arts, use of the

Clearly the

individual needs side of the collabLeague has paid attention to the

orative equation.
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The collaborative process itself has also
contributed to the

League's ability to retain volunteers.

Members can select two levels of

involvement, the more extensive 6-9 months of the study
group or the
less demanding consensus group.

In both cases, however, the groups are

task oriented, energetic, and combine individual and
group concerns.
The collaboration of the consensus group may only last
for several hours

but the relative membership stability and agreement over process
makes
the short time productive.

Another important factor in the longevity of the League's use of

collaboration is the fact that the larger system is highly supportive of
collaboration.

The value position common to League members, the organi-

zational structure, and system processes are congruent on

a

national and

state as well as local basis.

There are several important differences between League values and
those of the typical American business, and it is tempting to hypothesize

about their source.

Do women in this society hold different values than

men and/or are those values

a

product of the difference in organizational

goals?

The major difference is the belief about the nature of human

nature.

The League's stated goal as well as its entire structure is

based on the premise that all women have the potential of voting intelligently.

The organization assumes that the only blocks are exter-

nal, not internal, and has dedicated itself to removing one of those

blocks, lack of political education.

Most businesses, in contrast,

assume that many blocks to productivity are internal to the worker
(laziness, disinterest, etc.).

treatment of power as

a

The League's value position supports the

nonscarce resource which is seen in the League's
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use of such collaborative processes as shared leadership, consensus

decision making and freely available information.
The League's structure, best described as an inverse hierarchy,
is also highly supportive of small group collaboration.

The most impor-

tant decisions for the League, their positions on issues, are made by
the collaborative units.

The local board and the state and national

boards on relevant issues, have only minor powers to reconcile differences between consensus groups.
the local groups.

Major differences must be returned to

Even the national convention, consisting of repre-

sentatives from each League, has very limited powers.

Occasionally this

limitation has resulted in some rather embarrassing moments as in the
case when the convention had trouble in figuring out how it could sup-

port the Equal Rights Amendment.

However, the support of local power is

to the League a critical principle.

The interesting element of this structure is that it does foster

coordination and interdependence despite the lack of real control mechanisms at the top.

The League rarely fails to get consensus on

a

topic

sopisticated

once it makes the effort, and it can orchestrate quite

a

nationwide lobbying campaign on issues of importance.

The key items

seem to be twofold.

The first is the common value and social-economic

extensive
and educational bases discussed above, and the second is an

written and interpersonal communication system.

Interpersonal communi-

drawn from
cation includes state and national conventions and boards

a

representative selection of state and local units.
come is whether
What will be interesting to watch in the years to
a

women in this
basic environmental change, the changing status of
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culture, will reduce the
importance of collaboration
for the league.
Many of the benefits that
the league provides for
women:
social interaction, meaningful work,
skill training, are also
available through
challenging work, league women
are going back to work in
large numbers
and the unemployed mother
of small children, long the
league’s primary
member, is becoming rare.
It may be that future
league members may
agree to permit higher levels
of their hierarchy to exercise
more power
as do other, similar organizations
such as Common Cause.
It is clear
that the organization must change
in significant ways to meet the

changing needs of its membership.

Whether or not the emphasis on col-

laboration will be retained will be
an interesting process to watch.
Summa ry

There are
studies.

a

number of ways that one could compare these
four case

Only one such possible comparison will be
made here as

a

way

of summarizing some of the data and
indicating how the analytical char-

acteristics developed here might provide useful
comparative clues.
Of the four cases, it would seem that the
quality control circles

and the League are more successful collaborative
approaches than IGP or
the Topeka plant.

Though the latter two cases are by no means failures,

they nonetheless exhibit more troubled symptoms at this
point than the
first two cases.
clearly.

Two differences between these two groups stand out

The first is that the first two cases have overall value

positions much more congruent with collaboration than the latter two;
the second is that either the organization and/or overall environment
is

much more supportive of collaboration.

One might even speculate
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further that perhaps

a

reason for the more supportive context
is the

shared values.
The underlying values and the supportive structure
in the quality

control circles and the League cases interact in
largely positive ways,

reinforcing and helping to create the small group
collaborative effect.
Small group members, for the most part, feel valued and
trusted, under-

stand that their effort will be taken seriously, and value the
oppor-

tunities available for personal and professional growth.

The effect is

the synergistic, productive small group effort towards organizational
goals.

In contrast, IGP has inherited the lack of trust of individual

workers characteristic of the Washington bureaucracy, and has not pro-

vided the internal stability, long-term learning opportunities, or
concrete information on performance necessary to change those widely
held beliefs.

The Topeka plant, on the other hand, did have the early

isolation and solid training which produced impressive early results,
but over the long-term seems to have been vulnerable to the lack of

support in the rest of the organization.

Obviously this comparison is
case,

is a

a

simplification of what, for each

highly complex set of variables.

It also suffers from the

’’slice of life” defect in that each case is on-going and any success or

failure today may be reversed tomorrow.

The variables developed here

can be used to generate comparative data only in

a

very broad sense.

Much more constructive and precise is their application to

organization with the purpose, not of coming up with
suggesting concrete possibilities for improvement.

a

a

single

grade, but of

Such will be the
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intent of the next chapter which concentrates
in detail on one case
study.

CHAPTER

VIII

A COLLABORATIVE TRAINING TEAM

APPLICATION OF THE MODEL AS A DIAGNOSTIC TOOL

One of the potential uses of the model developed in this study is
as a diagnostic tool.

Increasing numbers of groups and organizations

are making a decision to work more collaboratively but are becoming

puzzled, frustrated, and often give up when their initial attempts fail.
This chapter represents

a

first attempt to refine what is an admittedly

large number of variables into

a

more concise diagnostic framework that

can be used to highlight strengths and weaknesses for an ongoing collab-

orative group.
The case study describes the work group formed by ten University
of Massachusetts staff members who came together in the fall of 1980 to

design and carry out a training program for the fifty state directors of

community education.

The case study was written up in April and May of

1981 shortly before the group finished its work and disbanded.

Thus the

diagnosis had the advantage of having several months of data to analyze

which represented

a

good percentage of the group's life.

Nonetheless, the diagnosis will be presented not just in terms of
past history (What did the group do well?

What might it have done

continue or
differently?) but of present concerns (If the group were to

useful to discuss? What
to regroup in the Fall, what issues might it be
improve current
specific suggestions might be made to the group to
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functioning?).

The purpose, in other words, is to demonstrate the po-

tential usefulness of the model as

a

diagnostic tool for organizational

development specialists.
The case, as was noted in the introduction to this study, was

developed using participant observation.

The author was

team, had access to minutes and other records, and kept

a

a

member of the
journal de-

scribing every major meeting and other relevant occurrences.
used involved

a

Other data

questionnaire completed by the staff in November 1980

and again in April 1981

The limitations of the participant observer methodology have

already been discussed.
in mind.

In the case below,

The author (Ann) is involved in

number of incidents.

a

it is

important to keep them

disproportionately large

That fact has several possible explanations.

One

Another is that she

is that she was one of the acknowledged leaders.

had more data available to her about her own interactions, was more

interested in them, and was more confident in the accuracy of her perceptions about herself than of others.
However, the technique also has

a

number of advantages.

insider the author had access to an enormous amount of data over

substantial period of time.

Thus the study has

a

As an
a

longitudinal per-

spective which is still unusual in the study of work groups (l.acoursiere,

1980).

This particular perspective is important for studying

work
form of organizing work that is hypothesized to be effective in

groups operating over long periods of time.
the
To the extent possible, given the subjective methodology,

straight-forward
facts of the case will be described in relatively

a
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fashion.

The intent will be to set forth the events
so that they are

available to readers for multiple interpretations.
will be provided to help order events.

Some interpretation

However the major analysis using

the framework developed in earlier chapters will
be reserved for

a

later

section.

The Case Study

The context of the project:
of Massachusetts

.

The School of Education at the University

The Community Education Resource Center (CERC) which

developed and operated the training project

is a

small research and

interest center located within the School of Education at the University
of Massachusetts in Amherst.

It was founded by several people early in

1979 with the encouragement of the Dean of the School, but with no

promise of any financial support.

The purpose of the Center was to

explore educational efforts directly aimed at improving life in communities.

While schools were considered one such effort, Center members

were much more interested in investigating the nonformal educational

approaches of many community groups.
The formation of the Center was

a

rather common occurrence at the

School which operates differently from most similar schools of education.

The School is made up of some A5 relatively autonomous programs

and centers,

loosely linked into three divisions.

While there are some

restrictions in establishing programs which admit students and offer
courses, researcli centers can be formed by any group of faculty and

students

wlio

can secure enough funding to operate.
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Several other features differentiate the School of Education from

most schools.

It has developed quite a liberal philosophy of education

which it attempts to practice.

As examples, the doctoral level programs

are individually designed by students; there are no requirements other

than university requirements to pass

dissertation.

a

comprehensive exam and complete

a

Thus neither professors nor students must deal with

required courses.

Most grades are pass/fail rather than the usual

letter grades; professors, administrators and students call each other

by their first names, students are represented on all committees in the
school, and Affirmative Action is a major concern in all aspects of

school life.

The major constraints from the larger system are the

aforementioned requirements, the budgetary austerity typical of most
state universities in the late 1970' s, and

a

concern for fiscal account-

ability which derives from a case of mismanagement of funds by the
School in earlier years.

The national context

.

As part of the initial year's exploration of

community education, the founders of the Center began to attend confer
nationences and meet with members of the Community Education movement
wide.

with
The community education concept began during the depression

the notion of the "lighted" school,

a

school which provided recreational

the school day was
and learning opportunities to the community after

over.

The idea benefited from early support from the

C.

S.

Mott Founda-

the movement.
tion which still provides substantial funds for

recently the concept had evolved into

a

More

more sophisticated notion of
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actualizing community potential through increased citizen participation
and increased collaboration among community agencies.
In 1974 and again in 1978 Congress had appropriated money to

promote the community education concept.

One major priority under the

federal legislation was to build state capacity by supporting state
level programs for a limited period of time and providing training to

directors.

In the Spring of 1980 a request for proposals was sent out;

the founders of CERC, in need of funds to operate the Center the follow-

ing year, decided to submit a proposal.

Preparation of the proposal:

May-June 1980

.

In May the two founders of

CERC, Chuck and Ann, invited two other University faculty members, Keith

and Lynn, to join them in writing the proposal.

They were the first

four of what was to become a ten member work group:

Chuck

is a professor in the Staff Development
unit with extensive experience in nonformal education projects in Asia.

Ann

is a doctoral student and a graduate assisShe is a former secondary
tant with CERC.
school teacher with a long background of

involvement in community work.

Keith

Lynn

is a professor in the Applied Behavioral
Science and Human Service Program with a
background in small group counseling and
human relations training.

is a professor at the Center for International Education with experience as a
trainer with many organizations in this

country and abroad.
group provided the broad
The proposal as it was developed by this

operate during the following
outlines within which the staff had to
year.

interagency networking and
The topic chosen for the year was
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collaboration.

The rationale behind the selection was that state di-

rectors needed networking skills in order to improve their often shaky

position in their own agencies, and that the whole philosophy of community education involved actualizing the educational potential of communities through collaboration.

whole, it was

a

In the community education field as a

topic about which there was much rhetoric and little

activity.
The design proposed ip the grant was based on
notion:

that one learns something by doing it.

a

very common

Participants would

learn networking and collaborative skills by having to use them in the

workshop setting.

The design specified that there would be three sets

of workshops, and that at each workshop the state director would bring

one or more other participants with them.

The first workshop would

focus on strengthening the directors' position within their own agency;
the directors would be required to bring with them their supervisor or

someone else in

a

policy-making position.

The second and third workshop

would focus on interagency networks and would involve the director
inviting people from different state level agencies.

Because of the

at six
expense involved, it was decided to hold the latter two workshops

regional locations.

Staffing the pro.ject

.

In late August, Chuck received word that the

grant was funded "with some changes."

Because school was about to

doctoral assistants.
begin, he began immediately to advertise for
-looking for
addition to the three in this grant, he was also

project.
help run an off-campus staff development

a

In

person to

By the first week in

.

.
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September, applicants for the five positions began to come in.

The

rather loose agreement among the four members of the staff at this point
was that Chuck and Ann were to do the interviewing and selection, but

that Keith and Lynn would send people their way who would receive strong

consideration.

It was also decided that some assistantships would be

half-time (10 hours

a

week) and others full-time (20 hours).

The staff

members chosen were:

Colin

A Center for International Education student
with a background in energy education.

Kathryn

An Applied Behavioral Science student with a
background as a trainer with a large insurance
company

Josselyn

A counseling student specializing in family
therapy with a background as an elementary
teacher and therapist.

Betty

Jonathan

A counseling student with a background in
community- school relations. Betty was chosen
position
for the off-campus staff development
with the
working
but expressed an interest in
training project as well.

background as
A Human Services student with a
a special education teacher.

was not filled for sevThe last staff position, the secretary,

advertised until the grant was
eral more weeks as it could not be

actually awarded.

Terry

was filled by.
However, eventually the position

directed
Full-time secretary who had just
of EnSchool
a major conference for the
in
interest
time
gineering and had a long
psychology

There were

a

staff, some of which
number of differences among the

would become important later on.
Race;

below:
Several of these are summarized

are white.
Betty is black; all the rest

.
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E ^nic/national background

:

Colin is English; Josselyn is Jewish.

I^vel of Education:
Chuck and Keith had doctorates; Lynn,
Ann
Betty and Josselyn had masters; Jonathan
received
his masters half way through the project;
Kathryn had
a B.A.; Ann had completed all
work for the doctorate
except the dissertation; Josselyn was a second
year
doctoral student; Betty, Jonathan and Kathryn
were
new doctoral students.
Colin and Terry had no
college degrees; Colin was enrolled in Special
Master s program for people who had not received
their B.A.

Experienc e as Trainers
Keith, Lynn, and Kathryn had extensive experience as trainers; Josselyn had quite a
bit; Colin described himself as having none, and
the rest had some training background.
:

Current Postion
Chuck, Keith and Lynn were faculty members;
Terry a secretary; Jonathan, Colin and Ann had
full-time assistantships Kathryn and Josselyn
half-time assistantships; Betty was essentially a
volunteer as she had a full-time assistantship
with other duties.
In the grant, Chuck was named
as principal investigator, Keith and Lynn as
faculty consultants, Ann as the coordinator of
trainers, Terry as secretary, and the rest as
trainers
:

;

Marital Status
Lynn, Ann, Kathryn, Josselyn and Chuck were
single; Keith, Colin, Terry, Jonathan and Betty
were married.
:

Age

Kathryn, Jonathan, Josselyn and Colin were in
their 30' s; Betty, Ann, Keith, Lynn and Terry
in their 40' s; Chuck was in his 60' s.

:

Project events:
sembled as
demands for

September

whole on

a

a

a

.

The first task of the group when it as-

Sunday afternoon was to respond to the federal

change in design and in budget.

Though each applicant had

been interviewed about their willingness to work collaboratively

,

the

first major decisions of the group were made by Chuck and Ann with the

consent of Keith and Lynn.

New members did offer some useful
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suggestions, but it was clear that they
did not have enough information
to venture a decision.

Two major changes were agreed to:

a

lower budget which would

prevent many participants from attending,
and the holding of the third

workshop in conjunction with the Mott Renewal
Institute.

Foundation had for many years held

a

The Mott

yearly training session for univer-

sity professors from community education departments.

This year, they

too had chosen networking as a topic, and it was
decided that it would

be valuable for state agency people to network with
university people at
the third workshop.
It was already clear that there were important differences
in the

amount of information various staff members had, both about the proposed
project, and about community education in general.

That information gap

widened even more when Chuck and Ann flew to Dallas to attend the last
training session offered by the university which had had the grant for
the past two years.

They met the participants, heard their concerns,

saw first hand what some of the problems were with the previous training, and met the two men in charge of the Federal Office.

This informa-

tion was extremely important in developing the design during the next
few months; however it served to create a major difference between these

original CERC staff members and the rest of the staff.

effectively closed until the whole staff had

a

This gap was not

similar experience at the

first workshop in January.

Like so many collaboratives

within the context of many givens.

,

then, this group began to take shape

Much of the group's energy in the

next few months went into understanding those givens, contesting
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some of them, changing several
of them, and in general making
those

givens their own.

Interestingly, and rather predictably,
the energy at

the first regular staff meeting
was on socialization issues.

There was

some urgent business to be done,
but it was delayed as new staff
members

expressed their need to know who everyone
else was (Is there anyone else
here new to the School like I am?),
and explored the expectations for
different people (What would full-time
assistants, half-time assistants,
less than half-time do in comparison to
others?), etc.

Though these

issues were addressed formally during the
next meeting, nonetheless they

continued to come up at every staff meeting through
mid-November.

Oct^^.
October.

The staff formally adopted an organizational
process in

It was decided to rotate facilitation and
secretarial duties

at meetings, post the agenda so everyone could add
items, make decisions

by consensus, and rotate the job of process observer who
would comment
on group functioning at each meeting.

However, there was some question

as to whether the staff really saw the benefits of these
processes or

merely ratified them because it seemed important to Chuck and Ann.

Of

these processes, probably the area most clearly understood was the

consensus area; Chuck described several cases in which he had delegated

power and had been willing to live with the consequences.

He also made

clear the magnitude of what he was delegating and the consequences in
terms of shared responsibility.

choice and said she would not run
charge.

Lynn expressed discomfort with his
a

project that way if she were in

One of the new graduate assistants probably expressed the

feeling of the rest of the group when he said that these procedures were
O.K. but he still needed to know what he was supposed to do and no one
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else understood what was going on except Chuck and Ann.

In the mean-

time, Chuck and Ann continued to make key decisions, the decision to

hold the first workshp in the Denver area being

a

notable example.

An interesting end note to the meeting was that another doctoral
student, who was exploring the possibility of staying with the group as
an outside observer, came in without asking the group's permission and

offered some very accurate but negative processing at the end of the
Several members of the staff reacted very strongly to the

meeting.

occurrence both during and after the meeting.

quickly as

a

result of this incident:

Two norms were set very

that the group had clear boun-

daries that would not be broached without permission and that processing

would include positive as well as negative feedback to the group.

During the month of October Chuck and Ann attempted to address
one of the identified concerns of the staff, that they did not under-

stand either the project or the community education movement.
these efforts were ineffective.

Most of

Chuck urged reading lists on everyone,

and Ann gave a number of didactic presentations on community education,

each of which was accompanied by extensive readings.

Most of these

sessions were off-target and the staff complained about being blitzed

with papers.

The only sessions that were clearly important to all were

about
the sessions where Chuck and Ann shared political information

participants.

By the end of the month, all involved decided to drop

these sessions in the interest of proceeding with the task.

November

the
The task itself (to create the overall design for

.

three workshops,

a

detailed design for the first workshop in January,

very slowly during
and to complete logistical arrangements) proceeded
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October and November.

Two groups formed, one to do the
design for the

first workshop and the second to
handle all the logistical details.

The

first group included everyone except
Betty and Colin, but Colin later
joined; the second group included Colin,
Kathryn and Chuck.

What became

clear during the very slow progress on
both issues was that the design
was a matter

tha^emanded group consensus,

and that the group would

delay decisions until everyone understood
and supported them.

Actually

the eventual design differed in only minor
ways from the design that was

proposed in the original grant, but developing
it collaboratively served
the purpose of being the major vehicle through
which issues of role,

power, and decision making could be resolved.

A conflict that occurred during this period illustrates
the

importance of establishing roles and addressing issues of
power.

Colin

and Ann had an argument over different interpretations
of networking.

While there were real conceptual differences involved, there was
also
*^fff^^^iite

a

between Ann, as an actual leader of the group and the self~

appointed theoretical expert, and Colin who had extensive experience as
a

networker before coming to Amherst.

issues were involved as well.

Leadership and role definition

During the several weeks that Colin and

Ann were working out their conceptual differences, Colin was also defining

a

much more specific role for himself including several leader-

ship functions.

He had background both in logistics and with the media

and took over the task of dealing with the hotel arrangements for the

January workshop in Boulder, Colorado, and coordinating all the work for
a

Center newsletter.

The resolution of conceptual conflict seemed to

come with more precise definition of roles.
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Other roles seemed to define themselves more clearly at the same
time.

Jonathan, who had the other full-time assistantship

.

worked into

other Center tasks and at the same time volunteered to do much of the
outside work on the design.

Kathryn and Josselyn with haU-time assis-

tantships defined their roles as being involved in the design, and Betty
as attending weekly staff meetings.

Of the three faculty members. Chuck remained the leader, prima-

rily defining his role as being in touch with all facets of the project,

being the liason with the outside world, and making sure key decisions

were made; he and Keith were conceptual leaders in the sense of keeping
the long-range goal of improving life in communities constantly before
the group; Lynn began a pattern, which was to remain, of frequent late-

ness, absence and infrequent, though helpful, concrete assistance with
the design.

Terry also began to define her role as being completely in charge
of the office and work study students but not

otherwise.

a

member of the group

She did not see attendance at meetings as being relevant to

her responsibilities and stopped attending by the end of November.

second event which helped establish roles more clearly occurred
in mid-November when graduate students chose co-facilitator pairs.

pair was to facilitate two of the March regional workships.

established several criteria for pairing:

Each

The group

putting experienced with

inexperienced trainers; half-time with full-time members; female with
male trainers where possible,

.and

allowing geographic preference.

Rather miraculously all those criteria were met.

The pairs were:
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Ann, Betty:
Kathryn, Colin:
Josselyn, Jonathan:

New England, Midwest
Mid Atlantic, South
Southwest, Northwest

It was during November that the first of two questionnaires

designed to provide data for the case study was administered.

Several

of the questions provide interesting data and are summarized below.

Question #1 asked

^aff

members to place themselves and the rest of the

staff according to their degree of involvement in the project along
scale of 5) very involved 4)

a

good deal of involvement 3) medium in-

a

volvement 2) slight involvement

1)

very little involvement.

Question #2

asked them to place themselves and others according to the degree of

power and influence they felt they had:
2)

slight

1)

very little.

5) high 4) a great deal 3)

some

The results are as follows:

TABLE 4

LEVEL OF INVOLVEMENT: AMOUNT OF POWER (MEANS)
NOVEMBER 1980

Amount of Power

Level of Involvement

Person

Perception

Perception
of

Others

Self
Perception

of

Others

Self
Perception

Chuck

4.9

5

4.7

5

Ann

4.9

5

4.7

5

Keith

3.3

3

4

4

Lynn

3

2

3.4

4

Colin

3.4

4

2.9

4

Jonathan

3.6

4

3

3

Josselyn

2.8

4

2.9

3

.
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TABLE 4 (continued)

Person

Level of Involvement

Amount of Power

Perception
of

Others

Perception
Self
Perception

of

Self
Perception

Others

Kathyrn

2.5

4

3

3.5

Betty

2.3

"k

2.5

JL

Terry

4.1

1

2.8

1

* = No data available

Another relevant question asked staff members to rate themselves
on the degree of useful overlap between their work on this project and

other aspects of their working life:

5)

a

great deal of overlap 4) mod-

erate overlap 3) some overlap 2) little overlap

Chuck
Keith
Colin
Josselyn
Betty

4
4
4
3

*

Ann
Lynn
Jonathan
Kathryn
Terry

very separate:

1)
5

4
4
3
1

A final bit of data includes attendance and lateness rates:
No absences:
1-2 absences:
3-4 absences:

Chuck, Ann, Colin, Jonathan, Josselyn, Terry
Betty
Keith, Lynn, Kathryn

in
What this data indicates is that there were clear differences

involvement with
the group based on assigned roles, status, and early
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the project.

Chuck and Ann were perceived of as having power due to

their high investment in the project and early involvement, as well as
their assigned positions.

Keith and Lynn had higher degrees of power

despite lower levels of perceived involvement and higher absence rates

^eir faculty

probably because of

status and experience as trainers.

The rest of the graduate students had levels of involvement equal to the
type of assistantship they held; their power was roughly equal with the

exception of Betty.

Terry’s high level of perceived involvement was

result of her full-time presence; the relatively low power
her defining her role as excluding design issues.

overlap also follows

December

.

a

a

function of

The data on useful

clear progression similar to that on involvement.

In early December, there was a clear shift in the way

the group functioned.

A number of factors may have been involved in the

First of all, the group had to meet its first deadline.

shift.

a

Chuck

and Ann were to leave December 1st to go to the National Community

Education Convention in Denver.

At the convention they were to meet

with the Federal Officers, key participants, members of the advisory
council, and the Mott Renewal Institute Planning Group.

had to have ready

a

substantial number of materials.

Thus the staff

Meeting this

deadline gave the staff its first feeling of having accomplished something

.

In addition, the group changed the way it functioned.

Up until

group and the inthis point virtually all work was done by the total

efficiency was beginning to annoy everyone.

In mid-December the group

business and
decided to reserve staff meetings for necessary group
training pairs, and to
decisions, to do most of the detailed work in

.
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schedule half-day or full-day meetings for designing
or critiquing the
rest of the workshop activities

Another difference also began to emerge at this point.
volunteered, or was asWgned, one part of the design:

became termed "the inspirational speech."

Chuck

to concoct what

Keith also wished to be

involved in detailed work and teamed with Ann to do one activity.

Lynn,

on the other hand, kept to her role as consultant and at this point

began to express some doubts as to whether she ought to go to Boulder as
she was concerned with there being too many trainers.

Chuck eventually

persuaded her to go, where she performed the very important role of

providing the reflection and summarizing that ended each session.

Her

lesser involvement in the project, however, became quite noticeable from
this point on.

December ended on what is perhaps

a

metaphoric note.

The train-

ing staff joined the rest of the Center and their families for

mas pot luck at Ann's.

Chuck was Santa in

a

a

Christ-

marvelous costume procured

by Terry, and one of Terry's daughters was the elf.

There were small

gifts for the children, white elephants for the adults, lots of food,
and the party ended with singing carols.

occasion.

It was a genuinely warm

But Lynn, Keith and Betty were missing; Josselyn as the only

Jew had her heritage ignored, and she and Kathryn, the only unattached
people there, were surrounded by families.

Like many holidays, it

highlighted differences that aren't usually discussed.
January.

The staff reconvened in January for

a

period of intense

productivity which culminated in the first workshop in Boulder.

The

university was not in session during the month so the staff was able to

.
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schedule

a

number of long sessions:

a

session with the Massachusetts

state directors to design the joint session in May with the
Mott Renewal
Institute, a run-through of the January design, and

plete

a

a

session to com-

detailed design for the March regional workshops.

Though all sessions were similar in tone, it was the day runthrough that in retrospect was crucial for future group work.

The

session lasted seven hours and consisted of an extremely rigorous and

constructive testing of each phase of the workshop design.

Each pair

presented its material, and though all the activities were already
creative and showed
revision.

a

high degree of competence, none escaped extensive

The experience was

a

leveling one and was perhaps the first

occasion when most former status differences among the staff were ignored; professors received as much criticism as students; experienced

trainers as much as less experienced.

Equally important was the high

degree of praise and pleasure expressed at each pair's work, and the
lack of defensiveness on the part of all as others offered suggestions
for improvement.

The mood at the end of the session was

a

mixture of

exhaustion, pride in the collective effort, knowledge that much still
needed to be revised, but certainty that the final product would be
good

Two other incidents during January need to be noted because they

were indicative of issues that would recur.
ly,

Chuck, perhaps symbolical-

facilitated the only staff meeting where outsiders (the state

directors from Massachusetts) attended.

Though the staff followed the

procedure of rotating facilitation of formal staff meetings, the long
sessions, usually held at someone's house were more informal, with

1
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facilitation shared.

Yet the presence of outsiders seemed to demand

different procedures. ^What evolved during the meeting was

a

rather

curious dance between Chuck and Keith, Chuck was the time keeper but
kept attempting to get Keith to take charge of the design issues. Keith

adroitly ducked each attempt, and eventually the total staff took over
in what the guests noted later was an unusual example of faculty-student

equality.

However, the leadership issues of who was to be "up front" to

the outside world was avoided and was to recur in April when Keith

insisted that Chuck accept the public leadership role.
The second incident was the beginning of the most serious con-

flict the staff encountered and which was not fully confronted until
March.

Betty missed both staff meetings in December and two out of four

in January.

Her family lived in

a

city some four hours distant, and

during late November her family problems intensified.
In addition, she did not tell anyone she would be absent for

several of those meetings.

Ann, her co-facilitator, began to be more

and more disturbed, particularly at not being informed in advance.

The

anxiety primarily derived from Ann's fear over being deserted in March
and having to do those workshops alone.

The two had

a

very constructive

discussion on the subject on the plane going to Boulder which for the
moment led to mutual understanding about very different needs.
the same pattern intensified in February and led to

a

However,

major confronta-

tion in early March.
The workshop in Boulder, along with the weekend the staff spent

together afterwards, brought to
work.

a

close this first phase of the group

s

worked
The workshop was potentially difficult; the staff had not
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together before; participants had

a

history of disappointment with

training and so there w^re negative attitudes to be overcome; and the
design, which required each participant to bring

a

supervisor often not

familiar with community education, understandably produced
of initial anxiety.

a

high level

However, since the run-through, the staff had been

basically confident, and the workshop was, according to all measurements, very successful.

The degree of cohesion among staff during the

sessions was high; in addition, everyone handled their segment of the

design competently.
faction and

a

The result at the end was

a

clear feeling of satis-

heightened sense of trust among staff members.

The entire staff moved to a less expensive hotel after the work-

Lynn and Betty left the next

shop ended for an evaluation session.

morning and Kathryn visited friends while the rest of the staff spent
clear, warm day hiking in the Rocky Mountain National Park.

occasion was

a

a

The social

bonding event for those that were there, but did not

include all members of the staff.

February

.

There was virtually no reduction in the work pace as

the staff returned to Amherst.

Only

a

month remained before the next

set of workshops and the staff had not only the design and materials to

construct but all the logistical details to handle for six separate
sites as well.

The euphoria from the successful Boulder experience

lasted only through the first half of the next staff meeting.

During

the
the second part of the meeting, which had as its purpose finalizing

March design, the group reverted to an earlier pattern.
pressures, Ann and Josselyn had put together

a

Because of time

draft design.

There

the design, but there
were, as it turned out, substantial problems with

.
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was also the issue of ownership.

entire staff's?

What

Whose design was it?

di ferentiated

Theirs or the

this version of that same issue

that had plagued the staff in the Fall was the
very short time it took
to get beyond it.

By the end of the meeting, the staff was back
working

on actual design problems and had assigned detailed
work to the various

pairs

There was, however, one design issue not confronted.

vity in the design was an exercise that was derived from

a

One acti-

major re-

search project Chuck and Ann had been involved in for several years.

They were quite invested in the project and wished to try the activity
out in

a

different type of setting.

The staff from the beginning had

problems with the activity; however, they decided to trust Chuck and
Ann's prior experience.
For the most part February mirrored January both in the high
level of productivity and the continuation of the already identified

conflicts.

The run-through occurred in the same highly rigorous and

constructive fashion.

Again the same design issue surfaced, and it was

treated in the same way, by trusting Ann to tinker with it enough to
make it work.
March.

The conflict between Betty and Ann reached its height

several days before the first regional workshop was to begin in Amherst.
The issues were the same:

Betty was absent for most of two staff meet-

ings in February and late for the third; Ann's anxiety about having to
do the Midwest workshop alone was intense.

Chuck triggered the first

open confrontation of the issue by losing his temper.

His anger was

highly unusual; this was his first and last outburst.

That particular

.
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confrontation was cut ^hort because Betty had to leave and it was left
unaddressed in the interest of carrying on the workshop.

While the

failure to resolve it probably hurt both Betty's and Ann's functioning
somewhat, it was not

a

major factor in the workshop.

However, during the next staff meeting, Betty asked for time.
She expressed anger at being treated as

a

child, likened that treatment

to the way whites treat blacks in this culture, and asked for direct

feedback from the staff.

The confrontation was open and valuable for

all concerned and served to resolve the conflict.

Specific issues got

addressed and were negotiated, and just as importantly, the anger and
resentment that had been building up was expressed.

Betty agreed to fly

to the workshop in Iowa a day early and to notify the staff when she was
to miss meetings, which was a promise she kept.

Ann agreed that her

anxiety was not warrented given Betty's competence during both the
Boulder and Amherst sessions.

Chuck apologized for his intervention

into a situation which was not his business.

The second conflict that needed resolution at this same meeting
was the fact that Chuck and Ann's section of the design, which had

caused so much trouble in February, clearly had not worked in the workshop.

Once they saw how dysfunctional it was, it was easy for the staff

to offer alternatives.

However, it is interesting to note that this is

the only design issue that got through to an actual workshop with that

level of identified problems.

One wonders if it would have gone so far

if the two people involved had not been the group leaders

With these major issues resolved, the next five workshops were
held and again were highly successful.

The activities were effective.
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staff members were prejpared, and equally important was
that inter-

personal issues blocking staff functioning had been confronted,
and the
staff was ready to concentrate on the task.

A£rn.

When the staff returned in April, they filled out the

same questionnaire as they had filled out in November.

The only person

not involved was Lynn who had resigned from the project in March and
left for Indonesia.

(This resignation was anticipated; Lynn had in-

formed the staff of her plans early in the Fall.)

Terry did fill out

the questionnaire, but the results reflect her changed status, the

result of

a

hospitalization in early February and

recuperation.

a

slower than expected

She did not return until early April.

The results on the questions reported above were as follows:

TABLE
LEVEL OF INVOLVEMENT:

5

AMOUNT OF POWER (MEANS)
APRIL

Amount of Power

Level of Involvement

Person

Perception

Perception
of

Others

Self
Perception

of

Others

Self
Perception

Chuck

4.8

5

4.8

5

Ann

5

5

4.4

5

Keith

3.5

4

3.8

4

Lynn

2.1

*

3

*

Colin

4.2

4

3.6

5

Jonathan

4.3

4

3.9

3

Josselyn

3.6

4

4

4

.
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TABLE

5

(continued)

Person

Level of Involvement

Perception

Perception

of

Self
Perception

Others

Kathryn
Betty

•

Terry

Amount of Power

of

Self
Perception

Others

3.9

4

4

4

3.2

4

3.2

3

2.2

0

1.7

1

* = No data available

The degree of useful overlap between this project and the rest of
one's work life were as follows:

Chuck
Keith
Colin
Josselyn
Betty

Ann
Lynn
Jonathan
Kathryn
Terry

5
5

5
3

4

5

*
5

2
2

Attendance figures for the December-April period include:
0-1 Absences:

Chuck, Ann, Josselyn, Colin, Jonathan,
Kathryn, Keith
Lynn, Betty
Terry who stopped attending meetings in
December and was on sick leave February and
March.

5-7 Absences:
N/A:

Another interesting statistic taken from minutes is the record of the
number of times each staff member facilitated
Chuck
Keith

4
0

Ann
Lynn

a

meeting:
3
1
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(

Colin
Jonathan
Betty

3

Shared:
No Record:

3

Kathryn
Josselyn
Terry

2
1

3
1

0

4

These results reflect some interesting similarities and differences from the November data.

Chuck's, Ann's and Keith's perceived

involvement and degree of power remain virtually unchanged.

On the

other hand, similar scores for all the other graduate students increased

by close to

a

The relative position, however, remains the

full point.

same for the involvement issue.

As in November, the degree of power is

similar except for Betty's which is somewhat lower.

Terry and Lynn's

show losses on both measures.

Another interesting comparison is that there were

a

greater

number of discrepancies between self -perception and other-perception in

November than there were in April.

People's estimation of their par-

ticipation later in the project was generally more similar to other
staff members' perception of their participation.
noticeAlso clear is that the degree of useful overlap increased

ably for the staff as

a

whole.

However, the measures, with the excep-

whether the person
tion of Betty's, continue to be ordered according to
had

a

full-time or half-time assistantship

of interest.

There was

a

.

The attendance rate is also

much wider difference between those that

attended regularly and those that did not.

Future tasks of the team

.

the
The case study stops at this point;

the history of the team up
diagnosis will focus both on interpreting
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until this time, and making specific
recommendations for this point of
the group's life.

However, the interpretation is also based
on what was

known in May 1981 about the group's future.

workshops to conduct.
Renewal Institute.

The group had two more

These were to be conducted jointly with the
Mott

The group had only a small part of the program
to

design, however, and no responsibility for
logistics.

Therefore, though

the group was apprehensive about the new participants
(university profes-

sors of community education), the amount of actual
work was much smaller

than it had been for earlier workshops.
In addition, the group was aware that after these workshops,
it

would disband as
apply for

a

a

group.

While it was possible that the Center might

second year grant if Congress appropriated the money, sev-

eral of the group had already found other assistantships or jobs.

Therefore though some members might stay on, the group as

a

whole would

finish its work in early June, and in all probability not meet as an
entire group again.

The Diagnostic Framework

The following diagram (Figure 23) condenses the major variables

discussed in this study into several separate but highly interdependent
groupings.

The characteristics of collaboration embody within them

a

set of beliefs and values; these characteristics and values in turn both

affect and are the creation of the structures and processes of the

collaborative small group and organization.

The diagram indicates

circularity of mutual influence that connects all the variables.

a

.

.

..
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Fig*

23

The Diagnostic Framework

^racterlstlcs
Values and Assumptions

Belief in human potential
Harmony with nature
Present and future time perspective
Being and doing activity modality
Individual and cooperative
relationships

Small

of

tuifllls group needs for
^*^**clvlty and innovation.
Meets individual needs
for selfactualization and social
exchange
Uses small group structure.
Provides for autonomy and
interdependence
Uses productive, goal
centered processes.
Uses synergistic processes.

OrKanizaCional Structure
System contains manv
small groups*
Groups are regularly formed
and disbanded.
Power is freely available.
Structure is integrated by
function: decentralized by
control.
Structure fosters autonomy and
interdependence
System supports collaborative

Croup Structure

Uses small size.
Has heterogeneous membership.
Has stable boundaries.
Roles are differentiated
by function.

Supports collaborative
norms

norms.

»

Small Group and
Organizational Processes
Leadership empowers members.
Leadership task of gaining commitment structuring, supervising, evaluating, showing
consideration are accomplished.
Decision making is efficient,
creative, and shared.
Conflicts are confronted constructively.
Communication is shared.
Change mechanisms of socialization, termination, learning,
and group development are congruent with collaboration.
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Several basic characteristics of collaboration have been
proposed

initially in this study:

that collaboration is effective in fulfilling

group needs for creativity, innovation, and individual needs for
mean-

ingful work and self-actualization; that it takes place in

a

small group

setting that exists within an organization or environment that fosters
small group autonomy and interdependence with other related groups; and
that processes are purposeful, productive, and synergistic.

It has been

demonstrated that underlying these characteristics are an assumed set of
interrelated beliefs that may in general be characterized as synergistic
and holistic in their approach to life.

These beliefs include

a

belief

in human potential, a belief that humans should coexist in harmony with

nature,

a

belief that both present time and future time perspectives are

equally important, that people fully exist in the act of becoming, and
that human relationships should embody equally

a

deep concern for self

and for others.

These beliefs and characteristics in turn are carried out
through, and are derived from the specific activities of the small
group, a group that exists within a larger context of an organization or

environment.

It has been demonstrated that the group structure that

fosters collaboration is small in size, maintains stable boundaries for
the length of the group or specific project, has

a

heterogeneous member-

ship reflective of all aspects of the problem or topic under consideration.

The structure encourages members to develop differentiated roles

supportive of group purposes, and fosters norms which embody collaborative values and processes.
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That small group in turn must respond to

a

larger context.

It

has been found that the organizational structure which
encourages col-

laboration consists of many cohesive small groups, which regularly come
into and go out of existence as new purposes are formed and old ones

fulfilled.

The structure acts to increase the amount of power in the

system through encouraging small group autonomy and total organizational
interdependence.

Additionally, the organizational structure supports

the same collaborative norms as does the small group.

Both the organization and the small group regularly use processes

which foster collaboration.

These include leadership styles which

empower members through including them in the leadership task, and by

fostering autonomy through task differentiation.

These leadership

processes at the same time insure that major leadership functions are
accomplished:

the goal of the group is clear and accepted; work is

structured; supervision insures member competency, and evaluation insures product quality; members'

feelings and needs are considered.

Additional collaborative processes include decision making styles that
are efficient, creative, and shared; conflict resolution styles that are

confrontive and constructive, and communication patterns that insure
wide dissemination of information.

Processes also facilitate group

growth and development through attention to socialization, termination,
learning, and the current stage of group development.

The following analysis provides an example of how the organiza-

tional development consultant might apply this framework to

a

group in

order to increase the group's understanding of its own past experience.

(
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and to provide recommendations that might enable the group to increase
its current and future level of collaborative fvinct ioning.

The Analysis of the Case Study

The Systems Context

.

In contrast to many of the cases described in the

last chapter, this group had the advantage of working within two quite

supportive systems.

The School of Education, as the first, was unusual

in the degree to which it fostered the autonomy of grovips within it;

the

Federal Office, the second system to which the group reported, also was
supportive, flexible, and reinforced the fact that the group was "in
charge" of the project.

There are some key values and norms within the School of Education along with its organizational structure which are highly svipportive
of collaboration.

The trust in both students and faculty is indicated

in the lack of specific course requirements,

the belief in individually

designed student programs, and the pass-fail evaluation system.

Clearly

the organization assvunes that its members are highly motivated, and

capable of quality work without excessive regulation.

A major value

expressed in the system is faith and trust in individual members.
addition, an important norm is

a

dents and faculty than is usual.

consisting of

a

In

greater degree of equality among stu-

Finally the organization itself,

and
large number of quite autonomous programs, centers,

that has been
temporary projects is the model of the buzzing environment

found to support collaboration.

Neither the Center nor the training

project were at all unusual in the system.

I
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Two potentially negative facets of the system, in fact, turned
out to be of minor importance to the project.

While the School fosters

considerable autonomy, it is less supportive of interdependence.

Pro-

grams are separated geographically and school -wide integration mecha-

nisms weak.

made

a

However CERC had recognized

tliis

problem earlier and had

considerable effort to make useful connections with other units

in the school;

the success of that effort was reflected in the diverse

background of the staff which came from several different programs.
The second negative relationship was with the University, not the
The accountant assigned to the project viewed out-of-state

School.

travel as being

a

boondoggle, particularly for graduate students.

Since

most of the budget consisted of money for travel, his attitude made life
Essentially, however, Terry was the only person to suffer

difficult.

regularly, and she and Chuck took care of each mini-crisis in

a

way that

did not disturb the functioning of the rest of the staff.
In important ways,

then, the system supported collaboration.

Both the Federal Office and the School supported the group's autonomy.
In addition,

some key values and norms of the School were equally sup-

portive, and were imported and incorporated without conscious thought
into the functioning of the group.

Purposes

anti

Values

.

Both the long-range goals and short-term objec

but in
tives of the project not only were congruent with collaboration

fact were directly connected to the concept.

The more global goal of

communities through inthe project was to improve quality of life in
to increase
creased collaboration among agencies; the objective

understanding and skills in interagency networking and

collaboration through training.

The overlap between the project's

purposes and purposes congruent with collaboration could hardly be
greater.

Individual purposes of group members tended to be less lofty, but
for the most part they were supportive of the group's purpose and

attainable as well.

The staff was asked in November and again in April

what they most wanted to gain from the project.

Answers which received

more than one reply are:
Number of Replies
Nov.
April

Answer

Design Experience
Training Experience
Fun/Companionship/Travel
Understanding CE/Networking
Sense of Contribution
Support for Graduate Students
(Another 24 items were listed
individually)

3

2

4

4

2

3

1

3

1

4

2

1

One important characteristic of both group and individual pur-

poses is that they tended to be nonmaterial in nature.

While everyone

except Betty received some form of monetary reward through the project,
and that obviously was a factor in their interest, nonetheless the

amounts were small; with the exception of Terry's salary, they did not

approach

a

subsistence wage.

The fact that people joined the project

making
for reasons such as professional growth, intellectual challenge,
en
an important national contribution, and for social interaction

couraged the development of collaboration in the group.

These

.
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individual purposes can also be seen as contributing
to self-actualization and social interaction, the two characteristics
hypothesized above
as being most congruent with collaboration.

Less concrete information is available on staff members'
values.
No specific question treated the topic and the staff never
discussed the

issue directly.

However,

a

number of value positions can be implied

from the responses to the questionnaire and from the norms the group

developed.

For the most part the implied values are congruent with

collaborative values.
For instance, an optimism about human nature is implied on the

part of the staff by the following factors.
learning, their own and other people's.

Staff members clearly value

Their interest in training,

their eagerness for feedback from staff members and participants, their

willingness to work through conflicts, all indicate
potential.

a

faith in human

As a group, they also indicated that they found their work

exciting (4.4 on

a

scale of 5), another more general measure of optimism

about the possibilities in life.

Respect for the environment was

a

strong value for several mem-

bers of the staff who particularly expressed concern about the need for

energy conservation and were involved with appropriate technology ventures.

In addition, the nonmaterial interests of the staff noted above

are generally congruent with
issues.

a

balanced approach to environmental

Academic salaries do not encourage excessive consumption, but

in general, this group did not see money as a major inhibition in their

lives
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The evidence of their interest in present as well as future time,
and a being as well as doing activity mode, is perhaps more mixed.

The

mood at most meetings was task-oriented and there was little tolerance
of more than a modest amount of "wasting time."

In both November and

April, the staff indicated that the project was meeting their social

needs only "some" (3 on

a

1-5 scale).

clearly enjoyed its work.

On the other hand, the group

Workshop sessions for the most part were peak

work experiences.

Additionally, travel, fun, and social interaction

were important for

a

sional parties.

portion of the group who also enjoyed their occa-

In general, however, the group reflected more the

dominant American pattern of future time perspectives and

doing activ-

a

ity modality.

The respect for both individualistic and cooperative human inter-

action patterns is the collaborative value position which developed
slowly, but eventually was

a

dominant norm for the group.

The evolution

of this norm along with the structures and processes which supported it

will be discussed in the context of tracing the small group's develop-

ment throughout the year.

The small group dimension

.

The various stages of small group develop-

ment were quite evident during the year and provide

a

useful context for

understanding the major issues of structure and process that concerned
the group.

The most useful theory for purposes of this group is Lacour-

siere's (1980), though some rather crucial changes are necessary.
of all Stages II and III

First

(Dissatisfaction and Resolution) are combined,

as Lacoursiere suggests they can be,

for efficiency's sake.

The second

1
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change will be discussed below.

The stages with their salient issues

and time frames are as follows:

TABLE

6

STAGES OF GROUP DEVELOPMENT

I.

II.

III.

1—

>

Stage

Key Issues

Orientation

Inclusion; definition of
roles and norms; socialization; learning

Sept. -Nov.

Leadership; control; power

Nov.

1980

Productivity; efficiency;
creativity; interdependence;
peer supervision; evaluation; trust

Dec.

1980-

Celebrating;
mourning

May- June 1981
(Hypothesized)

Dissatisfaction
and Resolution
Production

Termination

Dates

1980

May 1981

The problem with this simple, linear approach is that Stage III,

production, was by no means as even as this scheme would have it.

Though the descriptors are accurate as

a

totality, nonetheless the group

seemed to cycle back through some earlier stages, not repeating, but

nonetheless encountering similar issues.

A revised version of Stage

III might lay a cyclical theory such as Banet's (1976) over the basic

theme of performing and look like this;
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TABLE

7

CYCLICAL STAGES OF GROUP DEVELOPMENT

Substage

Production (a)

Key Issues

Date

Productivity; efficiency;
shared responsibility;
supervision; evaluation;
trust

Dec. -Jan.

Orientation (b)

Attendance; mutual
dependence

Jan. 25-March 5

Dissatisfaction (b)

Control; ownership

Production (b)

Productivity; interdependence; autonomy;
shared supervision;
evaluation; trust

M

1980-1

H

March 1981

During the first three months of the project, socialization
issues were clearly dominant.

Though several aspects of the group's

structure were established early and definitively (the small size,
stable membership, mixed composition, and clear boundaries), others
(roles and norms about key processes) proved much more difficult to

establish.

The socialization period was extended due to the expecta-

tion that each member would define his/her own role and would develop

sufficient knowledge and expertise to share equally in the work of the
group.

Many of the issues that the group took so long to work through

derived from original decisions about group composition.

.Although there

were enough similarities in background to believe that the group

.

;

(•vrutUAlly could develop coheaiveues# (e.R.
lielpiuR proteasiona,

in the School

ot

aimiUr backRromuU

Kducatlon, as proteaaionala)

nonelheleaa the Rroup waa quite heterojteneoua in teima
race, ethnic background,
perh.'ipa

moat importantly,

in Ihe

ot

age, aex,

level of evlucation, current occupation, and
in the original written conanitment made to the

project

Much of that diveraity had been intentional; the original four

membera apecifically diacusaed recruiting minority membera and roughly

balancing the number of men and wvimen.

Alao

a

balance of experienced

trainera with people with intereating non-achool backgrounda waa sought.

The deaire waa to recruit

advantagea of

a

a

team that would model to participanta the

more diverae perapective.

Nonetheleaa

it

took aome montha before the group began to aee ita

differencea aa aaaeta rather than iaauea that needed reaolution.
ably

a

Prob-

key deciaion made by Chuck and Ann during thia time waa the

deciaion not to define rolea for ataff membera but to wait until each

wrote hia or her own job deacription.

Kventually rolea became clearer;

by mid-November, the ataff aeemed comfortable with the

nv^t

ion that

Jonathan, Colin and Ann with full-time aaaiatantahipa would work on
other Center affaira and would volunteer for more of the individual
work.

However, the problem of Uetty'a obligationa given her volunteer

atatua occupied the group even longer.
Late in October and all through the month ot November, another

major iaaue that occupied the grovip waa leaderahip.
a\iperi icial ly

The iaaue waa

decided when the group agreed to rotate facilitation and

make major vleciaiot\a by conaet»aua,

b\it

theae procedurea, valuable aa
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they were, particularly in training less experienced staff
members,

could not immediately resolve the major differences in power among
group
members.

The group in fact never did develop the fully shared leader-

ship which is the collaborative ideal.

(Chuck and Ann were perceived as

more powerful in April than in November, and faculty had more power than
their degree of involvement necessarily suggested)

.

However the group

did move closer to the ideal and developed a multifaceted leadership

pattern that proved largely functional.
What eventually happened to leadership in the group paralleled
the definition of roles and was greatly assisted when the group de-

veloped its new pattern of organizing work in early December.

Essen-

tially all these elements in the group began to be seen as more differentiated, and at the same time that differentiation was seen as

constructive rather than destructive.
many different functions:

Leadership began to be defined as

leadership with participants, leadership in

managing logistics or arranging social affairs, design and training
leadership, supervision and evaluation leadership, visionary leadership,

leadership as managing day-to-day affairs.

The group eventually decided

that only a small number of these leadership functions had to be shared

equally by all members.

It was more efficient to delegate one or two

people to be decision makers in other matters.
In other words, the group, by early December, had defined much

more narrowly the area in which it would act as

a

pure collaborative.

It then proceeded to accomplish other tasks according to traditional

division of labor principles.

The functions that were defined as col-

laborative were the design function, the actual implementation of

/
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training, the critiquing of the design and materials, and the evaluation.

This more restricted definition of collaboration served to ex-

clude one member of the group, Terry, and on the other hand, was never

totally accepted by another, Lynn.
ings at this time.

Terry stopped attending staff meet-

Lynn did not see her role as being

collaborative group.

a

member of

a

She participated in limited ways through January,

and then became a consultant, which was the role established for her in
the original grant.

Given the smaller group then, and the more narrowly defined purpose, the group by January had begun to function in ways to narrow

considerably the differences in skill and past experience that originally contributed to power imbalances.

Graduate students received exten-

sive experience in designing, first as members of the total group, and

then in pairs as they developed materials.

Each member of the group was

given an equal part of the large group training to do in Boulder, and

graduate students got further experience as small group facilitators.
The degree of equality displayed at run-throughs and evaluation meetings
has already been noted.

Also the January workshop served to end the

the
communication gap as all staff members met the participants and

Chuck and Ann
federal officers, and therefore no longer had to rely on
for key information.

was functioning as

a

group
By the end of the January workshop then, the

defined
full collaborative on these more narrowly

when graduate students
issues; the effect was strengthened in March
without faculty assishandled the logistics and implementation phases
tance

.
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Obviously

a

key norm that developed early, and was
essential to

narrowing skill and experience differences among
group members, was
openness to learning.

While it might seem obvious to say that graduate

students and teachers would support the norm, nonetheless
the learning

involved was not just book-learning but openness to improvement
in

highly personal areas:

one's teaching style, one's behavior in front of

groups, one's logical and creative talents in matching activities
to

objectives, etc.

The degree to which both faculty and students demon-

strated ability to give and take feedback was an extremely important

norm to eventual collaboration.

Another important norm developed by January was one of high

productivity and responsibility.

Staff members met all deadlines for

having draft and finished materials ready.

Clearly the workshop would

be successful only if each interdependent member did his or her share.

Since the major important reward, the source of individual as well as
group motivation, was the sense of having been personally and collec-

tively successful, the energy behind this norm was considerable.

Cor-

respondingly, as members developed experience with each other's responsibility, the trust level in the group rose considerably.

Yet this level of productivity and interdependence did not carry

through at the same level for the rest of the project.

In February, the

conflict between Betty and Ann essentially recycled through familar
issues.

During this period seven members of the group had developed

norm of perfect attendance and relative promptness.

The group agreed by

negative consensus not to confront Lynn's deviance from the norm, but
Betty's deviance was unacceptable to Ann.

a

The confrontation of that
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conflict and the decision to respect individual differences strengthened
the group considerably, as did the resolution of the leadership issues

implicit in the conflict over the March design.

A period of sustained

productivity followed.

Diagnosis and Suggestions

This group clearly achieved

a

good measure of collaboration.

It

had two periods of highly successful, innovative, productive work and

managed other stages of group development in ways that enabled those
periods of heightened collaboration to occur.

The most important ini-

tial variables seemed to be shared values among members, individual as

well as group investment in the task, the small group size, heterogeneous membership, relatively stable boundaries, and the very sup-

portive systems context.
The most important norms developed by the group during the pro-

ject were a commitment to learning, and openness to feedback and evaluation, a commitment to both increasing and sharing personal power, and

willingness to confront conflict.

a

Additionally, the eventual narrowing

partiof the actual collaboration to tasks which required the full

cipation of all members served to increase efficiency and therefore

diminish individual frustration at excessive meeting times.
be made to the
There are several suggestions, however, that could
of some of the
group that might increase understanding of the source

difficulties that occurred.

Additionally, these suggestions may serve

receive a similar grant in the
to guide a new group should the Center

Fall of 1981.
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Many of the initial and some of the long-standing problems of the
group derived from the different time commitments established during the

staffing process.

Collaboration is

a

shared endeavor and it was diffi-

cult for the group to have to be so careful about who should be doing

what amount of work depending on whether their commitjnent was as fulltime, half-time, volunteer, consultant or principal investigator.

In

future years, it might be wise to design roles that are more nearly
equal in the time commitment required.

Secondly the leaders of the group need to understand the demands
of the orientation or socialization phase of group development and take
a

more active role in facilitating handling of major concerns.

The

leaders of this group took an excessively laissez-faire attitude towards
the crucial issues of defining roles and learning relevant skills, while
at the same time confusing or diluting these concerns through an emphasis on an overly theoretical approach to the problem.

This phase of

group development might be shortened considerably through

a

combination

frequent
of structuring shorter skill“building tasks and providing

forums for open discussion of possible long-term roles.

A somewhat

the group more
earlier deadline for total group performance would move

quickly to productive functioning.
socialization phase
An additional problem which slowed down the
was the unequal access to key information.

If possible,

a

group in the

information at earlier
future should develop ways to share important

periods in the group's life.
confront
Thirdly, while the group did eventually
flict,

it took too long a time to do so,

a

major con-

and the group never did deve

p

..

consistent ways to confront problems in early stages.

What the group

might consider if it were to reform another year is contracting with an
outside process observer to attend
(e.g.

once

a

month).

a

meeting at some regular interval

While the internal processing that the group did

regularly brought out low level dysfunctions, it was not sufficient to
confront more risky issues such as those deriving from racial differences, differences in status, and direct challenges to important group

norms

Additionally, the group failed to understand how crucial the
issue of stable boundaries is to collaboration.

Consistent and prompt

attendance at meetings is important; misunderstandings about this issue

might have been reduced through early discussion of expectations on this
issue
The group also needs to reconsider the issue of leadership.

Clearly there are, as of this writing, unresolved issues about group
leadership.

While both the group and the federal government saw Chuck

as the leader, he was uncomfortable with some portions of that role.

While he settled naturally into the role of making sure major items were

accomplished on time (e.g. structuring work), he would have preferred to
share the role of being the "up-front leader."

benefit from, were it to continue, would be

a

What the group might
more sophisticated dis

best
cussion of the various leadership tasks available and who might
fill each.

outIn other words, there are still some issues of roles

conceptualize the
standing, and this more mature group should be able to

leadership patterns.
issue as the need to develop more fully shared
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Viewing the group, however, in

a

real perspective, the major

issue it must confront immediately is the need to terminate.

A major

recommendation to the group would be the suggestion that the issue be
addressed openly by the entire group in

both celebration and mourning.

a

setting that is conducive to

Because this consultant is in fact in

position to make that recommendation, it is already on the agenda.

a

As

is befitting of a collaborative group, this team was formed to design

and carry out an innovative project; the project is over and the group

needs to disband

— creatively

and constructively

— taking

pride in what it

has accomplished and acknowledging the sadness in ending what has been

meaningful work experience.

a

CHAPTER

I

X

INCREASING COLLABORATION THROUGH TRAINING
AN APPLICATION OF THE MODEL TO A TRAINING DESIGN

In the past two chapters, the model developed in this study has

been used first as an analytical framework, to explain more fully the
successes and failures of various collaborative ventures, and second as
a

diagnostic tool to help work groups understand their situation more
This chapter explores

clearly.

a

third use of the model, the use as

a

vehicle for designing training sessions.
Quite frequently trainers have as one goal of their training, the

increase of levels of collaboration among participants.

Often this goal

is combined with other more specific goals of imparting knowledge or

practicing skills.
create

a

However, it is common for the trainer to want to

climate where participants not only learn specifics but also

form a more cohesive working relationship which can be carried back to

their job, or perhaps continued through mutually beneficial exchanges

among individuals working for different organizations.

One of the aims,

collaboration.
in other words, is to foster either inter- or intraagency

pilot study
The descriptive study presented in this chapter was a

developed in order to see whether

a

training design based on the prin-

collaborative funcciples of this study might significantly increase
tioning.

The pilot nature of the study must be emphasized.

Both the

were new; the intent
overall design of the research and the instruments
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was to see whether this type of research was worth pursuing in

comprehensive way as

a

a

more

means of demonstrating to trainers the utility of

the principles developed in this study.

Hypothesis

The hypothesis of the study reviewed in this chapter is that the
level of collaboration can be significantly increased even in

a

short

(2-3) day training session by using the principles developed in this

study to construct the training design.

Of course not all variables

suggested here can be affected quickly; one would not expect
values for instance.

However,

a

a

change of

number of variables presented above in

Figure 22 (The Diagnostic Framework) can be consciously varied within
short period of time.

It is,

a

for instance, possible to affect indi-

vidual and group purposes as well as both systems level and small group

structure and process.

variables can be used in

What is hypothesized is that enough of these
a

training design to increase significantly the

level of collaboration in the group.

Method

Sample

.

from 125
This hypothesis was investigated using data collected

participants each attending one of six workshops.

The workshops were

Community Education Redesigned and implemented by the staff at the
as part of
source Center at the University of Massachusetts

a

contract

training to the fifty state
from the Office of Education to provide

directors of community education.
this group.)

of
(See Chapter VIII for an analysis

:

.
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The state directors of conununity education are middle level

bureaucrats in their respective departments of education.

Their role is

to foster the development of community education in their state by

providing technical assistance and training to local agencies.

The

topic of the training, "Skills in Interagency Networking," was chosen
for two reasons.

Directors needed networking skills in order to improve

their own political position, and they needed to be able to provide

technical assistance on this topic to local agencies.
At this set of workshops which were held in March 1981 at six

regional locations, each state director was asked to bring two or more

other participants from various state level agencies or private organizations.

Each workshop had 12-25 participants in total and was further

subdivided into state level work groups ranging from 2-10 members.

The

purpose of the workshop was to foster interagency networking and/or

collaboration by convening network groups in the workshop session.

Procedures.

The procedures involved, first, translating the principles

of this study into guidelines appropriate for trainers and, secondly,

using those guidelines to construct

a

training design.

The following list describes how the more general principles

developed in the study can be translated into terms appropriate for

workshop

Systems Variables:

Overall purpose of training requires
creative input from participants

Workshop purpose is geared to participant
needs for professional or personal growth.

a

.

.
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Workshop design provides opportunity for
informal socializing.
Workshop is held in a pleasant environment
that is free of interruptions and conducive to
sustained work.
Trainers provide considerable autonomy to
groups (e.g. to set own goals and work towards
them without interruptions) and opportunities
for interdependence (e.g. sharing information,
contributing to a total workshop goal).
Trainers provide support (e.g. high expectations, high structure, and high personal
support) to participants.

Trainers arrange for necessary information to
be provided so that participants have a common
base of understanding.
Small Group Variables

Work groups are formed consisting of 2-10
people who represent all aspects of the issue/
problem under discussion.
Boundaries of work group remain stable throughout the workshop; norms of promptness and
attendance are encouraged.

Structured exercises facilitate the group
forming goals which members understand, which
are feasible, and to which members can become
committed
Exercises provide groups an opportunity to
become more aware of how key processes such as
leadership, decision making, and conflict
resolution are operating in the group; how
they are either facilitating or blocking
progress

Structured activities facilitate groups accomplishing a significant amount of progress
towards goals.

Training design anticipates stages of group
development providing opportunities for constructive passage through orientation, dis
satisfaction, production and termination
phases (e.g. introductory exercises, group

:

.
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processing, action planning and closing
activities)

These guidelines in turn were used as

a

basis for the training

design which incorporated them into the more specific content area.

The

overall framework of the workshop, as it was presented to participants,

assumed that at the beginning of the workshop each state group would be
able to place itself along a continuum ranging from networking (loose

groups of individuals who shared some interests) to collaboration (co-

hesive groups working towards shared goals) (Loughran, 1981).

The

purpose of the workshop was to structure activities that would facilitate each state group moving further along the continuum towards col-

laboration.

The specific workshop activities and objectives were as

follows

TABLE

8

WORKSHOP ACTIVITIES AND OBJECTIVES

Time

Day

I

Activity

Objective

:

Evening

Day II
Morning

Introduction to workshop
and extensive small group
introductions

To increase the feeling of belonging to
the group

A media presentation on
community education

To increase common

Conceptual overview

To increase understanding
of the purpose of the
workshop and gain commitment from participants

information about
community education
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TABLE

8

(continued)

Activity

Time

Afternoon

Objective

Presentation of successful
case studies of networks
by participants

To enhance participant
involvement and extend
shared information about
the concept of community
education and networking

Goal setting packet
individually designed for
collaborative work groups

To offer participants
the opportunity to design
a shared goal

Continued work refining
the group goal, assessing
commitment to the goal,
identifying potential
problems in working
towards the goal

To increase commitment to
the group task and identi
fy potential areas of

Group processing

To increase understanding
of how basic processes contribute to or block group

difficulty

functioning

Day III
Morning

Continued work in small
groups using an individually designed action
packet

To increase the likelihood
of group productivity
through providing structured activities

Conclusion, evaluation and
group celebration

To provide a sense of
closure that would highlight both the work
accomplished and the

degree of cohesiveness
attained

Instrumentation

.

correctness of
Two measures were used to assess the

collaboration could be significantly
the hypothesis that the level of

increased during the workshop.

both
Both instruments were pilots and

set of workshops.
were used for the first time in this

The first

.
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measure was the workshop evaluation (see Appendix A).

It was primarily

designed to provide data for the staff so that they might improve the
designs for subsequent workshops.

The evaluation was

a

Likert type

measure which asked participants to rate their degree of agreement with
various statements using
pletely).

a

scale ranging from

1

(not at all) to

7

(com-

It was completed by 91 participants.

While the evaluation was designed for many purposes and measures
a

number of variables, some of those variables are measures of collab-

orative functioning and are relevant here.

The instrument was not

tested for reliability; however, it can be seen as having face validity

using

a

rationale developed from the principles of this study.

The

relevant questions on the instrument together with the rationale are

reproduced in Table

9

below.

TABLE

9

RATIONALE FOR INCLUSION OF WORKSHOP EVALUATION ITEMS
AS A MEASURE OF COLLABORATIVE FUNCTIONING

Evaluation Item

Please evaluate the extent to
to which you feel the following
objectives were achieved.

I.

A.

Participants will broaden
and clarify their understanding of networking as
a useful process to community
educators in improving quality
of life in communities.

Rationale from the Model

Collaboration is productive
and purposeful; it is important that objectives be
attained
A common information base
is important to collaboration.
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TABLE

9

(continued)

Evaluation Item

Participants will identify
and begin to develop skills
and behaviors useful in
networking.

B.

To what extent were the
following components of the

II.

workshop useful/exciting to
you?

Rationale from the Model

Perceived understanding and
use of collaborative proprocesses is important to
successful collaboration.

Collaboration is synergistic; individual needs must
be met in the process of
working on the group task.

A.

Community Education
Presentation and Discussion

A common information is
important to collaboration.

B.

State Presentations

A common information base is
important to collaboration.

C.

Goal Setting

Collaboration is purposeful
and productive; clear goals
are essential to the process.

D.

Action Planning

Collaboration is productive.
Participants should perceive
they have accomplished something.

III.

Were the workshop design
materials, and manner of presentation appropriate to the
goals of the sessions?

Collaborative processes are
synergistic; means must be
congruent with ends in order
for individual needs to be
met in the group setting.

Fvmctioning'
The second measure, "A Description of Collaborative

(Appendix B) was developed specifically for this study.

pleted by 60 participants at five workshops.

It was com-

It asked participants to

statements during the
indicate their degree of agreement with eleven
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first morning of the workshop and again the second morning.
scale running from

While

a

1

A

Likert

(low) to 5 (high) was used.

complete measure of collaboration in an on-going work

group would need to include measures of productivity as well as measure
of individual perception concerning group processes, it is difficult to

collect accurate data about productivity on

networking over such

a

short period of time.

a

rather abstract topic like

For that reason the Likert

measure of perceived change in the degree of agreement with the statement from one day to the next was considered the most accurate measure

possible given the circumstances.
The format of the instrument is as follows:

Circle the number at the left that best describes your deDirections
gree of agreement with the following statement the first morning
Circle the number at the right that de(yesterday) of this workshop.
scribes your degree of agreement with the statement this morning
:

.

Today A.M.

Yesterday A.M.
Low

High

12345

1.

My individual concerns,
interests and needs were
met by working on the group

12345

task.

Again the instrument was
reliability.

a

pilot and was not tested for

Face validity can be implied using the following

rationale from this study:

.

.

.
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TABLE 10

’’A

RATIONALE FOR INCLUSION OF MEASURES FROM
DESCRIPTION OF COLLABORATIVE FUNCTIONING”

Item

Rationale from the Model

1.

My individual concerns,
interests and needs were met
by working on the group task.

Collaboration is synergetic.

2.

Group members demonstrated a
high level of energy in working
on task.

Collaboration is productive.

3.

Group members understood the
group’s purpose.

Collaboration is purposeful.

4.

Group members displayed commitment to the group purpose.

Commitment is implied if purposes are to be translated into
productive work.

5.

Group members contributed
equally to the discussions.

Collaborative processes involve
shared leadership, decision
making, etc.; equality of contribution is a factor in all
these

6.

Group members agreed with group
consensus and/or decisions.

Consensus decision making is
key collaborative process.

7.

Group members discussed their
opinions without hiding personal
feelings

Collaboration is synergistic.

8.

Leadership was shared in the
group.

Shared leadership is an
important collaborative process.

had access to enough relevant
information to work productively in the group.

A common base of information is
important to successful collaboration.

Group members indicated satisfaction with group outcomes.

Collaboration is productive and
synergistic

9.

10.

I

a

B
C
E

,

.
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TABLE 10 (continued)

Rationale from the Model

Item

11.

Constructive conflict resolution is an important collaboration process

Group members were able to
resolve conflict or discontent.

The results of the study are summarized in the following two

Results.
tables.

Table 11 includes the results of the workshop evaluation in-

cluding the number of respondents, the mean, and the standard
deviation:

TABLE 11

RESULTS OF WORKSHOP EVALUATION

N

Mean

S.D.

Understanding
Community Education

91

5.33

1.005

I. A.

I.B. Develop

91

4.54

1.20

Community Education
Presentations

84

4.90

1.33

State Presentations

90

5.39

Item

Networking Skills
II. A,

,

II.

.994

90

1.26

.

Goal Setting

5.17

II.

84

1.18

.

Action planning

5.36

II.

83

5.82

1.141

Design Materials
Facilitation

IV.

.
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As can be seen, most items were rated "well" (5 or above) by

participants with the exception of "Developing Network Skills" (4.54)
and "Community Education Presentations" (4.90) which rated somewhere
on the high side of the continuum from "moderately" (3) to "well" (5).

However, standard deviations on all items were high indicating

a

fairly

wide range of responses.
The results of the "Description of Collaboration" are reported
in Table 12.

The mean answer for the first day is listed along with

the mean for the second day.

The Chi Square test for significance was

performed in order to report accurately the degree to which differences
in means might be caused by chance.

In order to highlight results, the

items are placed in the order of significance.

TABLE 12

RESULTS OF "DESCRIPTION OF COLLABORATIVE FUNCTIONING"

Number

Number

of

of

Responses
Before

Item

Before
Mean =

Responses
After

After
Mean =

Chi Square
P >

7.

Did not hide
personal
feelings

50

4.16

59

4.62

.001

Individual
needs met

60

3.7

59

4.10

.01

1.

Group understood purpose

60

3.82

60

4.48

.01

3.

Possessed
relevant
information

59

3.94

60

4.43

.05

9.
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TABLE 12 (continued)

Number

Number

of

Responses
Before

Item

of

Before
Mean =

Responses
After

After
Mean =

Chi Square
p >

Members contributed
equally

60

4.17

60

4.48

Used constructive conflict
resolution

59

3.32

59

4.46

6.

Agreed with
consensus

60

3.95

60

4.55

.11

5.

Members contributed
equally

60

4.17

60

4.48

.06

Used constructive conflict
resolution

59

3.32

59

4.46

.10

6.

Agreed with
consensus

60

3.95

60

4.55

.11

2.

Used high
energy levels

60

4.18

60

4.35

ns

4.

Group displayed commitment

60

4.33

60

4.52

ns

8.

Shared leadership

60

4.33

60

4.7

ns

10.

Satisfaction
with outcomes

59

4.18

59

4.49

ns

5.

11.

11.

.06

.

10
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Discussion

In general terms the hypothesis of this study can be said

.

to have been sustained.

measures of

a

The degree of agreement with five out of seven

collaboration on the first measure, the Workshop Evalua-

tion, was "well" or better.

Two fell only slightly below.

fact that the scale ranged from
(well) to

7

hypothesis.

(completely),

a

1

Given the

(not at all) to 3 (moderately) to 5

score of 5 can be seen as sustaining the

Additionally, one of the two measures that fell below ("The

Community Education Presentations"), in retrospect cannot be considered
valid.

Participants felt that the videotape chosen as

a

vehicle for

this part of the design to be inaccurate; consequently it did not meet

the objective which was to provide information.

Therefore only one

item of the six remaining may be seen as not strongly supporting the
hypothesis.
On the "Description of Collaborative Functioning," all means

show an increase from one day to the next.

Four of the eleven items

show results significant at the .05 level or better; seven of the

eleven at .11 or better.

The major failing of the study is that the

instruments were not pretested for reliability.

However, given the very

short workshop time period involved, the results suggest quite strong
framesupport for the idea that workshops using activities based on the
the level of
work developed in this study can be designed to increase

collaborative functioning for many different types of groups.
those items
Equally interesting is to divide the measures into
less supported.
that were strongly supported and those that were
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TABLE 13

MEASURES STRONGLY SUPPORTED VERSUS MEASURES LESS STRONGLY SUPPORTED

Workshop Evaluation
Strongly Supported
Less Strongly Supported

Understand Community Education
State presentations
Goal setting
Action planning
Design materials, facilitation

Community Education presentations
Develop networking skills

Open expression of opinion
High level of energy
Individual concerns met
Display of commitment
Understanding group purposes
Shared leadership
Relevant information
Statisfaction with group outcomes
Equal contribution
Resolving conflict
Agreed with consensus

Presuming that the instruments were reliable, one explanation for
the difference between these groups of items is that those that are

strongly supported are ones on which it is possible to make significant
progress during

a

short time period, while those less strongly supported

may still be valid measures of collaboration but may require
time period in order to show significant change.

a

longer

For instance, compar-

ing the items measured on the workshop evaluation, the cognitive item of

understanding community education and networking is more strongly supported than improvement of skills, which is obviously
process.

a

more long-term

Likewise, with the exception of the activity discounted above,

short
all the workshop activities which were specifically designed for
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time periods were more strongly supported than the more long-term
item
of developing networking skills.

Similarly, comparing the items on the "The Description of Collab-

orative Functioning," one can see two possible ways the short time frame

might impact on the results.

Most participants came voluntarily to the

workshop and thus felt they were working energetically, displaying
commitment, and were quite disposed towards being satisfied from the

beginning.

The means on all three of these items were relatively high

to start with.

Though there are positive changes in all three of these

measures, it would take

a

longer time for results to be highly notice-

The same rationale probably explains the moderate level of sig-

able.

nificance in the level of agreement with the group consensus.

A second

explanation has to do with the fact that progress on some of these items
is more

difficult to achieve than on others.

Shared leadership is

extraordinarily difficult to achieve; one would not expect to find large
differences in
also

a

a

one-day period.

Constructive conflict resolution is

difficult skill to practice, and the modest level of significance

on this measure is probably due to this factor.
In contrast,

items on "The Description of Collaborative Function-

ing" that did show significant change can be seen as being more suscep-

tible to short-term change.

In any successful small group experience,

one is likely to be more open at the end of the experience than at the

beginning.

The greater contribution of members who were less vocal at

the beginning is understandable from a similar perspective.

Such open-

thereness in turn leads to more individual needs being expressed and

fore being met.

Similarly, even

a

short time period is liable to lead

V
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to more shared information and greater understanding of
purposes in the

group.

Thus before one could conclude that the items not sustained in
this study are invalid indicators of collaboration, one would need to

test them using a longer time frame.

might benefit from being revised.
people.

a

Question

The question might better read:

this group was significant.

over

In addition, one of those items
//2

seemed confusing to

The work being accomplished by

While the energy level might not change

short period of time, one might assume more significant results

after the group had worked collaboratively together for

a

short period

of time.
In general, however, the results of this pilot study are prom-

ising, and indicate that the design is worth replicating, using more

rigorous techniques.

The instruments need to be tested for reliability

and the study should be designed to include training sessions of varying

lengths so that the influence of the variable of time can be measured.

Additionally, it would be useful to include outside measures of productivity if at all possible.

Collaboration here has been described as

meeting individual needs in the process of accomplishing the group's
purpose.

The individual dimension is most efficiently measured through

self perception but the group dimension can be measured by external

methods as well.
Such

a

study, were it to produce significant results, would

indicate very strong support for the notion that the principles of this

study can be used to increase collaboration in training settings.

Corroboration of these results, in turn, would provide trainers with

a
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very specific set of guidelines for combining this collaborative
or
intensive team building effect into

a

wide range of training designs.

Conclusio n

The last three chapters have Illustrated
the model developed in this study.

It has

variety of uses for

a

power as an analytical frame-

work for providing much more specific suggestions as to why certain

collaborative groups are more successful than others.

That power sug-

gests its usefulness as an analytical tool for understanding case studies available in the literature;

it further suggests uses as

a

diag-

nostic framework for organization development specialists working with

collaborative groups, and as

a

basis for training designs which aim at

increasing collaborative functioning in work groups.
The three chapters taken together provide practical examples of

how collaborative groups operate, and even more concretely how very

specific aspects of the small group and the organization can be varied
in order to

Increase collaborative functioning.

like most purposefiil human interactions,

thought of as vague or mysterious.

Though collaboration,

is complex,

It la possible

it need not be

for group members,

managers, and consultants using the model to make very specific suggestions to an organizational group, or trainer that
of success.

l\ave

some probability

The last chapter of this study, the conclusion, will ex-

plore the next steps that need to be taken to Improve upon that degree
of probability.

CHAPTER

X

CONCLUSION

It is time to return to the basic motivating force behind this

study.

The significance of collaboration is in its power to create

humane and exciting approaches to work while at the same time increasing

both productivity and the organization's ability to adapt to fast
changing circumstances.

It is one of the few conceptual approaches to

organizing work that has the potential of addressing the needs of the
individual, the group, and the organization simultaneously.

Its synergy

is greatly needed in the workplace.

The significance of collaboration derives both from its effect in
all of the areas of concern separately-reducing alienation, hastening

adaptation, increasing productivity-and also that it works at all three
concerns concurrently.

There is strength in each part which in turn is

reinforced through the power of the whole.

It is a form of working that

produces its own energy, its own momentum, which by definition is positive and growth producing in its intent.
At this point in this study, it should be

a

great deal clearer

why collaboration is an effective approach for each of the three areas
of concern.

Numerous characteristics of collaboration, for instance,

act to reduce worker alienation.

It is one of the few approaches to

work in which individual purposes share

a

co-equal place with organiza-

tional purposes, yet both are encompassed within
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a

framework that
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assumes that these two sets of purposes do not need to conflict.

This

basic synergy can inform all areas of small group and organizational
life.

It is captured in the term empowerment which assumes that the

basic function of leadership, of decision making, of an organizational

structure is to release the positive energy latent in each worker and in
the organization.

That function of releasing occurs through

a

complex

interweaving of organizational policies which both address individual
needs and desires while at the same time involving that individual in

a

coordinated, meaningful, productive group effort.
One of the enormous economic benefits of this concept of work,

meshing as it does the energy of autonomous individual with the power of
the group, is that it has great potential for increasing adaptation,

flexibility, and innovation.

In any organization it is the human, the

idiosyncratic facet of the organization that creates and adapts.

An

organization facing change needs to be able to activate the human side
and
of its enterprise without losing all the expertise, information,

productive capacity of the total coordinated organization.

The concept

coordinated with
of the highly individualized innovative work teams

structures where power is maximized creates

a

great reserve of adaptive

talent at the service of the organization.
growth pro
Workers who find their jobs meaningful, exciting,
the capacity to learn and
ducing, working within an organization with
in their own interests
adapt, of course, will be productive-productive
as well.
and at the same time in the group’s interest

The fact that so

productivity (supervision,
many of the traditional methods of increasing
can be integrated into the
evaluation, high structure, coordination)
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collaborative approach to work in ways that neither suppress individual
initiative nor neglect the task provides additional evidence that collaborative work groups can be very productive.

There is no inherent

reason why the fun, excitement and energy of workers working for themselves cannot be harnessed for overall organizational purposes as well.

That is the vision
study.

— the

motivating force--that has sustained this

What the study has accomplished is to uncover

a

first layer of

elements, connections, impressions, concepts which comprise collaboration.

It has used both highly analytical, precise, scholarly approaches

together with impressionistic, pragmatic, holistic techniques, using one

method to inform the other, to sense the whole and flesh out each component.

There is enough data so each reader can draw his or her own
The

conclusion as to the potential merit of the conceptualization.

author, however, senses, at least in an overall way, some integrity to
the concept as it has been described.

That sense, however intuitive,

conflict
derives from the fact that the pieces belong together, do not

practical ways.
with each other either in underlying, nor logical, nor

Collaboration as it has been described here is grounded in

a

set of

structure of
values which belong together, which form an integrated

beliefs and assumptions.

It is supported by a substantive body of

theory drawn from many different fields.
light up; pieces of

a

It works in practice:

faces

design go together; things make sense.

same integrity, creates
The study, then, for those who sense the
a

new plateau.

parts sketched.
The whole has been glimpsed and its

described logically, intuitively,
Some important portion of what can be

impressionistically, and pragmatically by one person has been done.
That portion, however, is clearly only

a

beginning; collaboration, of

all concepts, defies definition by one person.

The proper conclusion of

a

to talk about logical next steps.

work that should not be concluded is
One such extension of the work begun

here might be into the field of collaborative research.

Collaborative,

or action, research requires a partnership between the organization

being studied and the researcher; both partners should gain from the
There is

effort.

a

clear need for this type of research effort, first

at the small group level and then at the systems level.

The need at the small group level is to continue to conduct

a

series of experiments that demonstrate clearly that collaborative ap-

proaches, as they have been more precisely described here, do bring

measurable increases in productivity and innovation.

Researchers using

the sociotechnical systems approach have already obtained impressive

results.

The more thorough conceptualization of the collaborative small

group developed here would lend power to these types of studies, further

explaining why this approach is effective in raising productivity where
the earlier studies centering on participatory leadership were less

effective.

Additionally, more precise attention to small group struc-

tural elements such as size, heterogeneous membership, stable boundaries, roles differentiated by function might further increase the

likelihood of increased productivity.
At the same time this promising vein of research needs to be

widened.

Collaboration has been identified as

a

particularly appropri-

ate approach in industries requiring high levels of innovation.

The
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same kind of sociotechnical research pursued earlier in basic industries

such as automotives, fertilizers, and coal needs to be extended to the
computer, telecommunications, and similar fields.

Measures of produc-

tivity need, in these cases, to include measures of innovation as well.

Similar research, additionally, should be pursued in social service
fields with measures of productivity centering less on quantity but

rather on quality.

Eventually, however, research which identifies the key variable
combined with sysas the collaborative group or work team needs to be

Again that need has been identified in the fields

tems level research.

theory.
of sociotechnical systems and quality of work life

Their
The

mixed results.
efforts at the systems level, however, have had only

potential cost of
problem, of course, is the high risk and enormous

systems level research.
some promising
There have been, however, in the last decade,

indications of how
a

a

research in
researcher might go about systems level

potentially more successful manner.

While it is improbable that

would be able to impact
team of university-based researchers

a

a

system

had been described as ideal, they
which embodied the antithesis of what

can have

a

have already discovered
much greater impact on systems that

of the desired characteristics.
the value and are practicing many

cited in this study indicates
Interestingly some of the research
already
companies in this country have
that some of the most innovative
here.
systems components described
moved towards some of the major
much more careful documentation
Essentially those successes need

lowed by wide publicity.

.

Additionally, one would want to discover, if possible,
tive system which included

within it along with

a

a

a

suppor-

large number of collaborative small groups

similar system which did not, comparing the two

systems using measures of worker satisfaction, productivity, and innovation.

Ideally one might want to persuade

a

supportive system to try the

collaborative approach in one part of their company and compare it with
more traditional approaches.
In other words what is suggested is that researchers begin to

work with supportive systems rather than trying to reform traditional
The task would be to clarify the theoretical foundation,

systems.

suggest specific components, provide the documentation, and publicize
the results.

The purpose would be to gather

a

solid enough record of

success to be convincing to those who are understandably skeptical at
this point.

All of the above suggestions concern potential research on in-

creasing productivity or innovation.

Isn't there a need for

a

similar

effort on the potential of collaboration in reducing worker alienation?
The answer is no.

The research on that issue is substantive, extra-

ordinarily clear and convincing.

Worker satisfaction increases when

collaborative approaches are instituted.

It is a direct commentary on

impact.
the values of this society that that research has had very little

humane and
It is not enough that an approach to work is demonstrably
or be
meaningful; it must in this society prove its economic worth

discarded
energy in
Generations of commentators have spent considerable

value stance.
expressing anger, outrage, disbelief at this basic

While
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that position is understood here, the energy of this study has been

redirected.

To return to the image set forth in the Prologue, it is

possible to work and play simultaneously.

It is possible to find per-

sonal meaning and excitement while at the same time contributing to the

economic well-being of this society.

The intent here has been to out-

line one such approach to work that synergistically encompasses both the

needs of people and of society.

It has been,

tive approach to a very longstanding conflict

if you will, a collabora-

— which

has resulted in an

integrative framework that goes beyond the Puritanical conceptualization
that has dominated the workplace for so many centuries.

—
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APPENDIX A
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SEA

SYNERGY FOR SURVIVAL:

OTHERS

S'ET-CORKtSC SKILLS

March 1931

EVALUATION - MARCH REGICNAL WORKSHOPS

I.

Please evaluate the extent to which you feel the following workshop
objectives were achieved.
Participants will broaden and clarify their understanding of
the concept of community education and of networking as a process
useful to comnuinity educators in improving the quality of life
in communities.

A.

Not at All
1

3*4

Moderatelv
2

Well
5

Completely
6

7

Comments:

B.

Participants will identify and further develop skills and
behaviors useful in networking and interagency collaboration.

1

Well

Moderately

Not at All
2

3

4

Completely
6

5

7

Comments:

II.

To what extent were the following components of the workshop useful/
exciting to you?
A.

Community Education Presentation and Discussion

12

Not at All

Comments

Moderately
3

Comnletelv

Well
5

6

'7

: :

:
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Draft

1

March Regional Workshops

-

Evaluacion

Page

Stace Presencacions

B.

2

1

4

3

Conpletely

Well

Moderately

Noc at All

6

5

7

Cocments

Goal Setting

C.

2

1

4

3

Completely

Well

Moderately

Not at All

7

6

5

Comments

D.

Life-long Learning Scale

12

6

5

4

3

Completely

Well

Moderately

Not at All

7

Comments:

E.

Action Planning

Not at All
1

Comments

3

Completely

yell

Moderately
2

4

5

6

7

2

351

TDraft L
Page

Evaluacion - March Regional Workshops

III.

3

Howwereche facilities for this workshop?

1

7

6

5

4

3

2

Excellent

Good

Fair

Poor

Comment:

IV.

presentation)
(design, materials, manner of
Was the workshop technology
appropriate to the goals of the sessions?

1

2

Excellent

Good

Fair

Poor

3

4

5

7

6

Comment:

suppcrtiver.ess
TctiTties. groap process skills,

.

etc.)
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Paga 4

Evalaaclon - March Raglanal WorkahoBs

VX.

For State Comnunlc y Educaclon D irecto rs Only

Was It a usaful strategy to bring potential natvork Dambers to this
conference?

K.

conference met?
Were your personal goals and expectations for this

B.

C.

VII.

efforts in
How can .^continue to support your
(We wiU
grant next year.
that there will be no federal training
months in whatever
six
next
the
over
consultants
be avaiUble as
you feel is most useful.)

Any additional consaents

etc?
criticisms, thoughts for May,

Tn

.
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Region

DESCRIPTION OF COLLABORATIVE FUNCTIONING

The following data will be used for research purposes as part of my dissertation,
"Collaboration In Work Settings." Your participation Is greatly appreciated.
Betsy Loughran

Circle the number at the left that best describes your degree of
Directions:
agreement with the following statement Che first morning (yesterday) of this
agreement
workshop. Circle the number at the right that describes your degree of
with the statement this morning
.

Today A.M.

Yesterday A.M.

High

Low

High

Low

A

1.

My individual concerns, interests and needs
were met by working on the group task,

3

3

5

2

2

A

1

1

3

A

3

A

5

Group members demonstrated a high level of
energy in working on cask.

2

2

2.

1

1

2

3

A

5

2

3

A

5

3.

Group members understood the group's purpose.

1

1

2

3

A

5

2

3

A

5

A.

Group members displayed commitment to Che
group purpose.

1

1

2

3

A

5

2

3

A

5

5.

Group members contributed equally to the
discussions

1

1

2

3

A

5

2

3

A

5

6.

consensus
Group members agreed with group
decisions.
and/or

1

1

2

3

A

5

2

3

A

5

7.

Group members discussed their opinions
without hiding personal feelings.

1

1

2

3

A

5

2

3

A

5

8.

Leadership was shared in Che group.

1

1

1

2

3

A

5

1

2

3

A

5

9.

I

2

3

A

5

2

3

A

5

10.

satisfaction with
Group members indicated
outcomes.
group

1

1

2

3

A

5

2

3

A

5

11.

resolve conflict
Group members were able to
or discontent.

1

1

information
had access Co enough relevant
group.
Che
in
productively
CO work

5

5

